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Summary
Over the past two decades there has been substantial growth in speech communications and 
new speech related applications. Bandwidth constraints led reseai'chers to investigate ways 
of compressing speech signals whilst maintaining speech quality and intelligibility so as to 
increase the possible number of customers for the given bandwidth. Because of this a variety 
of speech coding techniques have been proposed over this period. At the heart of any proposed 
speech coding method is quantisation of the speech production model parameters that need 
to be transmitted to the decoder. Quantisation is a controlling factor for the targeted bit 
rates and for meeting quality requirements.
The objectives of the research presented in this thesis are twofold. The first enabling the 
development of a very low bit rate speech coder which maintains quality and intelligibility. 
This includes increasing the robustness to various operating conditions as well as enhancing 
the estimation and improving the quantisation of speech model parameters. The second 
objective is to provide a method for enhancing the performance of an existing speech related 
application.
The first objective is tackled with the aid of three techniques. Firstly, various novel estimation 
techniques are proposed which are such that the resultant estimated speech production model 
parameters have less redundant information and are highly correlated. This leads to easier 
quantisation (due to higher correlation) and therefore to bit saving. The second approach is 
to make use of the joint effect of the quantisation of spectral parameters (i.e. LSF and spectral 
amplitudes) for their big impact on the overall bit allocation required. Work towards the first 
objective also includes a thhd technique which enhances the estimation of a speech model 
parameter (i.e. the pitch) through a robust statistics-based post-processing (or tracking) 
method which operates in noise contaminated environments.
Work towards the second objective focuses on an application where speech plays an important 
role, namely echo-canceller and noise-suppressor systems. A novel echo-canceller method is 
proposed which resolves most of the weaknesses present in existing echo-canceller systems 
and improves the system performance.
K ey words: Linear prediction coding (LPC), anti-aliasing filtering, joint LSF and spectral 
amplitude quantisation, pitch post-processing (or pitch tracking), echo canceller and noise 
suppressor
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Chapter 1, Introduction
Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
Speech coding has become one of the most important areas of modern digital communication 
during the last two decades. Digital mobile telephones play an important role in every day 
life for millions of people world wide. Transmission and storage of speech and audio signals 
are witnessing enormous growth since the introduction of internet communications. This has 
also paved the way for huge increase in multimedia applications and large consumer demand. 
All these reasons combined resulted in increasing demand for faster, more efficient, more 
reliable and better quality systems.
Speech coding may be defined as finding a representation of speech which can be transmitted 
efficiently through a digital channel. The primary objective of a speech coding system is to 
achieve high perceived quality reconstructed speech with low bit rate requirements. In addi­
tion to the bit rate constraint, complexity, robustness to transmission errors and robustness 
to the acoustic environment at the talker and listner ends are important issues in speech 
coder design. Substantial importance is made for the bit rate issue, mainly due to the huge 
increase in consumer volume and limited available bandwidth.
In digital speech communication, speech is generally bandlimited below 4 kHz and sampled at 
8 kHz. Resultant speech samples at the output of an Analogue to Digital (A/D) converter are 
usually amplitude quantised to 16 bits. Quantisation can be either uniform or non-uniform. 
The simplest coding technique is Pulse Code Modulation (PCM) which quantises each sam­
ple amplitude independently. Speech coded at 64 kbps (i.e. 8 kHz sampling and 8 bits per 
sample) using logarithmic PGM is considered, subjectively as ”non-compressed” and is often
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used as a reference for comparisons. In the 1970's, adaptive quantisation techniques such 
as the Adaptive Differential Pulse Code Modulation (ADPCM) operating at 32 kbps were 
introduced. The perceived quality of these speech coding schemes are often referred to as toll 
quality or telephone quality.
More sophisticated speech coding techniques that remove redundant and perceptually ir­
relevant information present in speech signals have resulted in speech coders that produce 
high quality synthesized speech at low bit rates. Many speech coders have therefore been 
developed and standardised for the various bit rates spanning the range from 64 to 2.4 kbps 
over the past two decades [1][2]. High bit rate speech coders (in the range between 64 to 16 
kbps) are mainly applied to fixed networks such as digital circuit multiplexing equipments, 
whereas medium rate speech coders (i.e. 16 down to 8 kbps) are mainly developed in the last 
decade or so due to the cellular telephony boom. Recently, a lot of effort has been invested 
in developing new speech coding methods that provide high quality speech at speech coding 
rates below 4 kbps.
1.2 Thesis Outline
The work presented in this thesis, is mainly focused on enhancing speech quality while op­
erating at the same bit rates as existing systems. Or, the same quality speech as existing 
speech coding systems may be achieved with lower bit requirements. Enhancement of the 
performance of pitch estimators (using post-processing techniques) when used in noise con­
taminated environments has also been proposed. Furthermore, a novel solution for echo 
cancellers used in communication has also been proposed which enhances the performance of 
existing systems. The thesis is organised as follows:
• Chapter two:
This chapter starts with a brief historic overview of the development of speech coding. 
The motivation behind speech coding is then given followed by the list of attributes 
considered when developing a speech coder system. A basic description of speech prop­
erties and redundancy removal techniques is then presented. The three main speech 
coding techniques proposed over the years are introduced with a brief description of 
each along with a list of existing systems used in communications.
• Chapter three:
The source filter model generally used in speech coding systems operating below 16
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kbps is first introduced. This is followed by a description of Linear Prediction (LP) 
estimation technique, usually used for determining the speech spectral envelope shape. 
Two methods for LP paiameter calculation are then presented (namely: autocorrelation 
and covariance) along with technigues used for their solution. This chapter is ended 
by a list of alternative representations for the linear prediction parameters with special 
emphasis on Line Spectral Frequency (LSF).
• Chapter four:
An extensive description of speech vocoders based on the sinusoidal model is given. 
Important model parameters (such as pitch, voicing and spectral parameters) are high­
lighted and a brief explanation is given for each. Due to the huge dependence of the 
sinusoidal speech vocoder on an accurate pitch estimate, a complete derivation for a 
basic pitch estimator is provided. All extracted model parameters need to be quantised 
for transmission, therefore a general discussion on quantisation is given. This chapter 
ends with an introduction to the Split Band Linear Prediction Coefficient (SB-LPC) 
speech coder, which has been developed at the Centre for Communication Systems Re­
search (CCSR) and is used extensively throughout this thesis as the base system for 
comparisons.
• Chapter five:
This chapter highlights the importance of a consistent and reliable pitch estimate for 
speech quality and intelligibility in speech communication systems. The degradation of 
pitch estimators performances when used in such harsh environments is pointed out and 
a novel pitch post-processing technique that is based on robust statistics is proposed. 
Advantages of the proposed method as compared to a widely used pitch post-processing 
technique are presented with reference to the experimental results obtained.
• Chapter six:
In this chapter, a thorough investigation into the classic LSF and spectral amplitudes 
(frequency magnitude spectrum of the LP residual) estimation methods, as seen from 
an oversampling and decimation perspective, is presented. The stationary assumption 
made for the speech within the analysis window is challenged and a novel anti-aliasing 
low pass filtering is introduced to alleviate possible overlapping spectrum resulting from 
the weak stationary assumption. The proposed method is shown to give an advantage 
compared to existing methods through producing the same quality synthesized speech
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with less quantisation bits (for both LSF and spectral amplitudes quantisers) leading 
to possible bit savings.
• Chapter seven:
Chapter seven tackles the weaknesses seen in the classic methods for quantising LSF 
and spectral amplitudes. In vocoder systems, generally LSF and spectral amplitude 
parameters are quantised sequentially using Vector Quantisation (VQ). The effect of 
LSF quantisation is taken into account when estimating and quantising the spectral 
amplitudes but the effect of spectral amplitudes quantisation does not effect LSF quan­
tisation. A novel joint LSF and spectral amplitudes VQ technique is therefore proposed. 
This is followed by experimental test results in the form of listening tests. This chapter 
ends with the discussion of the advantages shown by the proposed method as compared 
to the classic methods.
• Chapter eight:
The problems existing in practical echo-canceller systems are investigated in this chap­
ter. The dependence of classic echo-canceller systems on a reliable Voice Activity Detec­
tor (VAD) are emphasized. The limitations of these systems regarding filter coefficient 
adaptation are discussed. To overcome these existing problems, a novel combined echo- 
canceller and noise suppressor system is proposed and is shown to have no need for a 
VAD in addition to continually adapting filter coefficients. Advantages of the proposed 
methods are evident through the experimental results listed.
• Chapter nine: We end this thesis by drawing conclusions as well as proposing future 
possible work to be carried out in line with what has already been described here.
1.3 Original Contributions
The original contributions included in this thesis are summarised as follows:
• Proposal of a novel pitch post-processing method to reduce the degradation inherent 
in existing pitch estimators methods when used in heavy noise environments. This 
proposed method showed considerable improvements to existing system with regard to 
reducing pitch errors and resulting in smoother pitch contours. This work has been 
published in IBB electronic letters.
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• A thorough investigation into LSF and spectral amplitudes estimation as seen from an 
over-sampling and decimation perspective is performed. Problems existing in classic 
LSF and spectral amplitudes estimation are identified and are shown to be related to 
the weak stationary assumption made for the speech within the analysis window. A 
novel anti-aliasing low pass filtering is proposed to alleviate these evident problems. 
Quantisation bit saving advantage, while maintaining speech quality, were also shown 
when using the proposed method for both LSF and spectral amplitudes. This work has 
been filed for patenting by Nokia Research Centre as well as some of it published in the 
Speech Coding Workshop 2002 international conference,
• Proposal of a novel joint LSF and spectral amplitudes quantisation technique. This 
method has shown to give subjective as well as objective advantages when compared 
to classic methods.
• Proposal of a novel combiner echo-canceller and noise-suppressor system. This system 
overcomes the dependence of the existing system’s performance on a reliable VAD 
detection for the appropriate filter coefficient adaptation. Filter coefficients in the 
proposed method are continually adapted and there is no need for any switching or 
VAD detection.
A list of publications and patents resulting from the work presented here as well as joint work 
carried out during the PhD period are shown in Appendix A.
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An Introduction to Speech Coding
This chapter mainly highlights the development of speech coding over the years followed by a 
brief description of the parameters considered when designing a speech coder. Speech signal 
properties and speech perception along with redundancy removal techniques are introduced. 
We end this chapter with speech coding classification according to procedure and a brief 
description of existing systems with more focus on parametric coders, especially sinusoidal 
coders.
2.1 Introduction
While many of the developments affecting speech communication have occurred in the last 
few decades, the basic tools for speech analysis are founded in mathematics, such as Fourier 
analysis developed many decades ago. A basic understanding of how we produce speech has 
existed for hundreds of years (e.g., mechanical speech synthesizer existed in the 1700s [3]), 
but detailed knowledge of audio perception is fairly recent (e.g., Bekesy’s experiments on 
the basilar membrane in the 1940s). Modern speech research started in the 1930s, when the 
practical digital transmission of pulse-code modulation (PCM) was developed and when a 
mechanical synthesizer called Voder was demonstrated. The invention of the sound spectro­
graph in 1946 spurred much work in speech analysis, since it allowed practical displays of the 
acoustic output of the vocal tract.
Viewing individual sounds or phonemes as composed of discrete, distinctive features origi­
nated in the 1950s and spurred development of electronic speech synthesizers. More efficient 
digital speech coding in the form of delta modulation was also developed at this time as well.
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Fant’s benchmark work on speech acoustics appeared in the 1960s [4], beginning a decade of 
speech research, during which speech was first synthesized by computer and the important 
analysis techniques of cepstrum and linear prediction were introduced.
The early 1970s saw development of time-adaptive speech coding as well as a big increase in 
speech recognition work. Digital signal processing as a discipline saw much development [5] 
in the early 1970s. Whereas, in the late 1970s, more complex speech coding systems such as 
subband and adaptive transform coders appeared. Large-scale integrated circuits made their 
appearance in the form of one-chip speech synthesizers, and the stochastic methods became 
accepted for speech recognition.
The major developments in the 1980s include the single-chip digital signal processors, the 
use of vector quantization for low-rate speech coding, the search for better excitation models 
for speech synthesis (e.g. multipulse excitation) and the use of auditory models in speech 
application.
The 1990s have seen widespread acceptance of speech coders, synthesizers and recognizers, 
as computational power has continued to increase substantially while costs decrease. While 
the pace of major breakthroughs has slowed in recent years, research continues since current 
speech products are far from optimum.
2.2 Motivation behind speech coding
The appropriate bit rate at which speech should be transmitted or stored depends on the 
cost of transmission or storage, the cost of coding the digital speech signal and the speech 
quality requirements. Prior to the 1980’s, the high cost of coding and low speech quality 
meant that speech coding was used very little. A dramatic increase in the efficiency of digital 
signal processing hardware and recent advances in speech coding research have significantly 
changed this situation, and currently speech coding is used for a large number of applications. 
In all speech coders, the reconstructed signal differs from the original signal. The bit rate is 
reduced by representing the speech signal (or parameters of the speech model) with reduced 
precision and by removing inherent redundancy from the speech signal [2]. The process of 
representing a value or a vector with reduced precision is called quantisation [2]. The dis­
tortion in the reconstructed speech signal resulting from quantisation is called quantisation 
noise. In speech coding, the particular character of the distortion is very important. For some 
speech coding applications the primary goal is to make the reconstructed speech sound natu­
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ral, while in others it is to maximise the perceived similarity of the original and reconstructed 
speech signals. Regardless of what the targeted speech application is, finding an objective 
criterion that is based on satisfying perception goals and is a function of the original and 
reconstructed speech signal is extremely difficult and very challenging.
Psycho-acoustics play a fundamental role in speech coding. Distortion to the speech signal 
due to quantisation noise should therefore be minimised and managed in some way so as they 
are not perceived by the human auditory system. In linear quantization, for example, the 
amount of quantisation noise added to the small amplitude speech regions is similar to the 
noise added in higher amplitude speech regions which leads to perceiving the noise distortion 
in the small speech regions. Non-linear quantisation methods exploit the non-perceptibility 
of higher quantisation noise in higher speech amplitude regions. For such quantisers, more 
quantisation noise is allowed in high amplitude speech region while a smaller amount is added 
to the smaller amplitude speech regions.
Speech coding development over recent years has been primaiily driven by applications which 
are of major economic impact, such as mobile communications, and therefore provides an in­
centive to increase the efficiency of the speech coders. Whereas, pre-1980 research was driven 
by military requirements.
2.3 Primary considerations in speech coder design
Many attributes are considered while designing a speech coder for a given application, a list 
of which (with a brief description ) follows.
2.3.1 B it rate
The primar y motivation of speech coding research is the transmission bit rate reduction while 
maintaining sufficient speech quality. Depending on application. Fixed Bit Rate (FBR) or 
Variable Bit Rate (VBR) coding schemes can be used. FBR speech coders are of less design 
complexity compared to VBR speech coders. A criterion is needed for VBR coders for deter­
mining the bit rate of a particular speech segment. A VBR coder maintains sufficient speech 
quality for a given segment of speech while allocating the minimum number of bits. Even 
though most of the existing speech coding standards are based on fixed rate algorithms, inter­
est in VBR coders has increased over the years. VBR coders are particularly advantageous in
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mobile telephony applications such as the introduction of the new European Telecommunica­
tion Standards Institute (ETSI) standard GSM speech coder called the Adaptive Multi-Rate 
(AMR) coder [6] and Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) [7] wireless network standard.
2.3.2 Speech quality
The quality of the reconstructed speech signal is of vital importance in speech coding de­
sign. It is extremely difficult to find an objective perception measure using original and 
reconstructed speech signals, due to the difficulty in finding a good model for the human 
ear. Therefore, extensive testing with human subjects is performed before the suitability of 
a particular speech coder for a particular application can be judged. Three measures have 
often been used to assess the subjective speech quality of the speech coders. These include 
the Diagnostic Rhyme Test (DRT) [8], the Diagnostic Acceptability Measure (DAM) [9] and 
the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) [10]. Each one of these tests measure a different aspect of 
speech subjective quality. The DRT measures intelligibility, whereas the DAM provides a 
characterisation of coded speech in terms a broad range of distortions. The MOS attempts 
to combine all aspects of speech quality in a single number ranging between 1 and 5, with 
1 referring to unacceptable quality and 5 referring to excellent quality [2]. The MOS test is 
the most used in speech quality assessments, for which a large number of untrained listeners 
are considered in order to rate the quality of the reconstructed speech by giving each phrase 
a value within the range. The MOS ratings for all listeners and all speech segments are then 
averaged. An average MOS value of 4.0 or higher defines good (also referred as ’’toll”) qual­
ity whereas an average MOS between 3.5 and 4.0 is said to be acceptable for communication 
applications [2].
2.3.3 C om plexity
The computational complexity and memory requirements of a speech coder determine the 
cost and power consumption of the hardware it is implemented on. The requirement is that 
the computational effort for a block of speech has to be performed within the duration of 
that block if the speech coder is to be considered for real-time applications. To keep the cost 
and power consumption low, speech coders are run on a Digital Signal Processing (DSP) chip 
(generally fixed point, 16-bit DSP chips). Floating point DSP chips may also be used when 
power consumption is not a concern. In mobile telephony, fixed point DSP chips are favoured
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over the floating point due to the high emphasis on power consumption for such applications.
2.3.4 D elay
Delay is of great importance when the speech coder is intended for real-time speech commu­
nication applications. For a highly interactive speech communication, a delay exceeding 150 
ms is considered an impairment [2].
Coder delay is often divided into four separate components. The first is algorithmic delay, 
which is related to how long it takes to accumulate the necessary speech samples for analysis. 
Speech coders usually operate on a block by block basis, referred to as frames. One frame 
of data must therefore be accumulated prior to processing. (Note that some processing can 
begin before a whole block is received, such as filtering.). Some speech coders require the 
additional look-ahead beyond the current frame. These combined contribute to the algorith­
mic delay [2]. Second is the computational delay, which is related to the time required by 
the speech coder to process the current frame. The processing time should not exceed the 
length of the frame (i.e. the processing time of the current frame should be finished before 
the next frame is read) [2]. Next is the multiplexing delay. This is the delay resulting from 
representing the speech parameters, to be transmitted, in a bit stream by the encoder part 
and the stripping of the speech coding parameters from the bit stream prior to synthesis in 
the decoder [2]. Finally, the transmission delay. This is related to the transmission channel, 
the speech coder is intended to be used in [2]. Transmission delays vary depending on appli­
cation. They range between 20 ms, as in mobile telephony, to about 280 ms or more as in 
satellite application.
2.3.5 Channel-error sen sitiv ity
Speech coders intended for speech communication purposes need to be robust to errors in­
troduced by the communication channel. These can be either single errors affecting one bit 
in the transmitted bit stream, or a burst of errors affecting more than one bit, or a whole 
speech packet lost in a packet based network, all of which is occurring at random. Precautions 
against such external distortions need to be included in the speech coder design.
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2.3.6 Signal bandw idth
In most digital speech coders, the speech signal is sampled at 8 kHz, resulting in a maximum 
signal bandwidth of 4 kHz. In practice, the speech signal is band limited to 3600 Hz at the 
high end, while at the low end the cut off is in the range 50-200 Hz.
2.3.7 A coustic environm ent at b oth  talker and listner ends
While designing a speech coder, the communication environment at the talker and speaker 
ends have to be taken into consideration. Background noise contamination as well as the 
presence of echo pick ups between microphone and ear piece are some of the problems that 
effect the performance of the speech coder. Proper accountability of these factors while 
designing speech coder can enhance its performance in such practical acoustic environments.
2.4 Speech properties
A good understanding of the properties of speech signals and their perception is of great im­
portance while designing effective speech coders. Such an understanding of production and 
perception of speech signal helps in removing the redundancies present in the speech signal 
and only coding perceptually important features of speech. The speech production system is 
fairly well understood. That is not the case for the understanding of how the perception (i.e. 
the model of the ear) of speech signal happens.
The perception of speech is a complex process. It is still not very clear how the auditory 
system processes the speech signal. However, it is known that both temporal and spectral 
analysis of speech are performed [2]. Therefore, a better understanding of the speech prop­
erties may be achieved through analysing it in terms of both its frequency and time domain 
characteristics. To derive the frequency domain properties, the speech is analysed on a short 
time basis using a window of 20 to 30 ms duration. Speech signals are non-stationary and at 
best may be assumed to be quasi-stationary over the short time segments. Speech can gener­
ally be classified as either voiced (e.g. the sound /a /  and /i/) , unvoiced (e.g. the sound /sh/) 
or mixed [11]. Time and frequency domain plots for voiced and unvoiced speech segments are 
shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2. Voiced speech, as seen in Figure 2.1, is quasi-periodic in the 
time domain and harmonically structured in the frequency domain while unvoiced speech, 
as seen in Figure 2.2, is random-like in time and broadband and of fiat nature in frequency
11
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domain. In addition, the energy of voiced segments is generally higher than the energy of 
unvoiced segments.
The short-time spectrum of voiced speech is characterised by its fine harmonic and for­
mant structure. The fine harmonic structure is a consequence of the quasi-periodicity of the 
speech and may be attributed to the vibrating vocal cords. The formant structure (spectral 
envelope) is due to the interaction of the source and the vocal tract. The vocal tract con­
sists of the pharynx and the mouth cavity. The shape of the spectral envelope that fits the 
short time spectrum of voiced speech , as shown in Figure 2.1, is associated with the transfer 
characteristics of the vocal tract and the spectral tilt (of 6 dB/octave) is due to the glottal 
pulse [11]. The spectral envelope is characterised by a set of peaks which are referred to as 
formants. The formants are the resonant modes of the vocal tract. For the average vocal 
tract there are three to five formants below 4 kHz. The amplitudes and locations of the first 
three formants, normally occurring below 3 kHz, are important in both speech synthesis and 
perception. Higher formants are also important for wideband and unvoiced speech represen­
tations [2] [11].
The properties of speech are related to the physical speech production system. Voiced speech
12
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is produced by exciting the vocal tract with quasi-periodic glottal air pulses generated by the 
vibrating vocal cords. The frequency of the periodic pulses is referred to as the fundamental 
frequency or pitch. Unvoiced speech is produced by forcing air through a constriction in the 
vocal tract. Nasal sounds (e.g. the sound /n /) are due to the acoustical coupling of the nasal 
tract to the vocal tract, and plosive sounds (e.g. the sound /p /) are produced by abruptly 
releasing air pressure which was built up behind a closure in the tract [11].
2.5 Redundancy removal through prediction
To reduce the bit rate required for transmission of a speech signal, it is necessary to remove 
most (all if possible) redundancies of the speech signal in order to use the available bits for 
transmitting information which is perceptually important. Redundancy removal as well as 
modelling of the vocal tract are, generally, done by means of prediction techniques. 
Prediction techniques can be classified as either linear or non-lineai’. In real time applications, 
Linear Prediction (LP) methods are favoured over the non-linear methods, since the former 
require less complex operations and are less time consuming. Adjacent speech samples are
13
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highly correlated and by the use of a simple predictor, it is possible to reduce the dynamic
range to be quantised therefore reducing the necessary bits.
2.6 A classification of speech coders
Speech coders, in general, may be classified as either waveform, parametric or hybrid based
procedures. Waveform based speech coders are mainly concerned with representing the speech 
samples themselves without any consideration to the speech production models, whereas 
parametric based speech coders use a model of the speech production mechanism and extract 
parameters related to the model. Parametric based speech coders, unlike waveform based 
speech coders, are mainly concerned with producing synthesized speech that sounds the 
same as the original rather than specifically looking like it. Hybrid based speech coders are 
concerned with both waveform matching and model parameter extraction.
2.6.1 W aveform based speech coders
Waveform speech coders focus upon representing the speech waveform as such without nec­
essarily exploiting the underlying speech production model. Waveform coders are generally 
more robust than both parametric and hybrid coders, in the sense that they work well with 
a wider class of signals, however, they also generally operate at higher bit rates. In this 
subsection a brief description of the concepts associated with two widely known waveform 
based speech coders, namely sub-band and transform coders [11], is given.
The sub-band and transform coders exploit the redundancies of the signal in the transformed 
domain. Most of these coders rely only on the frequency domain representations of the 
signal obtained through filter banks representations (sub-band speech coders) or by using 
discrete-time unitary transforms (transform speech coders).
2.6.1.1 Sub-band speech coders
In the sub-band speech coder [12], as shown in Figure 2.3, the full band speech signal is 
divided into a number of signals, each resulting from a different sub-band. Due to the 
reduced bandwidth of the sub-band signals, down-sampling is used prior to encoding [2]. 
Each sub-band is then encoded and transmitted to the decoder. At the decoder, the signals 
are decoded, up-sampled and added producing a reconstructed speech signal.
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The same technique may be used for analogue as well as digital implementations depending
Reconstructed
Speech
Decoder
Encoder
Encoder Decoder
Decoder
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Encoder
Up-sampling
Down-sampling
-> Down-:Low pass filter
Up-samplingDown-s
Down-;High pass filter
Figure 2.3: Block diagram of a sub-band coder with four bands
upon the way the filter banks are implemented [11]. The sub-band coder (SBC) exploits the 
statistics of the signal and/or perceptual criteria to encode the signal in each band using 
a different number of bits for each band. In speech, the lower frequency bands are usually 
allocated more bits than higher frequency bands in order to preserve critical pitch and formant 
information.
The design of the filter banks is a very important consideration in the design of SBC. The 
filter bandwidths may be equal or unequal. For speech applications, the low-band filters are 
usually associated with nairow widths so that they can resolve accurately the low frequency 
narrow band formants [11].
2.6.1.2 Transform based speech coders
In transform coders, as shown in Figure 2.4, the transform components of a unitary trans­
form are quantized at the transmitter and decoded and inverse-transformed at the receiver 
[11]. The potential bit rate reduction in Transform Coding (TC) lies in the fact that unitary 
transforms tend to generate (from a frame of speech ) near-uncorrelated transform compo­
nents which can be encoded independently. Variable bit allocation for the resultant trans­
form components can be used. More bits are used to represent the transform components 
corresponding to the lower frequency band, while less bits are allocated for the transform 
components corresponding to higher frequency bands. Furthermore, the variances of these 
components often exhibit consistent or slowly time-varying patterns which can be exploited 
for redundancy removal using fixed or adaptive bit-allocation rules. The signal in TC is
15
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Figure 2.4: The transform coder
processed frame-by-frame and each frame is transformed using a discrete unitary transform. 
This operation can be represented by a matrix multiplication, i.e.,
S ^ T s (2 .1)
where T is an N x N  unitary transform matrix and s is an N x l  vector of input speech samples. 
The inverse transform is applied for signal synthesis
(2 .2)
Equation (2.1) is known as the analysis expression while equation (2.2) is the synthesis 
formula. For unitary transforms, T~^ = where ^  in the superscript denotes the hermitian 
(complex conjugate transpose) operator. The column vectors of are known as the basis 
vectors of the transformation and the signal vector in (2.2) is essentially reconstructed by a 
linear combination of the basis vectors. In the absence of quantisation and channel errors, the 
synthesis expression (2.2) yields exact reconstruction. When the transform components are 
quantised, however, reconstruction is no longer exact and depends on the quantisation noise 
and the type of transform. There are several discrete transforms that can be used for TC, 
such as, Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT), Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT), the Walsh 
Hadamard Transform (WHT), the Karhimen Loeve Transform (KLT), etc. The KLT is the 
optimal unitary transform in the sense that the transform components are maximally de­
correlated for any given signal. The basis vectors of the KLT are the normalised eigenvectors 
of the autocorrelation matrix of the signal. Therefore, the KLT is data dependent and in 
many cases impractical because of the large number of computations required to determine 
the eigenvectors. The DFT and the DCT are, on the other hand, suboptimal but easier to 
compute since they are not data dependent. Both DFT and DCT can be efficiently computed 
through using Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT).
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2.6.2 Param etric based speech coders
In parametric coding, the speech signal is characterised in terms of a set of model parameters, 
and these model parameters are quantized without consideration of the original speech signal. 
Unlike the waveform based coders which quantise parameters so as to maximise the similarity 
between the original and reconstructed signals, parametric based speech coders are more 
focused on the quality of synthesized speech. The speech quality of a parametric based coder 
is limited by the accuracy of the model and the quantisation noise added to each parameter.
2.6.2.1 Sinusoidal Tïansfbrm coders
McAulay and Quatieri introduced a general sinusoidal speech analysis and synthesis tech­
nique [13] and developed the Sinusoidal Transform Coder (STC) [14] to demonstrate the 
applicability of the technique in low bit rate speech coding. Sinusoidal coding does not re­
strict the component sinusoids of the synthesised speech to be harmonics of the fundamental 
frequency. The frequency tracks of the sinusoidal representation may vary independently of 
each other between their birth and death. However, in harmonic coding, the higher frequency 
components are multiples of the fundamental frequency [15]. Therefore, harmonic coding can 
be seen as a sub set of general sinusoidal coding. At low bit rates STC also restricts the 
frequency tracks to be harmonics of the fundamental frequency, and estimate the harmonic 
phases at the decoder, simply because the available bits are not sufficient to encode the large 
number of parameters of the general sinusoidal representation [2].
Figure 2.5 depicts the block diagrams of the sinusoidal analysis and synthesis process in­
troduced by McAulay and Quatieri. The speech spectrum is estimated by windowing the 
input speech signal using a Hamming window and computing the Discrete Fourier Transform 
(DFT). The frequencies, amplitudes, and phases corresponding to the peaks of the magnitude 
spectrum become the model parameters of the sinusoidal representation. Employing a pitch 
adaptive window length of two and a half times the average pitch improves the accuracy of 
peak estimation [2]. The synthesiser generates the sine waves corresponding to the estimated 
frequencies and phases and modulates them using the amplitudes. Then all the sinusoids are 
summed up to produce the synthesised speech. The block edge effects are smoothed out by 
applying overlap and add using a triangular window which is effectively a simple interpolation 
technique. The sinusoidal synthesis, requires parameter update rates of at least 12.5 ms for 
good quality speech synthesis [2].
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2.6.2.2 P ro to type  W aveform In terpo la tion  (PW I)
The voiced parts of speech have the most contribution to its perceptual quality. Hence, a 
system which is able to produce high quality voiced speech at low bit rates is essential in the 
development of low bit rate speech coders with high perceptual quality. Based on this fact, 
the PWI algorithm, first introduced by Kleijn in 1991 [16], only focuses on encoding voiced 
speech. Therefore, for a whole speech coding system WI technique will be responsible for 
the voiced segments of speech whereas another technique is used for the unvoiced segments 
(such as the one based on the Code Excited Linear Prediction (CELP) speech coder method 
described in the next subsection but modified to be used only for unvoiced speech segments).
The whole coding process of a WI coder may be split into four stages, namely, prototype 
selection, quantization of selected prototype, interpolation and quality enhancement tech­
niques. Employing the linear prediction (LP) model of the speech production system, Kleijin 
[17] used PWI technique to encode the LP residual signal (rather than the original speech). 
Nevertheless, PWI method can also be used directly on speech itself.
Figure 2.6 shows the block diagram of the basic PWI coding algorithm. The LP coefficients of 
the speech are first extracted and quantized. At the same time a V/UV classifier is employed 
to separate the voiced and unvoiced sections of the speech signal. The pitch period of each
18
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voiced frame is calculated by a pitch detector. This pitch period is then used to extract the 
prototype waveform of that voiced frame. The unvoiced sections are encoded using another 
method (such as the CELP coder).
Pigme 2.7 illustrates the block diagram of PWI decoder. The prototype waveforms are first 
reconstructed and interpolated to yield the synthetic voiced residual signal. The synthetic 
voiced speech is obtained by passing the residual signal through the LP synthesis filter. The 
speech frames, when speech changes from unvoiced to voiced or vice versa, are also recon­
structed by employing the PWI algorithm. A second decoding method is used to synthesise 
the unvoiced speech.
2.6.3 H ybrid speech coders
Hybrid coders combine the advantages of both parametric coding and waveform coding. As 
a result they are able to offer near toll quality at medium bit rates, and are the most popular 
speech coders at these rates. They basically use a speech production model, as for para­
metric coders, to reduce the correlation between neighbouring speech samples. The resulting 
residual signal is then waveform coded. The transmitted signal therefore comprises of the 
coefficients of the predictors used to remove redundancy, and the waveform coded residual 
signal.
Early schemes used Analysis-and-Synthesis (AaS) models, where the input speech is inverse 
filtered using the speech production model, and the residual is then quantised, using one of 
many techniques. Examples of such coders are the Adaptive Predictive Coder (APC) [18], 
and the Residual Excited Linear Prediction (RELP) coder [19], which mainly differ in the 
technique used for quantisation of the residual. These offer high quality speech at 16 kbps 
and good quality at 9.6 kbps respectively.
Increases in the amount of computational power available in modern DSP has paved the way 
for the emergence of new coders called Analysis-by-Synthesis (AbS) coders. In these coders 
the waveform matching process is performed on the actual output speech rather than the 
residual signal from the speech production model. This involves applying the speech produc­
tion model to every candidate block of synthetic excitation, and selecting the excitation that 
produces synthetic speech closest to the original input speech. The most notable example 
of an AbS coder is the Code Excited Linear Predictive (CELP) algorithm [20], variants of 
which are used in many applications at low to medium bit rates. Such coders are capable of 
producing near toll quality at bit rates from 4.8 to 13 kbps.
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Figure 2.8 depicts the general block diagram of an AbS based coder. In general, as can be
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Figure 2.8: Analysis by synthesis parameter estimation algorithm
seen in figure 2.8, the system is divided into two distinct parts. The part related to the speech 
production model (i.e. excitation generation, pitch synthesis filter and LPC synthesis filter) 
and waveform matching part (i.e. the minimisation feedback loop). The part related to the 
speech production model is optimised in closed loop form whereby all possible combinations 
of pitch and excitation are tested and the combination resulting in the smallest value in the 
minimisation block is selected for transmission. Generally, the LPC synthesis filter is pre­
calculated once per frame prior to inclusion into the closed optimisation loop. The excitation 
generation part goes through all possible excitation signals available (either from a codebook 
or a random generator). Each excitation signal is then passed tlrrough the pitch synthesis 
filter (only when the speech segment is voiced or mixed (voiced and unvoiced)) which tries 
all possible pitch values. The pitch synthesis filter attempts to simulate pulses (in voiced and 
mixed (voiced/ unvoiced) speech segments) in the excitation signal that aie separated by the 
correct pitch period. This resultant excitation signal is then shaped by the synthesis filter 
to produce synthetic speech. The optimum excitation generation, pitch value and LPC are 
then quantised and transmitted to the decoder.
The decoder is similar to the encoder without the minimisation feedback loop. The parame­
ters transmitted will therefore be dequantized and used to generate the same synthetic speech 
as the one resulting in the minimum distortion value.
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2.7 Conclusion
The development of speech coding systems over the past decades has been highlighted. This 
was followed by a general description of the parameters contributing to the design of speech 
coders. The processing powers of the DSP devices increased over the years, resulting in the 
proposal of various speech coding systems. Examples of the different approaches proposed 
were highlighted and a description of some of the popular systems in use was given. This is 
only a fraction of existing systems and there is a wealth of different designs, approaches and 
improvements to the systems described here.
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Chapter 3
Linear Prediction of Speech
This chapter presents the linear prediction method frequently used in speech coding. It starts 
with a brief introduction to the human speech production mechanism. This is then followed 
by the source filter model mostly used in low bit rate speech coders as an approximation to 
the speech production system. The linear prediction method used for estimating the vocal 
tract part of the speech production system is then given along with the various techniques 
used for their calculation and the different alternative representation used in practise.
3.1 Introduction
Current low bit rate speech coding algorithms have, generally, been developed from an un­
derstanding of the human speech production mechanism. The human speech production 
mechanism, shown in Figure 3.1, is best explained by dividing the operation of the system 
into two interconnected functions; excitation and modulation. Excitation can be further di­
vided into voiced, unvoiced and a mixture of both voiced and unvoiced. Voiced excitation is 
generated when the air coming from the lungs passes through the vocal chords causing them 
to vibrate resulting in quasi-periodic pulses of air. The fundamental frequency, or pitch, of 
voiced speech is dependent on the tension of the vocal chords which is under muscular control. 
The pulses of air generated by the vocal chords are then modulated by the vocal tract which 
in turn is spectrally shaped by the moving articulators, such as tongue, jaws, lips and teeth 
and as a result voiced sound are generated.
A turbulent air flow passing a constriction in the vocal tract produces unvoiced excitation. 
For unvoiced excitation, the vocal chords are relaxed and do not vibrate. The type of un-
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Figure 3.1: Human speech production mechanism
voiced sound produced is dependent on the point of constriction. When the constriction is 
in the larynx with the vocal chords being open, a whispering sound is produced which is a 
fully unvoiced type of excitation.
Mixed excitation, generating voiced fricative sounds, are produced by a constriction at the 
tongue, lips or teeth, accompanied by voiced excitation generated by the vocal chords. Clos­
ing part of the vocal tract and then releasing the accumulated pressure generates plosive 
type sounds. Nasal sounds are generated by passing the air flow coming from the lungs 
through the nasal cavity, which gives rise to a spectral null or zero in the speech spectrum. 
O’Shaughnessy [3] gives a detailed description of the human speech production mechanism. 
When generating the different speech sounds, the vocal tract modulates the excitation signal. 
Through varying the shape of the vocal tract, the position and bandwidth of it resonances 
(also known as formants) are controlled, and therefore give rise to the different speech sounds 
and speaker. In the 4 kHz speech spectrum, no more than 4 or 5 formants are normally 
present. The vocal tract of the human production mechanism may be approximated by a 
multi-stage acoustic tube model as presented in Figure 3.2. Impedance mismatch at the dif­
ferent acoustical tube stages cause wave reflection resulting in the resonances in the frequency 
spectrum. This simplifled representation gives rise to a linear fllter model.
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3.2 Source filter model
A widely used mathematical model for representing the human speech production system is 
the source filter model, as shown in Figure 3.3. Within this mathematical model, the vocal 
tract filter is represented by a time varying linear filter, whereas the excitation is assumed 
to be either voiced or unvoiced. Voiced excitation is generated through a sequence of quasi- 
periodic pulses separated by the pitch whilst the unvoiced is generated by a random noise 
generator. Over the years, this binary excitation has been developed further so as to include 
the mixed voiced and unvoiced excitation type, as in [21]. Therefore the source filter model 
is represented by the system of Figure 3.4. The excitation part of the model is represented 
by u{n) which corresponds to the different excitation types. Note here that some unvoiced 
excitation are forward from the glottis and are also modeled by u{n).
The source filter model is based on a number of assumptions and approximations. Even 
though these assumptions are not strictly true but the computational saving resulting from 
these assumptions have resulted in the wide adoption of the mathematical model. In order 
to model speech production we have to model both the excitation and the modulation (or 
vocal tract). For better understanding of the source and vocal tract characteristics, the first 
assumption is that the source and the vocal tract model are independent [22]. Therefore, 
the speech signal s(n), with reference to Figure 3.4, is produced by exciting the vocal tract 
model (represented by H{z)) with discrete time glottal excitation signal u{n). The second
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assumption is that the vocal tract filter has a linear transfer function.
The derivation of the vocal tract filter and the various possible representation will be the 
subject of sections that follow.
3.3 Linear Prediction (LP)
The most powerful and general linear parametric model used to model vocal tract is the Auto 
Regressive Moving Average (ARMA). In this model, a speech signal s{n) is considered to be 
the output of a system whose input is the excitation signal u{n). The speech sample s{n) is 
modelled as a linear combination of the past outputs and the present and past inputs [23]. 
This relation can be expressed in the following difference equation:
P Q&(%) = ^  aks{n  -  fc) + G ' ^ b i u { n  -  I), bo =  1 
k—l /=0
(3.1)
where G (gain factor) and a/., bi (filter coeflScients) are the system parameters. The number 
p implies that the past p output samples are being considered, which is also the order of 
the linear prediction. The transfer function H{z) of the system is obtained by applying a
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^(-transform to Equation 3.1:
Ç, 1 1 +  E
H(z)  =  77^  =  G  ^ ------- . (3.2)
^  ’ 1 -  E %.»-''fc=l
Clearly H{z) is a pole-zero model. The zeros represent the nasals, while the formants in a 
vowel spectrum are represented by the poles of H{z).  There are two special cases of this 
model:
1. When hi =  0, for I < l  < q-, H{z) reduces to an all pole model, which is also known as 
an AutoRegressive (AR) model.
2. When ajt. = 0, for \  < k < H{z) reduces to an all zero or Moving Average (MA) 
model.
The all-pole or autoregressive model is widely used for its simplicity and computational 
efficiency. It can model sounds such as vowels well enough. The zeros arise only in nasals 
and in unvoiced sounds like fricatives. These zeros are approximately modelled by the poles. 
This is achieved through the excitation signal u{n) which contains the information the all­
pole filter could not predict. Moreover, it is easy to solve an all pole model. To solve a 
j)ole-zero model, it is necessary to solve a set of nonlinear equations, but in the case of an 
all-pole model, only a set of linear equations need to be solved.
The transfer function of the all-pole model is given by
H ( z )  = ------ ^ --------. (3.3)
1 -  E  0.kZ~^ k= l
Actually an all-pole model is a good estimate of the pole-zero model. According to [22], any 
causal rational system H{z) can be decomposed as
Jî(;g) =  G'.Fr^(n(z)^w(z), (3.4)
where, G' is the gain factor, Hmin{^)  is the transfer function of a minimum phase filter and 
Hap{z )  is the transfer function of an all-pass filter.
Now, the minimum phase component can be expressed as an all-pole system (that has all its 
poles inside the unit circle):
— j  5 (3.5)
1 -  E  o.iZ-^
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Figure 3.5: LP analysis and synthesis model
where I  is theoretically infinite but practically can take a value of a relatively small integer. 
The all-pass component contributes only to the phase (by adding a linear phase part) and 
contributes nothing to the spectral magnitude [3). It is also worth mentioning that the ear 
is less perceptive to linear phases change than it is to spectral magnitudes. Therefore, the 
pole-zero model can be approximated by an all-pole model.
The inverse .%-transform of Equation 3.3 is given by
s(n,) =  V ' afcs(n -  k) Gu{n). 
fc=i
If the gain factor G =  1, then from Equation 3.3, the transfer function becomes
1 1
1 -  Ek=l
A { z y
(3.6)
(3,7)
where the polynomial (1 — E  ^k^ *) is denoted by A{z). The filter coefficients are called 
the linear prediction (LP) coefficients.
The error signal e{n) is the difference between the input speech and the estimated speech. 
Thus, the following relation holds
e(n) — s{n) ~  aks{n -  k), 
fc=i
In the 5:-domain it is equivalent to
E{z) = S(z)A{z).
(3.8)
(3.9)
Now, the whole model can be decomposed into the following two parts, the analysis part and 
the synthesis part as shown in Figure 3.5.
The analysis part analyzes the speech and produces the error signal. The synthesis part 
takes the error signal as an input which is then filtered by the synthesis filter 1/A{z) and the
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output is the speech signal. The error signal e(n) is sometimes called the residual signal or the 
excitation signal. If the error signal from the analysis part is not used in the synthesis, or if 
the synthesis filter is not exactly the inverse of the analysis filter, then the synthesized speech 
signal will not be the same as the original signal. This is the case when the filter coefficients 
as well as the error signal are quantised for transmission. To differentiate between the two 
signals, we use the notation s(n) for the synthesized speech signal.
3.4 Forward and backward adaptive coder
The encoder performs LP analysis of speech before transmission. After the LP analysis, the 
coded error signal is transmitted to the decoder. Whether the LP coefficients are transmitted 
depends on the type of coder used. In some speech coders, the LP coefficients are not 
transmitted; the decoder computes these coefficients. While in other speech coders, the 
encoder estimates, quantises and transmits the LP coefficients to the decoder. In both cases, 
the decoder performs the synthesis using the coded error signal and the LP coefficients. 
There are two types of coders based on linear prediction
1. Forward adaptive coderi The linear prediction is based on the current input speech 
samples, as shown in Figure 3.6. The LP analysis is performed at the encoder, and 
then the LP coefficients are quantised and transmitted.
s(n)
Predictor
e(n)
s(n)
Figure 3.6: Forward adaptive linear predictor
2. Backward adaptive coder: The LP coefficients are computed from the past recon­
structed speech samples, as shown in Figure 3.7. The LP analysis is re-done at the 
decoder. Thus, there is no need to transmit the LP coefficients ficom the encoder. An 
example of a standard speech coder using this method is the G.728 standard [2].
Tlrrough out this thesis we only focus on the forward  type.
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3.5 Estimation of Linear Prediction Coefficients (LPC)
There are two widely used methods for estimating the LP coefficients, the autocorrelation 
method and the covariance method. Both methods compute the short term filter coefficients 
(LP coefficients) in such a way that the residual energy (the energy in the error signal) is 
minimised. The classic least square technique is used for that purpose.
3.5.1 W indow ing
Speech is a time varying signal, and some variations are random. Usually during slowly 
evolving speech, such as long voiced speech segments, the vocal tract shape and excitation 
do not change significantly within 200 ms. However, for unvoiced and mixed (voiced and 
unvoiced) speech segments, changes faster than 200 ms may occur [3]. Signal analysis assumes 
that the properties of a signal usually change relatively slowly with time. This allows the 
short-term analysis of a signal. The signal is divided into successive segments and analysis is 
done on these segments. The signal s{n) is multiplied by a fixed length analysis window w{n) 
to extract a particular segment at a time. This is referred to as windowing. Choosing the 
right shape of window is very important, because it allows different samples to be weighted 
differently. The simplest analysis window is a rectangular window of length Nyj
w{n) — 1, 0 < 71 < Aw -  1 (3.10)
A rectangular window has an abrupt discontinuity at the edge in the time domain. As a 
result there are large side lobes and undesirable ringing effects [24] in the frequency domain 
representation of the rectangular window. To discard the large oscillations, we should use a 
window without abrupt discontinuity in the time domain. This corresponds to low side lobes 
of the window in the frequency domain but on the expense of a wider main lobe. Therefore, 
for a window without an abrupt discontinuities to have a similar main lobe width will require
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that window to be at least twice the length of the rectangular counterpart. The Hamming 
window of equation 3.11 is an example of such tapered windows. There are other types of 
tapered windows, such as the Hanning, Blackman, Kaiser and the Bartlett windows [24].
w(n) — 0.54 — 0.46 cos( 27rn 
—  1 ), 0 < n < JVm — 1 (3.11)
3.5.2 A u to c o rre la tio n  M e th o d
At first the speech signal s(n) is multiplied by a window w(n) to get a windowed speech 
segment s^in) ,  where
5^(n) =  w('n.)s(M) (3.12)
The second step is to minimise the energy in the residual signal. The residual energy B  is 
defined as follows
0 0  CO / P \  2
E ~ Y ^  e^{n) =  ^  j Sw(n) -  ^  afeSw(n -  k) j . (3.13)
n = —oo n = —oo \
The values of aj^  that minimise E  are found by assigning the partial derivative of E  with
respect to each to zero [1]. If we set =  0, for k — 1 ,2,........... ,p, we get p equations
with p  unknown variables as shown below 
p oo oo
S  Syj{n -  i)s^{n -  k) = ^  Sw(n -  i)sw(n), 1 < » < p . (3.14)
fe=l n ~ —OQ n ~ —oo
In Equation 3.14, the windowed speech signal s^{n) =  0 outside the window w{n). The 
linear equations can be expressed in terms of the autocorrelation function given that the 
autocorrelation function of the windowed segment Syj (n) is defined as
iV tii—1
(^%) =  Sw{n)sw{n-i) ,  0 < i < p (3.15)
where is the length of the window. The autocorrelation function is an even function, 
where R{i) =  R{—i). By substituting the values from Equation 3.15 into Equation 3.14, we 
get [1]
p
Y , R { \ i ~ k \ ) a k  = R{i), l < z < p .  (3.16)Â!=l
The set of linear equations can be represented in the following matrix form:
R{0) R{1) . . .  f l ( p - l )
J?(l) Jî(0) . . .  R { p - 2 )
. R{p -  1) R{p -  2) B (0)
ai ' A(l) '
Ü2 = R{2)
. % . . R ( p ) .
(3.17)
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Equation 3.17 can be expressed as
R a =  r. (3.18)
The resulting matrix, R, is a Toeplitz matrix where all elements along a given diagonal are 
equal and symmetric. This allows the linear equations to be solved by the Levinson-Durbin 
algorithm [25]. Because of the Toeplitz structure of R, A{z) is minimum phase [26]. As 
the synthesis filter H{z) ~  1/A(%), the zeros of A{z) become the poles of H{z). Thus the 
minimum phase of A{z) guarantees the stability of H{z) (i.e. all the poles of H{z) are inside 
the unit circle).
3.5.3 Covariance M ethod
The covariance method is very similar to the autocorrelation method [1]. The basic difference 
is the placement of the analysis window. The covariance method windows the error signal 
instead of the original speech signal. The energy E  of the windowed error signal is
(3.19)
If we assign the partial derivatives = 0, for 1 < k  <p,  we have the following p linear 
equations [I]
^(f){i,k)ak = 1 < % <p,
k=l
where (f>{i,k) is the windowed covariance function of s(n) which is defined as
oo
(j){i,k) = ^  w { n ) s { n - i ) s { n - k ) .
n——oo
The equation above can be expressed in the following matrix form
(3.20)
(3.21)
i;^(l,l) .^ (^1, 2) . . (f){l,p) Ol y(i)
<^ (2, 1) 9(,(2, 2) . . <^ (2,p) «2 = <p{2) (3.22)
. H p A )  « (^P,2) • • <f>{Pyp) . - . . v ( p ) .
where ip{i) = (^%,0) for 1 < i < p. Equation 3.22 can also be written as
(j)3L =  ip. (3.23)
(l> is not a Toeplitz matrix, but is symmetric and positive definite. The Levinson-Durbin 
algorithm cannot be used to solve these equations. These equation can be solved by using 
matrix decomposition methods. The covariance method does not guarantee the stability of 
the synthesis filter, because 0 does not possess the Toeplitz structure.
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3.5 .4  N um erical Solution o f th e  LP linear Equations
The following two sub-sections discuss how to solve the set of the LP linear equations of 
(Equations 3.17 and 3.22) to get the LP coefficients.
3.5.4.1 Levinson-D urbin Procedure; The C orrelation M ethod
The Levinson algorithm solves the matrix problem Ax = b, in which A is a Toeplitz matrix, 
symmetric and positive definite; x is the vector of unknowns and b is an arbitrary vector. The 
autocorrelation equations are of the above form. Durbin published a slightly more efficient 
algorithm and his algorithm is known as the Levinson-Durbin algorithm [25]. The Levinson- 
Durbin algorithm requires a special form of b, where b consists of some elements of A. The 
autocorrelation equations also satisfy this condition.
Let aft{m) be the coefficient for a particular frame in the iteration. The Levinson-
Durbin algorithm solves the following set of ordered equations recursively for m = 1 ,2 , ,p
m
R(?Ti) -  ^  ai{m — l)R{m  -  i)k{m) — / E ( m - l ) ,  (3.24)
2=1
Oifnirri) ~  /î(?7i), (3.25)
ai(m) = ai{m -  1) ~  k{m)arn-i{m -  1), (3.26)
E{m) =  (1 -  k{m)^)E{m -  1), (3.27)
where initially A(0) =  R{0). At each iteration, the coefficient afy(m) for fe =  1,2, ,m
describes the optimal order linear predictor; and the minimum error E{m)  is reduced 
by a factor of (1 — k{m)^). Since E{m)  (square error) is never negative, |fc(m)| < 1 (where 
equality corresponds to a totally open or a totally closed vocal tract). This condition on the 
reflection coefficient k{m) also guarantees that the roots of A{z) will be inside the unit circle 
[3]. Thus the LP synthesis filter H{z) (where H{z)  =  1/A(z)) will be stable. Therefore, the 
correlation method guarantees the stability of the filter.
3.5.4.2 M atrix  Decom position M ethod: The Covariance m ethod
The matrix decomposition method is generally used for solving the covariance equations [22]. 
The covariance matrix cj) is decomposed into a lower and an upper triangular matrix L and 
U so that (/) becomes
(f> = LU. (3.28)
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If we substitute Equation 3.28 into Equation 3.22, we obtain
LUa =  (p. (3.29)
If we call
U a =  y, (3.30)
Equation 3.29 becomes
Ly =  (p, (3.31)
A back substitution technique is then used to solve for y from Equation 3.31 which is then 
used to solve for a  from Equation 3.30.
3.6 Bandwidth Expansion
LP analysis cannot accurately estimate the spectral envelope for high pitch voiced speech 
sounds. For high pitched voiced speech segments (such as in female speech), the harmonic 
spacing is too large to provide an adequate sampling of the spectral envelope, which results 
in under estimation of the formant bandwidth. To overcome this problem, a classic method 
is that each LP parameter ajt is replaced by 7*0*, where 7 is < 1.0 and is chosen heuristi- 
cally through listening tests. This has the effect of broadening the formants bandwidth and
increasing the level of the valleys due to the inwards movements of the poles of H{z) by a
factor 7 resulting in H{z Ij ) given by
H {z/^)  = -------------------------------------------- _ (3.32)
1 -  E cùkl z^-  ^ 1 -  E (ê)A > = 1
and this causes bandwidth expansion of all the poles [2].
3.7 Representation of LP parameters
The LPC parameters are characterised by large dynamic range and would require 8-10 bits 
per coefficient for accurate representation [27]. Relatively small changes, such as the changes 
introduced using interpolation or quantisation, in the representation of the LPC parameters 
result in a large change in the pole location of the LPC synthesis filter model possibly leading 
to instability. Moreover, it is difficult to check for stability when quantising LPC parameters 
directly. Therefore, the LPC parameters are rarely quantised directly. Instead, an equivalent
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representation with better interpolation and quantisation properties is used. Line Spectral 
Frequencies (LSFs) [28], Reflection Coefiicients (RC) [29], Auto-Correlations (AC), Log Area 
Ratios (LAR) [30], Arcsine of Reflection CoeflOlcients (ASRC) and Impulse Responses of LP 
synthesis filter (IR) are the most common examples. Some are computationally efficient, 
some have special features which make them attractive for different purposes.
Some of these alternate representations aie listed below with higher emphasis on the LSFs 
for its wide use.
3.7.1 Line Spectral Frequencies (LSFs)
Since their introduction by Itakura [28], LSFs have become one of the most widely used alter­
native representations for the LPC parameters. Operation in the LSF domain, as compared 
to LPC domain, provides greater robustness to quantisation and interpolation. Furthermore, 
it is easier to guarantee synthesis filter stability (after quantisation or interpolation) simply 
by checking the sequential ordering of the resultant LSFs, due to the interlacing property 
of LSF [31]. Another attractive feature of LSFs is that spectral sensitivity of each LSF is 
localised [32]. That is, errors in a certain LSF parameter will only effect the synthesis filter 
shape around the frequency local to that LSF. Moreover, LSFs are usually more concentrated 
around formants. The bandwidth of a given formant is dependent on the closeness of cor­
responding LSFs [33], as shown in Fig. 3.8. In addition to the above mentioned properties, 
LSFs have a frequency domain interpretation and therefore variable bit allocation can be used 
for the differen LSF parameters. Less bits can be allocated to the higher frequency LSFs for 
their small effect on synthesised speech quality which leads to possible bit saving compared 
to the direct LPC parameter quantisation. In [33], a 24 bits/frame LSF vector quantiser 
is shown to give transparent quantisation (i.e. speech as synthesised by unquantised LSFs 
vector or by quantised LSFs vector are of the same subjective quality).
Computing Line Spectral Frequencies:
It has been mentioned previously that the prediction error filter or the LP filter A{z) can be 
expressed in terms of the LP coefficients (direct form predictor coefficients) in the following 
form
p
A{z) =  1 - 5 3  (3.33)fc=i
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Figure 3.8: Position of LSFs spectra; the vertical dotted line indicate the position of the LSFs
Clearly the order of A(z) is p. The (p + 1)*^  order symmetric and antisymmetric polynomial 
P(z) and Q(z) can be obtained from A(z)
where,
P(e) =  A(z) 
Q(^) =  A{z) -
(3.34)
(3.35)
(3.36)
There aie three important properties of P{z) and Q{z) [34]
1. All the roots of P{z) and Q{z) polynomials are on the unit circle.
2. Roots of P{z) and Q{z) are interlaced.
3. The minimum phase property of A{z) can be preserved, if the first two properties are 
intact after quantisation or interpolation.
If the order p is even, then P{z) and Q{z) have two roots at % =  —1 and z = I, respectively. 
Whereas if the order p is odd then Q(z) have two roots at z =  1 and z — —1. Therefore P{z) 
and Q{z) can be factorised as
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P{z) =  <
'(1  +  2 1) n  (1 - 2 2   ^cos +  2 p even
i= l,3 ,...,p —1 (3.37)
n  (1 — 22 'cosw i + x )^ p odd
(1 - 2  1) n  (1 - 2 2   ^cos +  2 p evenÎ—2
0 (2) = i  (3.38)
(1 — 2'^ )  n  (I — 2»“  ^coswj + 2“^) p odd
i=2,4,...,p—1
where wi, W2 , ........ , Wp are the phase angles of the zeros of the polynomials, such that
0 < wi < W2 < "  < Wp < IT. (3.39)
The phase angles wi, W2 , ........ , Wp are called the line spectral frequencies of ^ (2). The
ascending order of LSF parameters ensures the stability of the LP synthesis filter which is an 
important prerequisite for speech coding applications. Soong and Juang [34] [35] proposed a 
numerical method with a direct calculation of the discrete cosine transform to find the roots 
of 3.37 and 3.38. Whereas, Kabal and Ramachandran [36] used Chebyshev polynomials for 
finding the roots of 3.37 and 3.38.
3.7.2 R eflection  C oefiicients
Fi’om the Levinson-Dinbin recursion (Equations 3.24-3.27) we obtained an intermediate set 
of parameters k{m). These parameters are referred to as reflection coefiicients (or partial 
correlation coefficient) and occur naturally in the treatment of the vocal tract as an acoustic 
tube with I sections [30]. If the order of the linear prediction is equal to the number of sections 
in the vocal tract model (i.e. p=l)^ the reflection coefficients can be directly computed by 
linear prediction analysis of the speech waveform; and they uniquely define the area ratios of 
the acoustic tube model of the vocal tract [29]. Reflection coefficients also provide the nec­
essary and sufficient condition for stability of the synthesis filter. The condition |fe(m)j < 1
for m =  1, 2,  p — l ,p  guarantees that the synthesis filter will be stable.
The reflection coefficients have a non-uniform sensitivity. They are very sensitive near the 
unit magnitude. A reflection coefficient which has a value close to unity is very sensitive to 
change [30]. The first few reflection coefficients have a skewed distribution for many voiced 
sounds, while the higher ordered coefficients have more of a Gaussian-like distribution [37].
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Therefore, a scalar quantiser should take these varying sensitivities into account resulting in 
higher bit allocation for the more sensitive reflection coefficient and less for the higher ones, 
as shown in [37].
3.7.3 Log A rea R atio
In [30] its shown, in accordance with the above, that the sensitivity of a given reflection 
coefficient increases when close to the unit magnitude while decreases when close to zero. In 
view of the sensitivity properties of the reflection coefficients it is clear that linear quantisation 
is not satisfactory, especially when some of them take values close to one in magnitude [30]. 
Therefore, there is a need for a non-linear quantiser which is more sensitive when near one 
than when near zero. A non-linear reflection coefficient quantiser may be achieved by a 
combination of a non-linear transformation of the reflection coefficients followed by a linear 
quantiser. The aim of the non-linear transformation is to produce a set of parameters with 
a more flat sensitivity behaviour. Thus, in [30] the approximately optimal transformation, 
also referred to as Log Area Ratio (LAR) , is given by:
LAR{m) = In ( ] ^ % % ! )  , 1 < m < P • (3.40)
The reflection coefficient can easily be recovered through
çLAR{m)  _  I
=  ; l â ë h 7 Î -  ! < ™ < P -  (3.41)
3.7.4 A utocorrelation  Function
The autocorrelation function R{n) is another alternate representation to the direct form 
LP coefficients. When using the autocorrelation method for computing the linear predictor 
filter coefficients, we need to calculate the sample correlation function first. We do not 
need extra calculations to obtain those parameters. When quantising the autocorrelation 
coefficients R{n)^ positive definiteness is not ensured leading to possible instabilities in the 
linear prediction filter [30].
3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, the human speech production model was presented followed by a descrip­
tion of the approximate source filter linear model. An introduction to the linear prediction
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techniques used for estimating the speech spectral envelope shape (or short term correla­
tion / redundancies) was then given. Two different methods for estimating the LP coefficients 
aji were also presented followed by a list of alternative representations for the LP coefficient 
along with their general quantisation and interpolation characteristics. The linear prediction 
method, especially LSF representation, both in terms of estimation and quantisation is the 
subject of study in chapters that follow.
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Chapter 4
Sinusoidal Speech Coders
In this chapter, a brief description of the sinusoidal speech model, the assumptions made and 
the methods of parameter estimation and quantisation used will be given. This is followed 
by a brief description of the SB-LPC speech vocoder which has been extensively used as the 
base vocoder system throughout this work,
4.1 Introduction
Sinusoidal speech coders represent speech as a sum of sine-waves. High quality speech can be 
synthesized using a sinusoidal model when the amplitudes, frequencies, and phases are derived 
from a high-resolution analysis of the short-time Fourier transform (STFT) [2] [13] [38] [39], 
as shown in Figure 4.1 (which is the same as Figure 2.5 and is repeated here for clarity). 
To quantise the sinusoidal model parameters (i.e. amplitudes, frequencies of sinusoids and 
phases) a large bit allocation is needed to achieve high quality synthesised speech. Thus, 
more of the properties of the speech production model need to be exploited to reduce the 
size of the parameter set to be quantised. Therefore, in [2] it has been shown that if the 
measured sine-wave frequencies are replaced by a harmonic set of frequencies in which the 
fundamental frequency (or pitch) is chosen to make the harmonic model a “best fit” to 
the measured sine-wave data, then synthetic speech of high quality can also be obtained 
provided the amplitudes and phases are obtained by sampling the STFT at the harmonic 
frequencies. The harmonic sine-wave model removes the need for transmitting the sine-wave 
frequencies and only requires the quantisation and transmission of the fundamental frequency. 
This has a great impact on the overall bit allocation. Quantisation and transmission of
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Figure 4.1: General sinusoidal analysis and synthesis
phase information estimated from the STFT at the harmonics requhe a large number of 
bits. A model has, therefore, been developed for the sine-wave phases. This model has a 
linear component corresponding to the onset time of the glottal pulse, a minimum phase 
component due to the dispersive characteristics of the vocal tract (generally represented 
through LP coefficients), and a random component that represents the degree to which the 
speech segment was unvoiced.
4.2 Sinusoidal model based speech coders
The sine-wave representation and the corresponding analysis/ synthesis system proposed in 
[13] [38] [39] will be highlighted. As mentioned above, in the analysis stage, the amplitudes, 
the frequencies of the sinusoids and the associated phases are estimated on a frame-by-frame 
basis, while in the synthesis stage these parameter estimates are interpolated to allow for 
continuous evolution of the parameters at all the sample points between frame boundaries.
4.2.1 Sinusoidal speech m odel
In the speech production model [40], the speech waveform s(t) is assumed to be the output 
of passing a vocal chord excitation waveform through a linear system representing the vocal 
tract. The excitation function is usually represented as a periodic pulse train during voiced 
speech, where the spacing between consecutive pulses correspond to the pitch of the speaker.
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and is represented as a noise like signal during unvoiced speech. This binary classification of 
the excitation has its weaknesses [2]. In some parts, speech can be clearly classified as either 
voiced or unvoiced for which the binary model performs well. While in other parts, such 
as onsets and offsets, speech is seen to be a mixture of both voiced and unvoiced for which 
the binary excitation model fails. Due to this draw back in the binary excitation model, an 
alternative excitation model may be used that is based on the sum of sine waves [13] [38] [39]. 
The motivation for this sine-wave representation is that voiced excitation, when perfectly 
periodic, can be represented by a Fourier series decomposition in which each harmonic com­
ponent corresponds to a single sine-wave. As for unvoiced excitation, the sine-waves in the 
model will be aharmonic resulting in a noise like excitation. When the excitation is a mixture 
of both voiced and unvoiced, an excitation resulting from the sum of sine-waves of harmonic 
structme and sine waves of aharmonic structure will be created. The switching between the 
two general excitation model will be described later.
Passing this sine-wave representation of the excitation through the time varying vocal tract 
results in the sinusoidal representation for the speech waveform, which for a given analysis 
frame is
K
&(?%) =  ^  A/j c o s { w u n  +  9k )  (4.1)
k~i
where Ak and Ok represent the amplitude and phase of each sine-wave component associated 
with the frequency track Wk and K  is the number of sine-waves.
4.2.2 E stim ation  o f sinusoidal speech param eters
For the analysis part a frame of speech is taken, the sinusoidal model parameters that rep­
resent the quasi-stationary speech are then extracted and coded. The synthesis part, uses 
these estimated parameters to reconstruct an approximation that is as close as possible to 
the original speech. As the number of harmonics K  increases, the accuracy of the sinusoidal 
model, in terms of generating speech that is closer to the original, increases [2]. The choice 
of the number of harmonics considered are pre-decided heuristically and depends on the bit 
rate.
When speech is perfectly periodic, the sine-wave parameters correspond to the harmonic 
samples (which are the multiples of the fundamental frequency as defined by the pitch of the 
current speech frame) of the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT), for which the model of
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Equation 4.1 reduces to
K
s(n) =  ^  Aft cos{wQkn +  6^) (4.2)
fc=i
in which the sine-wave frequencies are multiples of the fundamental frequency wq and the 
corresponding amplitudes and phases are given by the harmonic samples of the STFT. We 
defer from the discussion of sine-wave phases to a latter part and focus here on the sine-wave 
frequencies and amplitudes. When the speech is not perfectly voiced, the STFT magnitude 
spectrum of speech will still have a multiplicity of peaks but at frequencies that are not 
necessarily harmonic and can be used to identify an underlying sine-wave structure. For this 
case, the sine wave amplitudes and frequencies correspond to the peaks of the magnitude 
spectrum and the sine-wave phases are computed from the corresponding real and imaginary 
parts of the STFT.
Prior to the STFT, a window w{n) is applied to the current analysis speech frame. In the 
analysis above, the speech is windowed with a rectangular window. Since its poor sidelobe 
structure will compromise the performance of the estimator, an alternative window, such 
as a Hamming or Hanning, is used to reduce the sidelobe leakage. Reducing the sidelobe 
leakage comes at the expense of broadening the mainlobes. Therefore, in order to maintain 
the resolution properties that are needed to justify the use of the peaks of the magnitude 
spectrum, the window width is made at least two and one-half times the average pitch period 
[2],
The positioning of the analysis window w{n) relative to the time origin is important for phase 
computation. In general, the window w{n) is of length N  and is symmetric about N /2  which 
adds a constant linear phase term equal to ~wNf2. In addition, to improve the robustness 
of the phase estimate the centre of the window is placed at the origin defined as the centre of 
the current analysis frame, corresponding to n =  0. This removes the constant phase term 
-w N /2 .
The same procedures described for voiced speech segments, as was the case in the above 
discussion, may be also used for unvoiced and mixed (voiced and unvoiced) speech segments. 
In [41], it is shown that the sinusoidal representation is valid, for the unvoiced as well as 
mixed speech segments, provided the frequencies (for the unvoiced part) are close enough 
and the phases of the sine-wave frequencies are randomised such that the ensemble power 
spectral density changes slowly over consecutive frequencies.
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4.2.3 Overlap-add sine wave synthesis
The synthetic speech for the Ith frame resulting from the amplitudes, frequencies and phases 
estimated for the frame denoted by (A|., wf ,^ Oj.) is given by
K
cos{wln +  (4.3)
k—l
Since the sine-wave parameters will be time varying, discontinuities at the frame boundaries 
will be introduced unless provision is made for smoothly interpolating the parameters from 
one frame to another. Many methods have been suggested over the years to solve these 
discontinuities at frame boundaries. Perhaps the most attractive method, for its simplicity, 
that gives satisfactory results is the overlap-add interpolator [5] [38]. For this interpolator, 
the synthetic speech waveform is obtained through applying Equation 4.3 to the sine-wave 
data of frame I — 1 and I to generate waveforms s^~^{n) and s^(n) respectively and these are 
then appropriately weighted, overlapped and added as given by
s{n) = Wa{n)$^~^{n) +  Ws{n -  T ) s \ n  -  T) (4.4)
where Ws{n) is the overlap-and-add synthesis window that is designed such that
Ws{n) Ws{n -  T) = 1, n =  0 ,1 ,2 , ,T  (4.5)
4.3 Parameter estimation for the harmonic sine-wave model
While designing a low bit rate sinusoidal speech coder, it is very important to develop a good 
model for the sine-wave frequencies. The most efficient model is based on the assumption 
that the sine-wave frequencies are harmonically related, this reduces the problem to that of 
estimating the fundamental frequency of the harmonics which results in the best fit [42]. For 
voiced speech, the fundamental frequency corresponds to the pitch of the speaker. Whereas 
in unvoiced speech, there is no meaning for the fundamental frequency yet with careful design 
of the estimation and synthesis procedures, it is possible to use the same harmonic structure 
assumption for representing the unvoiced speech segments [2] (i.e. by making the harmonics 
sine-wave very close to each other and by randomising their phases). Now the problem, 
from the above discussion, reduces to that of identifying the pitch of the speaker for the 
speech segment under analysis. Despite that there are now time domain pitch estimation 
methods that produce accurate and reliable pitch estimates, the next subsection presents
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a frequency domain pitch estimation technique for its better suitability in giving a better 
insight to how good our model fit is when dealing with the pitch and voicing determination 
problems. Pitch estimation techniques may also be followed by pitch tracking methods to 
avoid sudden changes in pitch estimation.
In this section, a brief description is given for the techniques used for estimating the model 
parameters necessary for the reproduction of speech in the decoder (or synthesiser), namely 
pitch (which is also used in identifying sine-wave amplitudes and phases) and voicing.
4.3.1 P itch  optim isation  criteria and pitch  tracking
Pitch estimators, generally, have three major components: i) A pre-processing stage, ii) a 
generator of candidate estimates for the true period and in) a post-processing (or tracking) 
stage to select the best pitch candidate which is then refined [2]. The aim of the pre-processing 
stage is to remove any interfering signal component, such as noise or DC offset, in order to 
condition the signal to better suite the pitch estimator that follows. The generator part, as 
the name suggests, is responsible for producing a number of pitch candidates for the current 
speech segment under analysis. It capitalizes on certain characteristics of voiced speech. 
These being, that the glottal period (or pitch) varies only by a small percentage from one 
frame to another, and that the vocal tract filter varies slower than the glottal interval leading 
to the adjacent pitch periods of the speech signal to have similar shapes [2]. A number of 
pitch estimators have been proposed over the years. Generally, pitch estimators can be either 
time domain methods, such as the autocorrelation method, the cross-correlation method [2] 
or frequency domain methods such as the spectral matching method [2] as described in the 
section that follows, or even a mixture of both time and frequency domain method as in [43]. 
The post-processing part involves searching the possible pitch candidates generated by the 
pitch estimator, while making use of past reliable pitch estimates and may be pitch estimates 
in future speech frames, for the one that best fits the pitch hypothesis. The pitch hypothesis 
is a pitch track that evolves slowly over time within a voiced segment of speech. The two 
subsections that follow give a more in depth description of a frequency domain based pitch 
estimator and a better insight into the post-processing (or tracking) respectively.
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4.3.1.1 Pitch optimisation criteria
Due the great importance of the pitch estimate, an example of a frequency domain based 
pitch estimation criteria is derived. The measured speech data, s(n), in the sinusoidal model 
may be represented as
K
aW  =  ^  Aft exp[j{nwk + #&)] (4.6)
k = l
where {Aft, Wft, 6^ ft}ftl-i represents the amplitudes, frequencies and phases of the K sine-waves. 
Note that we here use the complex exponential instead of the sine-wave as it simplifies 
the analysis. The objective is to represent this sinusoidal model by an another which is 
harmonically related [2]. This leads to
K{wq)
s{n; Wo, 0) = A{kwo) exp[j{nkwo A 0^)] (4.7)
fc=i
where wq — 2'irfo/fs is the normalised fundamental frequency, K{wo) is the number of har­
monics in the speech bandwidth, A(tu) is the vocal tract envelope and 9 = (^i, ^2j .........., ^ /<‘(too))
represents the phases of the harmonics. The aim is to estimate the fundamental frequency 
too and the phases (#i, 92, i^K{wo))  such that s{n) is as close as possible to s{n) accord­
ing to some criterion. The mean square error (between s(n) and i(n)) is the most popular 
criterion for which we seek the minimum,
N/2
^{wo,0) = ——  \s{n) -  s{n', Wo, 9)\'  ^ (4.8)
over Wq and 0, AT +1 is the length of the analysis window. The Minimum Mean Square Error 
(MMSE) equation can be expanded into
1e(tuQ,9) =  ——  ^  {\s{n)\^-2Re[s{n)s*{n;wo,9)] + \s{n]wo,9)f}. (4.9)
^  n = - N l 2
The first term of equation (4.9) represents the power, Ps, of the input speech segment and
is independent of the unknown parameters. Substituting equation (4.7) into the second and
third term of equation (4.9) leads to the following approximation 
N/2 K(wo) N/2
s{n)s*(n] Wo, 9) = Ÿ2 YL s{n) exp{~jnkwo) (4.10)
n = — J V / 2  k = l  n = —N/2
.  N/2 K(wo)
— —  Y2 \Hn]Wo,9)\^^ ^  A^{kwo) (4.11)
n = - N / 2  fc=l
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which is a valid approximation provided the analysis window size is greater than the largest
possible pitch. Making the analysis window two and a half times the maximum pitch will
satisfy the above condition [2]. The new approximated error measure is therefore given by
{K{v)o) 1 I<iwo)Y 2 A{kwo)exp{-j6k)S{kwo)>'h A^{kwo) (4.12)k=l ) k=l
where S{w) is the STFT of the input speech segment and is given by
1 N/2
S{kwo) = ■ , — Y 2 s{n)exp{-jknwo). (4.13)
n = - N / 2
The phase parameters $k^s only appears in the second term in equation (4.12) and will be 
approximated by the phases from STFT of the input speech, that is
4  =  arg [S{kwo)] (4.14)
This leads to K(wo) K{wo)
e {w Q )= P s -2  Y 2  A(Wo) |S^(Wo)| 4- ^  A^(Wo) (4.15)
&=i fc=iIf we let p { w o )  be
I-
p{wo) =  Y2  ^(^^o) fc=i |5'(fcu;o)| -  ~A{kwo)
(4.16)
then minimising the error measure of equation (4.15) is the same as maximising p(wo) over 
WQ. S{w) of equation 4.16, with reference to equation 4.6, can be rewritten as
K
= e^p{jOi)sinc{wi -  w) (4.17)
where wi = I w q , Ai = A{lwo) and sinc{x) is given by
3mc(*) =  ^  J :  expO'nx) =  (4-18)
From 4.17 |5(fciüo)| may be approximated by
K
15(^)1 M Aisinc{wi -  w) ' (4.19)
l - i
if the sine function is assumed to be non zero only in the mainlobe and that it has zero side 
lobes. Substituting equation 4.19 back into equation 4.16 we get
K { wq)
p(wo) =  Y2  ^(^^o) K  1 _  'Aisinc{wi -  kwo) -  -A{kwo) 
L ( = l  ^
(4.20)
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Equation 4.20 represents a powerful criterion for pitch estimation that reduces the problems 
of pitch multiples and pitch sub-multiples due to the part involving the sine function which 
is zero at these points [2]. This maybe achieved through making the mainlobe width of the 
sine function dependent on the average pitch and assuming that it is zero for the sidelobes 
(i.e. pitch synchronous analysis). The range of possible fundamental frequencies considered 
by the system are checked and the one resulting in the maximum p{wo) is considered to be 
the pitch of the current frame.
4.3.1.2 Pitch tracking
Different pitch detection algorithms have been proposed over the years with varying degree 
of success, in terms of correct pitch detection. To our knowledge, there does not exist a pitch 
detector with a 100% detection success. This is due to the varying characteristics of speech. 
In unvoiced speech segments, there is no meaning for pitch and any detector will result in 
merely a random value in that segment. While in voiced segments, speech is quasi-periodic 
and pitch is relevant in defining the length of each period. When moving from an unvoiced 
to a voiced speech segments, i.e. onsets, (or vice versa, i.e. offsets) where speech evolves from 
a random like signal to a quasi-periodic signal (or from periodic to random), pitch detection 
is extremely difficult leading to erroneous pitch values (such as pitch doubling or halving). 
Problems associated with weak periodic speech segments (which are segment that do not look 
like voiced speech and are closer to unvoiced, but a voiced model produces better synthesised 
speech) also contribute to the non existence of a 100 % accurate pitch estimators.
To improve the general performance of the pitch detection algorithm (especially at speech 
onsets and offsets where speech signal characteristics change fast), pitch tracking methods 
are suggested. Pitch tracking methods are based on the continuity and smooth evolution of 
pitch estimates from one frame to another, such as when in voiced speech segments where the 
pitch varies within a limited narrow range. Integrating the pitch tracker into the main pitch 
detection process (to ensure that pitch estimation follows the correct path) is favoured over the 
other possibility of including it after the pitch estimator as an error checking function (or pitch 
smoothing). The reason being that in the latter type of operation (i.e. the pitch smoothing) 
there is a risk that some abrupt changes in pitch are smoothed even though occasional 
instances of such dramatic change do occur [1]. Either pitch tracking type, improve pitch 
estimation through the possible use of future (forward track) as well as previous (backward 
track) pitch estimates while estimating the current pitch. For both, the forward and backward
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tracks, an error measure is evaluated and the one resulting in the minimum error is selected 
as the pitch estimate of the current frame.
4.3.2 Sine-wave am plitude envelope estim ation
In the previous section, as can been seen in equation (4.20), if an accurate spectral envelope 
is developed then equation (4.20) results in an excellent method which generally results in 
unambiguous pitch estimates [2]. Many methods for spectral envelope estimation have been 
proposed over the years motivated by the need for a good envelope that passes through the 
measured sine-wave amplitudes. Cepstral, linear prediction and spectral envelope estimation 
vocoder (SBEVOC) are some of them. The most popular choice in terms of good results and 
practicality is the Linear Prediction (LP) method since it simply requhes the calculation of a 
number of autocorrelation values and then implementing the widely known Levinson-Durbin 
[25] method to find the LP parameters.
4.3.3 Voicing detection
In the sinusoidal speech model, the degree to which a given frame of speech is voiced may 
be determined by the degree to which the model fits the original sine-wave data (i.e. the 
degree the harmonic sine-wave model fits the sine-wave data of the original speech). The 
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) may suffice as a good measure for the accuracy of the harmonic 
fit, since a pitch synchronous analysis us used, and is given by [2]
E k W I "
^ Ek(n)-s(»;wo,0)rn
If the S N R  is large, then the denominator of equation (4.21) is small and the harmonic fit is 
very good, which indicates that the input speech is most likely voiced. For small S N R ,  on 
the other hand, the denominator is large and the harmonic fit is quite poor which indicates 
that the input speech segment in more likely to be unvoiced.
Voicing errors, i.e. defining the speech segment as voiced when it is unvoiced or defining it as 
unvoiced when it is voiced, affects the quality of the synthesized speech. The binary approach 
to voicing detection works well in fully voiced or fully unvoiced speech segments. Speech also 
includes segments that are a mixture of both voiced and unvoiced, such as onsets, offsets 
and voiced frictives, for which this binary voicing detection will give a detection error. Even 
though the voicing decision for such speech segments might be closer to what that segment
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(
is dominated by, it still effects the resultant speech quality.
Thus the S N R  of equation 4.21 is used in defining a measure of the degree of voicing (such as 
in [2]), Pd, which also refers to the likelihood that the speech segment is voiced. Defining an 
exact such measure is a difficult task, many measures have therefore emerged over the years. 
Py ranges between one and zero, inclusive. One being fully voiced and zero fully unvoiced 
respectively. This likelihood value is then used in identifying a cut off frequency Wc above 
which the spectrum is unvoiced as follows
Wc{Pv) = t^ Rv (4.22)
This simple split of the speech spectrum into a mixture of voiced and unvoiced parts produces 
better speech quality compaied to that of the binaiy detection case. This idea of band 
splitting originated from the work of Makhoul et al. [44] and was then generalised by Griffin 
and Lim [21] to allow for arbitrary sequences of voiced and unvoiced bands using a measme 
of voicing (such as Py used for the above case) per frequency band.
4.3.4  P hase E stim ation
In the former parts, the harmonic and spectral envelope models were presented as an ap­
proximation of the sine-wave frequencies and amplitudes, respectively. This approximate 
sinusoidal model requires less parameters to be quantised and transmitted as compared to 
the general sinusoidal model of Equation 4.1. According to the general sinusoidal model 
of Equation 4.1 and the harmonic sinusoidal model approximation of Equation 4.2, phase 
information is also necessary. Phases are estimated from the imaginary and real part of the 
FFT values at the sine-wave frequencies. Quantisation and transmission of phase information 
require a large number of bits. However, it has been shown that a zero phase model is a good 
approximation for voiced speech segments and a random phase model is a good approxima­
tion for unvoiced speech segments. Phase information is, therefore, approximated by both a 
voicing model and a phase model. The phase model has a linear component corresponding to 
the onset time of the glottal pulse (as given by pitch information), a phase component due to 
the vocal tract characteristics (generally represented through LP techniques) and a random 
component corresponding to unvoiced parts of the speech spectrum [2]. The voicing infor­
mation specifies whether the harmonic or sine-wave frequency is in a voiced speech spectrum 
or unvoiced, so as to used the corresponding phase model. For mixed voiced and unvoiced 
speech segemnts, the harmonics within the voiced part of the spectrum used the phase model
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(without the random phase part) whilst the unvoiced segments used the same phase model 
but including the random phase part.
As will be noticed in latter sections (i.e. the Split Band-Linear Prediction Coding (SB-LPC) 
[45] vocoder description), phases are not transmitted to the decoder in order to achieve the 
targeted low bit rates. A phase model similar to that presented here is used instead.
4.4 Parameter Quantisation
In theory, a precise digital representation of a single or a set of numerical values require 
an infinite number of bits, which is not an achievable goal. Therefore, the original value is 
represented by a rounded (digitised) version and the difference between original and digitised 
values is referred to as quantisation noise. The goal of the quantiser is to minimise this dif­
ference and shape it in such a way so that the quantisation noise (also known as quantisation 
error) is not perceived.
There are two basic types of quantisation, namely Scalar Quantisation (SQ) and Vector 
Quantisation (VQ). A scalar quantiser maps a single numerical value to the nearest approx­
imating value from a predetermined finite set of allowed values [46]. Vector quantisation, on 
the other hand, operates on a block of values. Rather than quantising each of the values in 
the block independently, VQ treats the whole block as a single entity or vector and represents 
it as a single vector index, and at the same time, minimises the distortion introduced. In this 
way, coding efficiency can be greatly enhanced, especially if there is redundant information 
within the block of values.
In the context of VQ, a collection of possible vector representations is referred to as a codebook. 
Each of these vector representations in a codebook defines a codeword. Furthermore, the 
number of codewords in a codebook is referred to as the size (also referred to as levels) of 
the codebook and the number of elements in each codeword is called the dimension of a 
codebook.
Depending on the specific applications, there are many distortion measures that can be 
adopted to evaluate and/or design a quantiser. The most popular one is the Euclidean dis­
tance measure. Distance measures which take perceptual relevance into account are also 
available. They are advantageous to speech coders, particularly when coding vectors of spec­
tral parameters since the human ear has a varying sensitivity to different frequencies and 
intensities.
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Due to the high coding efficiency, VQ has spurred tremendous research interest. Many dif­
ferent VQ-related algorithms have been developed to create and search codebooks efficiently, 
algorithms such as Split VQ (SVQ) and Multistage VQ (MSVQ) [47]. Recently, variable di­
mension vector quantisation (VDVQ) has also drawn attention as well. Unlike conventional 
VQ, VDVQ is capable of handling variable dimension input vectors and each input vector 
can be quantised with a single universal codebook [48].
Conventional VQ as well as MSVQ has been extensively used in the work carried throughout 
this thesis. Two training algorithms used for preparing the different VQ codebooks used in 
the experiments conducted are discussed, namely the Linde, Buzo and Gray (LBG) [49] and 
the MSVQ training strategies.
4.5 Codebook Training
For an L  level codebook, the N  dimensional space of possible input vectors is partitioned
into L  non-overlapping cells Q , each cell Q  is assigned a vector yi referred to as a centroid.
An optimum vector quantiser is possible if the average distortion given by
1 ^D = - ^ 4 [ x , y ]  (4.23)
i= l
where L  is the number possible codebook levels and di [x, y] is defined as
 ^ M
di  [Xj y] =  Tr S   ^[%, Vmk] (4.24)
where M  represent the dimension of the codebook and ym is the quantised version of xi, 
is minimised over all possible levels L  [1]. Two important conditions are necessary for a 
VQ quantiser to be optimal (for the objective distortion measures to be minimised). The 
first is that for any given input vector, the quantiser finds a matching vector by minimising 
the distortion criterion. The second being that each codebook vector (or centroid) yi is 
optimised to give the minimum average distortion within cell Q . Optimality of yi depends 
on the distortion measure used.
The performance of any VQ quantiser depends greatly on the number of levels L  and the 
dimension of the vectors used. It is also partly affected by the size of the training database 
used for creating a given codebook. The larger the number of possible input vectors in the 
training database, the smaller the overall distortion [1].
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4.5.1 LBG  A lgorithm
The LBG algorithm [49] is an iterative method designed to minimise the Weighted Mean 
Square Error (WMSE) of the quantiser over the whole training database. The initial code­
vector selection is important since different initial choices lead to different final set of codebook 
vectors. In the original LBG, the initial codevector is set as the average of the entire training 
data base. A splitting technique is then used to split the initial code vector into two and 
then passing them to the iterative algorithm for optimisation. The splitting and optimisation 
procedures are repeated until the codebook size (i.e. the number of levels L) is reached and 
the distortion of the generated quantiser is less than a pre-defined tlneshold, A description 
of the algorithm follows [45]:
1. Initialisation: Initially the codebook Ci contains one codevector Ci(0) which is simply 
the average of the whole training database as given by:
N
N
where Xm is a vector of the training database of size N.
C'i(O) =  ^  Z ] (4.25)
m = l
2. Splitting: Each codevector Cj{k) in the optimum codebook after the iteration is 
then split into two codevectors producing a new initial codebook Cj+i the entries of 
which are given by:
(7j+i(fc) =  (l +  e)Cj(Â;) (4.26)
Cj+i{2^-^ + k) =  { l - e ) C j { k )  (4.27)
where fc =  1 j . . . ,  2*^“  ^ and e < 1 is a pre-defined offset.
3. Optimisation: The codevectors of the initial codebook, after splitting, represent the 
initial centroids of different clusters Cj{k). Each training vector Xm is tested and is
allocated to the cluster Cj{k)  that minimises the ||æ^ — Cj{k)\\^. Having allocated
a given training vector Xm to a given centroid and having passed through the whole 
training database, an update of the centroid value of that corresponding cluster then 
follows so as to reduce the quantisation error in that cluster
4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until the desired size L  of codebook is obtained.
The LBG is a populai* algorithm for producing simple codebooks for vector quantisers, for 
its simplicity and good performances. However, for more complex VQ codebooks, such as
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MSVQ codebooks, other optimisation techniques are required, as the one described in the 
following section.
4.5.2 M SVQ  C odebook Training
The basic LBG algorithm is sufficient in creating single stage optimum VQ codebooks, while 
being insufficient when requiring more complex codebook structures such the MSVQ code­
book. However, the LBG training algorithm may be adapted to suit a given MSVQ training 
strategy, such as sequential optimisation, iterative sequential optimisation and simultaneous 
joint codebook design. The sequential optimisation is the most basic technique for MSVQ 
codebook training, in which the first stage of the desired MSVQ codebook is first designed 
using the LBG algorithm and the quantisation error is computed over the whole training 
database. The quantisation errors from the previous stage represent the training database 
for the following stage for which the LBG is again used for finding the optimum codebook. 
This procedure is continued until the number of required MSVQ codebook stages is reached 
[45][50].
The MSVQ codebook generated using sequential optimisation as the codebook training strat­
egy does not have the best performance since each stage of the MSVQ codebook is optimised 
independently (i.e. using the quantisation errors calculated from the previous stage) as if it 
is the last stage in the codebook structure. To improve the MSVQ codebook performance, a 
more complex MSVQ codebook training has been suggested referred to as iterative sequential 
optimisation. In the iterative sequential optimisation training method, an initial codebook is 
chosen for each stage of the MSVQ quantiser through the use of the LBG algorithm. Bach 
codebook is then optimised under the assumption that the other stages are fixed. In other 
words, the quantisation error using all the other stages except the cmrent stage is computed 
and the current codebook is updated through the use of an LBG algorithm. This process is 
iterated until all the codebooks of the MSVQ quantiser have converged [45] [50].
An even more complex MSVQ codebook training strategy may be used in which all codevec­
tors of all stages are jointly optimised after each iteration and is referred to as simultaneous 
joint codebook design. This MSVQ codebook training strategy gives slightly better results 
than the former two methods but at the expense of increased complexity and computational 
cost (i.e. during the training of the VQ codebooks). It is described in [51] and has been used 
for training of the MSVQ codebooks throughout this thesis.
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4.6 Split-Band LPC Coder
In this section, a general description of the Split-Band Linear Prediction Coding (SB-LPC) 
sinusoidal vocoder [45] is given. This coder has been the basis for testing the improvement 
work carried out in the following chapters as well as extensively used (as a reference system) 
for comparisons. SB-LPC vocoder has been developed by the University of Surrey to provide 
high quality speech at low and very low bit rates [52] [53] [45].
4.6.1 SB-LPC  Encoder
In the encoder part, as shown in the block diagram of Figure 4.2, a number of parameters 
are estimated, quantised and transmitted to the decoder. These parameters, needed by the 
decoder for speech synthesis, are
1. order LP coefficients
2. Pitch Period
3. Voicing Cut-Off Frequency
4. Spectral Amplitudes
5. Speech Energy
The SB-LPC encoder operates on narrow-band speech, sampled at 8 KHz with 16 bits pre­
cision. Parameters are extracted either every 10 or 20 ms depending on the desired bit rate. 
A 20 ms update rate is used for an operating bit rate below 4 kbps, while a 10 ms update 
rate is used for 4 kbps.
Prior to any processing, the speech is first passed through a noise pre-processor so as to 
suppress the effect of background noise from noise contaminated speech in order to improve 
parameter estimation and result in a vocoder more robust to background noise. Noise is 
suppressed such that speech distortion is minimised so as not to effect the sinusoidal model 
parameter estimation (which requires tunning the noise suppressor parameters subjectively). 
The SB-LPC encoding system proceeds by applying a high-pass filter to the speech, with a 
cut-off frequency around 100 Hz. The function of this filter is to remove any unwanted DC 
component, which would complicate the processing of the data in addition to being percep­
tually unimportant. The speech is then windowed, and the parameters used to represent the 
sinusoidal speech model are extracted. They are then quantised, packetised and transmitted.
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Figure 4.2: Block Diagram of the SB-LPC Encoder 
LP Coefficients Extraction:
As mentioned in chapter two, the linear speech production system can be divided into 
excitation and spectral envelope. Speech spectral envelope, in the SB-LPC vocoder, 
is estimated through a 10*^  order LP predictor using a 200 sample Hamming window. 
Bandwidth expansion, with an expansion factor of /? =  0.994, is then applied to avoid 
problems with highly resonant speech. The LPC parameters are then converted to Line 
Spectral Frequencies (LSF) [28], followed by quantisation through a 3-stage Multi-Stage 
Vector Quantiser (MSVQ) with Moving Average (MA) predictor and M-best tree search 
[45]. The resultant quantised LSF vector is then dequantised and used (rather than 
the original LSF vector without quantisation) in estimating the remaining parameters. 
The reason behind this being that the remaining parameters will be optimised with the 
presence of LSF quantisation noise.
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• Pitch Detection and Refinement Algorithm:
A reliable pitch estimate is of great importance for speech quality and intelligibility. 
This is especially true for sinusoidal model based speech vocoder for its infiuence on the 
estimation of other vocoder parameters, such as spectral amplitudes and voicing. The 
pitch estimation algorithm used in the SB-LPC vocoder system uses both frequency- 
domain and time-domain techniques. The pitch estimation process is split into two 
parts, for complexity reasons, which are the initial pitch detection and the pitch refine­
ment algorithms. Both algorithms are based on a SinuSoidal Model Matching Pitch 
Detection Algorithm (SSMM-PDA). The complete description of both the initial and 
refinement pitch algorithms can be found in [46].
• Split Band Voicing:
The vocoder name is derived from the voicing hypothesis, i.e. Split-Band. In other 
coders, such as the IMBE [54], the spectrum is divided into a number of bands through 
grouping of harmonics and then having a voicing hypothesis per band. The SB-LPC 
vocoder, on the other hand, does things differently. The assumption is that all bands 
from DC up to a cut-off frequency to be voiced and unvoiced beyond it until the end 
of the spectrum. This has the advantage of requiring only a small number of bits to 
represent the voicing cut-off frequency, 3 bits in the SB-LPC vocoder compared to 12 
bits in the IMBE approach. A more detailed description is given in [45].
• Spectral Amplitudes:
Due to limited order of the LP filter used to represent the speech spectral envelope 
shape (10 in our case), model inaccuracies will exist. This is reflected in the LP resid­
ual containing important information that affects the quality and intelligibility of the 
synthesised speech. Therefore, it is necessary to transmit information related to the LP 
residual to the decoder.
The spectral amplitudes (the magnitude spectrum of the LP residual) are determined 
at the harmonic location as given by the refined pitch estimate. Depending on whether 
the current harmonic is within a voiced part of the spectrum or in a unvoiced part, the 
corresponding method for the spectral amplitude estimation is used [45]. For voiced 
harmonics, a Mean Square Error (MSE) matching technique is used, which attempts 
to match each harmonic with the variable length window in the frequency domain. 
For unvoiced harmonics, the spectral amplitudes are determined using the Root Mean 
Square (RMS) energy of the considered band. This process is detailed [45].
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Speech Energy Determination:
In the SB-LPC, energy is computed in time domain, over a length determined by the 
pitch and the voicing of the current frame as detailed in [45].
4.6.2 SB-LPC  D ecoder
A block diagram of the decoder part of the SB-LPC coder is shown in Figure 4.3. The
Speech Output
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Dequantisation
Spectral Amplitudes 
D equantisation
LP Filtering 
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Dequantisation
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram of the decoder
SB-LPC speech synthesis is based on a pitch cycle model. For each frame, pitch cycles are 
generated using the current and past speech model parameters until the output buffer has 
been sufficiently filled, and the eventual extra samples are kept for the following frame. 
After decoding of the speech parameters, the boundaries of the pitch cycles are determined, 
and the speech parameters are interpolated based on the position of the current cycle in 
the output frame. Perceptual enhancement is then applied to the spectral amplitudes using 
the LSF parameters and the pitch value. They are used along with the rest of the speech 
model parameters to generate the pitch cycle based speech excitation. This excitation is then 
filtered by the LP synthesis filter and scaled using the speech energy parameter to .ensure 
each pitch cycle has the desired energy. Note that, the SB-LPC vocoder is a sinusoidal model
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speech vocoder and pitch cycle base synthesis is done for algorithmic purposes and because 
it produces slightly better performances. A detailed description of the SB-LPC decoder is 
given in [45].
4.7 Conclusion
A general description was given for the sinusoidal model speech vocoder along with the model 
parameters to be estimated, quantised and transmitted to the decoder. Special emphasis 
was given to the pitch for its paramount importance when estimating the remaining model 
parameters (such as voicing, spectral amplitudes) and its effect on synthesised speech quality 
and intelligibility. This is then followed by a description of scalar and vector quantisation 
methods used. This chapter ends with a general description of the SB-LPC vocoder used 
extensively when testing and experimenting the proposed methods in the following chapters.
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Chapter 5
Robust Statistics Based Pitch  
Tracking
An accurate pitch value is of paramount importance for vocoder systems that are based on 
a sinusoidal model. Its value is heavily relied upon when estimating spectral amplitudes 
as well as voicing decisions. To our knowledge, there does not exist a pitch detector with 
a 100 % detection success. This is due to the varying characteristics of speech, especially 
in unvoiced to voiced speech transitions or vice versa (i.e. onsets and offsets), and due to 
speech segments with weak periodicity. All these problems lead to erroneous pitch estimates 
(such as pitch doubling or pitch halving). Generally, pitch estimation techniques degrade 
in performance when background noise is present. To improve the performance of the pitch 
detection algorithm and to increase its robustness (when background noise is present), pitch 
post-processing (or tracking) techniques are suggested. The aim of pitch tracking methods is 
the continuity and smooth evolution of pitch estimates from one frame to another.
In this chapter a novel robust pitch tracking system is proposed in order to increase robustness 
against noise and to reduce pitch errors especially at onsets and offsets. Performances of the 
proposed pitch post-processing method as compared to the widely used Median technique 
are shown in the experiments performed.
5.1 Introduction
In order to attain consistent speech quality in speech communication, reliable pitch esti­
mation is a paramount concern. However, it seems that pitch estimators would result in
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degradation in performance when used in such harsh and demanding environments. This 
is due to the presence of background noise which in turn changes the characteristics of the 
speech and makes it difficult to reliably estimate the pitch (or equivalently the fundamental 
frequency Fq) [55]. To alleviate the problem of background noise, many techniques have been 
proposed [2] which can be generally classified into two method, namely: pre-processing
and m) post-processing.
Pre-processing techniques are included prior to pitch estimators in order to enhance the per­
formance of the estimator when noise is present. The choice of such pre-processors depends to 
some extent on the nature of the pitch estimator that is to follow. The aim of pre-processors 
is to suppress interfering signal components, such as noise and DC offset, and to condition 
the signal so as to improve estimation. The inclusion of both a noise suppressor and a high 
pass filter in the SB-LPC vocoder [45] system are examples of such pre-processors. 
Post-processing or tracking, on the other hand, alleviates the pitch error problem by produc­
ing a smoothed pitch track taking into account previous, current and future pitch candidates 
based on the physiological phenomenon that the human pitch normally changes slowly from 
frame to frame. The technique proposed in this section falls into the post-processing group 
of pitch tracking methods. Traditionally, the task has been treated in heuristic ways such as 
the median filtering [56], a widely used technique for correcting outliers in pitch estimates 
as long as their occurrences do not exceed half of the median window length. The problem 
associated with median post-processing technique is the over-smoothing of onset and offset 
pitch estimates.
The novel method proposed in this chapter is based on robust statistics [57]. Moreover, the 
performance of the proposed technique is further improved through incorporating an uncer­
tainty term into the robust estimation metric. Having the varying confidences of the pitch 
candidates included in the error metric should offer (as will be shown through the results 
presented) an advantage in transitional segments of speech, i.e. onsets and offsets, where 
pitch could change abruptly leading to high possibility of pitch errors.
5.2 M-Estimation Robust Pitch Post-Processing Technique 
(M ERPP)
Various types of robust statistical estimators have been introduced over the years [57]. One 
of the well-known methods is the M-estimator (referring to the generalised maximum like-
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Figure 5.1: Outlier robustness
lihood estimator) because of its good performance and tractability. In maximum likelihood 
estimation we wish to maximise the likelihood, or minimize the negative log likelihood; thus 
for estimating a simple location (or mean) parameter we have
Om l b  =  [~ ln(I,@(%4))]'%=i
(5.1)
Here Le{Xi) is the likelihood of observing the random vaiiable Xi given the parameter 6>. 
— ln(L^(A^)) is the loss (also referred to as cost) function to be minimized. M-estimators 
generalize this idea by allowing the loss function to be modified; thus we have the following 
’’objective function” n
(5-2)i - 1
As different loss functions p{XiyO) are chosen, the estimate 9m le  will exhibit different prop­
erties. The property most commonly desired in an M-estimator is robustness to outliers.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of how powerful the use of robust statistics is when outliers 
are present. The black dots represent the data (in our case these represent pitch estimates 
of previous, current and future frames). As can be seen in Figure 5,1 that one of the data 
points (the red dot) does not follow the general evolution track as the others (i.e. it is an 
outlier). The blue line represents the statistical mean ji given by
(6.3)
where w ’^s are weights, which have to be positive and sum to unity, from the pre-defined 
weighting function. The idea is if the optimum weighting function can be obtained for the 
set of data, then each of the data points will be weighted differently. The data points closest 
to the statistical mean p  will have higher weights whereas the outlier data points will have
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smaller weights in order to reduce their influence on the estimation of the current pitch value. 
From the above discussion we conclude that the M-estimators are a class of estimators used 
for estimation in the case of unknown error probability [57]. The cost function 0  used in the 
M-estimator is, generally, required to be even, non-negative and differentiable. In the novel 
robust pitch post-processing (tracking) method proposed, the cost function 0  defined satisfies 
the cost function requirements. The cost function proposed gives higher cost to outlier pitch 
estimates while assigning lower cost to pitch estimates that are following smoothly the frame 
to frame pitch evolution and is given by:
$ =  E  pix>,^)=  Ê  (5.4)
i = - M  i = - M  \  I ^  ) I
where p  and a  respectively denote the robust mean and standard deviation for the data pitch 
values X{. Here æ^ ’s for i < 0, i = 0 and % > 0 are the pitch estimates of the previous, 
current and future speech frames, respectively. The aim of the proposed method is to find 
the optimum statistical mean which is then used in the definition of the optimum weighting 
function. The resultant weighting function is then used to weight the data in such a way 
that the outliers will be weighted less and brought closer to the statistical mean therefore 
smoothing the evolution of pitch values from frame to frame. The optimum p  can therefore 
be found through differentiating the cost function #  with respect to p  and equating it to zero 
as follows
3 ^  =  -  , -  A') exp { =  0 (5.5)
Due to the difficulty in finding a closed form solution for the non-linear equation 5.5, the root 
is found tlirough an iterative manner as
00
Pn+ l ~  Pn ~  ^n~^\^=iJ,n,(r=(Tn-i (5 '6 )
where n  is the iteration index, pn is the robust mean and an is the robust standard deviation
given by
an —
N
E  (5.7)
The initial value p^ for the iterative method is given by
1 ^M + N + l X j ' -  (S.8)i = —M
The iteration terminates when pn converges to a fixed point (i.e. when the change with 
respect to pn-i  is below a certain threshold), resulting in the optimum smoothed pitch value.
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In equation 5.6, an is an adaptive step size given by (which can be also seen as a normalisation 
of the weights)
an =  — ------------ — ------------ r  (5.9)
The step size changes depending on pn and <Jn-i for each iteration. The step size is large 
when far from optimum p  while it becomes small, for convergence, when close to optimum p.
5.3 Robust Pitch Post-Processing Incorporating Uncertainty
Following on from the robust statistics based pitch post-processing system introduced in 
the previous section, and the fact that pitch candidates exhibit various confidence levels 
depending on the periodicity of the speech signal during that segment. This is especially 
true on transitional regions of speech (onset and offsets), in which some pitch candidates are 
estimated at more periodic speech segments whereas other candidates are estimated fi’om 
relatively aperiodic or random signals. Thus, the performance of the robust pitch post­
processing technique of the previous section may be enhanced through the inclusion of an 
uncertainty, term into the robust statistical metric resulting in
$ W =  E  (5.10)
with
i = - M  \  K ^
U i -  .max {P R t{ t)  + {1 ~ P )Rs{1/t)}  (5.11)
where Rt {t ) and R s {1/t ) represents the normalised autocorrelations of the speech signal 
and its magnitude spectrum, respectively, for the pitch period lag r  ranging between 
and [43]. The weights Ui are the normalised valuse given by the Spectral-Temporal 
Autocorrelation (STA) pitch estimator [43]. The weighting factor p  is selected as 0.5. Both 
temporal and spectral autocorrelation values are bound between zero and one. Therefore, w^ ’s 
range between zero and one indicating the lowest and highest confidence levels, respectively. 
The robust estimate can be derived easily using a similar iterative method as for equations 
5.6 and 5.9. The adaptive step size a^^  for the uncertainty case is given by
=  _ - TT—T  (5.12)
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5.4 Performance Evaluation
The previous two sections presented the novel robust pitch post-processing and the enhanced 
robust pitch post-processing methods. The major task was to find a correct adaptive step 
size an used in the iterative algorithm which resulted in the optimum pn> The a„ value 
effects the convergence of the system to the global optimum rather than staying in a local 
minimum as well as being sufficiently small enough when close to the optimum so as to reduce 
the convergence error of p. Speech materials of duration 96 sec collected from the NTT-AT 
speech CD-ROM, filtered through m-IRS, sampled at 8 kHz, and then mixed with vehicle or 
babble noise to produce speech samples with SNRs between 5 and 30 dB were used in the 
experiments. Reference pitch periods for the speech material were manually marked every 10 
ms frame.
Comparisons were made against a pitch tracking technique based on median filtering [56] for 
its simplicity and wide use. Performances of all pitch post-processing methods were evaluated 
in terms of pitch error rate and smoothness of resultant pitch contours. A pitch estimate is 
regarded as an error if it satisfies either of the following conditions
(5.13)
> l.lT^'"'f) (5.14)
where and are the reference and estimated pitch periods respectively. Pitch error
rate Bp calculation is therefore given by
Bp =  I  (5.15)
where F  and B  denote the total number of speech frames and pitch error frames, respectively. 
The limits on the sum of equations 5.4, 5.9, 5.10 and 5.12 represent the size D of the analysis 
window used, where D = M  + N  + 1. In all experiments conducted, a symmetrical analysis 
window centred at the current speech frame was used (i.e. M  = N). In the median filtering 
post-processing method, the pitch candidates within the analysis window are re-arranged in 
ascending order according to their value. The pitch at the window centre is then taken as 
the pitch of the current frame.
The Spectral-Temporal Autocorrelation (STA) based pitch estimator [43] was selected as the 
pitch estimator (also referred to henceforth as baseline) for its relatively good performance 
compared with conventional ones. The configurations used in the experiments conducted 
were as follows
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Figure 5.2: Pitch error rate of male speech with vehicle noise
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Figure 5.3: Pitch error rate of female speech with vehicle noise
1. STA-based pitch estimation (baseline)
2. baseline 4- robust statistics (RS)
3. baseline + RS 4- uncertainty ,
4. baseline 4- median filtering _ ■ ,
Figures 5.2-5.5 show the pitch error percentages for the experiments conducted in which 
the analysis window length was set to five (i.e. M=N=2) for all post-processing methods. 
For male speech, as can be seen in Figures 5.2 and 5.4, that all post-processing techniques 
presented here offer an advantage over the baselitie system while only small differences are 
evident for the pitch post-processing methods considered. Whereas in the female speaker
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Figure 5.4: Pitch error rate of male speech with babble noise
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Figure 5.5: Pitch error rate of female speech with babble noise
SNR (dB) D = 5 D = 7 D = 9 D = n D = 13 D = 15
5 13.77 % 11.93 % 10.33 % 10.51 % 10.51 % 10.37 %
10 6.93 % 6.51 % 6.51 % 6.65 % 6.88 % 7.02 %
15 4.76 % 4.24 % 4.67 % 4.81 % 5.04 % 5.19 %
20 3.68 % 3.72 % 3.91 % 4.24 % 4.48 % 4.53 %
25 3.77 % 3.96 % 3.87 % 3.77 % 4.01 % 4.05 %
30 3.77 % 3.82 % 3.54 % 4.01 % 4.05 % 4.15 %
Table 5.1: Average pitch error percentage (for baseline+RS+uncertainty post-processing method) 
for male speaker contaminated with vehicle noise
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SNR (dB) Z) =  5 D = 7 D =  9 D = l l £> =  13 D =  15
5 14.10 % 12.97 % 11.93 % 10.85 % 10.80 % 10.66 %
10 8.16 % 7.69 % 7.78% 6.88 % 6.93 % 6.93 %
15 5.66 % 5.7 % 5.37 % 5.37 % 5.66 % 5.94 %
20 5.05 % 4.58 % 4.44 % 4.53 % 4.91 % 5.23 %
25 4.34 % 4.15 % 4.05 % 4.05 % 4.43 % 4.43 %
30 4.00 % 4.00 % 3.77 % 4.01 % 4.24 % 4.67 %
Table 5.2: Average pitch error percentage (for baseline+median filtering post-processing method) for 
male spealcer contaminated with vehicle noise
SNR (dB) D =  5 D = 7 D = 9 D = l l £> =  13 £> =  15
5 13.68 % 11.20 % 8.99 % 7.79 % 7.35 % 7.11 %
10 6.52 % 6.52 % 5.83 % 4.68 % 4.4% 4.37 %
15 3.92 % 3.40 % 3.12 % 2.84 % 2.76 % 2.84 %
20 2.81 % 2.40 % 2.48 % 2.76 % 2.8% 3.04 %
25 2.52 % 2.11 % 2.26 % 2.25 % 2.33 % 2.84%
30 2.07 % 1.99 % 2.08 % 2.16 % 2.46 % 2.62 %
Table 5.3: Average pitch error percentage (for baseline-l-RS-f-uncertainty post-processing method) 
for female speaker contaminated with vehicle noise
case, the proposed methods show a considerable advantage, in terms of reducing the average 
pitch errors, compared to both the baseline and the median filtering post-processing tech­
nique. These advantages, as can be seen in Figures 5.3 and 5.5, are more evident at lower 
SNR (i.e. higher noise contamination) while reducing as the SNR increases.
To study the effect of the analysis window size on the performances of both the median fil­
tering and the enhanced robust statistics pitch post-processing systems, a second experiment 
was conducted. In this experiment, the analysis window size was varied (i.e. M  and N )  in 
the range between 2 and 7, inclusive, while maintaining the symmetry condition (i.e. M = N ).  
Tables 5.1-5.4 list the results obtained for the case of vehicle noise source (for both male and 
female speakers) and show that the proposed post-processing technique is superior in per­
formance compared to the median filtering method regardless of the analysis window length. 
It is also evident from Tables 5.1-5.4 that the best performances for both post-processing 
methods are obtained for the analysis window size between 5 and 9. Increasing the size be-
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SNR (dB) D = 5 D = 7 D = 9 D = 11 £> = 13 D = 15
5 17.61 % 17.20 % 16.54 % 15.54 % 15.85 % 15.86 %
10 8.95 % 7.72 % 7.24 % 6.28 % 6.79 % 7.08 %
15 5.07 % 4.75 % 4.08 % 4.50 % 4.46 % 4.79 %
20 3.72 % 3.40 % 3.18 % 3.18 % 3.58 % 3.71 %
25 3.06 % 3.14 % 3.22 % 3.31 % 3.29 % 3.62 %
30 2.59 % 2.97 % 3.10 % 3.39 % 3.71 % 3.67 %
Table 5.4: Average pitch error percentage (for baseline+median filtering post-processing method) for 
female speaker contaminated with vehicle noise
yond 9 shows improvements for the low SNRs while producing inferior results, compared to 
smaller analysis window sizes, for higher SNRs. This maybe related to the over smoothing 
effect, during transition speech segments, that the increased analysis window length produces 
when used in higher SNR speech cases. When used in low SNR speech files, increasing the 
window length increases the capability to correct pitch errors within the analysis window. 
Results obtained for the case of babble noise source follow a performance trend similar to 
those presented in Tables 5.1-5.4.
How much delay (in terras of how much look ahead as well as processing time) can be tolerable 
will affect the selection of analysis window size and the type of pitch post-processing method 
used. If delay is not an important factor, then there exist many techniques which show higher 
performance to those listed here, such as the Robust Algorithm for Pitch tracking (RAPT) 
described in [2]. This method, and many similar techniques, use dynamic programming (DP) 
to exhaustively search all possible pitch candidates, making use of future as well as previous 
pitch candidates, to estimate the pitch of the current frame. In our proposed techniques, 
delay as well as practicality, was a major issue as these techniques will be included as part 
of the SB-LPC vocoder system. Selecting, M = N=2,  seems to be a reasonable compromise 
between performance, delay and complexity, as it needs only a 20 ms look ahead already 
existing in general speech vocoders for estimating the other speech model parameters (i.e. 
assuming pitch is calculated once every 10 ms) .
As mentioned above, pitch error percentage along side smoothness of resultant pitch contour 
are the performance measures used for comparison. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show an example 
(for the case of M = N = 2  and vehicle noise source) of resultant pitch contours for female and
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male speech segments of 10 dB SNR, respectively. Parts (a), (b), (c) and (d) of Figures 5.6 
and 5.7 are, respectively, the clean speech segment, the noisy speech segment, the reference 
pitch contour and the pitch contour resulting from the baseline system. It can be seen from 
part (e, f and g) of Figures 5.6 and 5.7 that performances of the proposed techniques (parts f 
and g) are considerably better than that of the median filtering method (part e). The median 
filtering technique generally performs well when in steady voiced segments while smoothing 
the onsets and offsets. The problems at onset and offset are alleviated, to some extent, in 
the proposed technique not incorporating uncertainty (part f) while a much better and closer 
to the hand marked contour is the pitch contour of the proposed technique incorporating 
uncertainty (part g). For the female speaker, as illustrated in Figure 5.6, the proposed 
techniques show better performance in terms of producing smoother pitch contours that are 
closer to the hand marked ones (for the vehicle noise source) as compared to the male speaker 
case, as illustrated in Figure 5.7.
5.5 Conclusion
A novel pitch post-processing system was presented along with experiments and results. It 
was found, as seen in the results of experiments conducted, that the proposed method out­
performs the median filtering method in terms of reducing the average pitch error rate and 
producing smoother pitch contours. This is especially evident for the technique incorporat­
ing the uncertainty term into the robust statistical metric. Having different uncertainties 
for different pitch candidates showed an enhancement in performance especially at onsets 
and offsets where the confidence is high in part of the analysis window closer to the voiced 
segment and low in the part closer to unvoiced segment. This, accompanied with consistent 
performance in steady voiced speech segments where the confidence is high (uncertainty is 
low), all contributed to the superior performance of the novel proposed pitch post-processing 
techniques compared to the median method.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of pitch contours for a noisy female speech segment
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Vocoders compress speech by estimating model parameters at a given transmission rate (i.e. 
how often we transmit a set of parameters) over an analysis window, assuming that speech is 
stationary within this window. This assumption is made to justify the use of long term con­
cepts for short term segments, such as Fourier transforms and auto-correlation [22]. Speech 
is generally known to be non-stationary but it can be considered to be locally stationary 
[58]. In this chapter, the limits of this assumption are explored with regard to the spectral 
parameters in the form of Line Spectral Frequency (LSF) and Spectral Amplitude (SA) pa­
rameters [45]. It is shown that all spectral parameters have considerable variations over time, 
regardless of LSF and SA vector extraction and transmission rates. LSF and SA track are 
investigated through over-sampling and are shown to contain variations at a rate higher than 
the frequency corresponding to the LSF and SA vector transmission rates. An anti-aliasing 
filter with cut-off frequency adequate for the chosen LSF and SA vector transmission rates 
is proposed to alleviate possible spectral overlapping of the LSF and SA parameters spectra. 
It is confirmed, through experiments, that the proposed method offers an advantage over the 
classic LSF and SA extraction methods with respect to quantisation shown by bit savings of 
typically 10 to 15%.
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6.1 Improved LSF Estimation Through Anti-Aliasing Filter­
ing
Line Spectral Frequency (LSF) parameters proposed in [28], have been introduced as an alter­
native form of the LPC parameters generally used to represent the speech spectral envelope. 
Operation in the LSF domain, as compared to LPC domain, provides greater robustness to 
quantisation and interpolation, and it is easier to guarantee synthesis filter stability.
Speech coders operating at very low bit rates (i.e. < 2.4 kbps) allocate most of the available 
bits to spectral parameters (i.e. LPC and spectral amplitudes), e.g. 60% in the case of the 2.4 
kbps Split-Band LPC (SB-LPC) vocoder [59]. Therefore, gains in LSF and SA quantisation 
will have a large impact on the overall speech quality and bit rate.
Vocoders usually operate on a frame by frame basis, typically a set of parameters is estimated 
every 10 to 25 ms. Speech model parameters are extracted from speech using an analysis 
window of length 20 to 30 ms, under the assumption that speech is stationary over the win­
dow length. We show in this section the limits of this assumption with regard to the LSF 
vector extraction. When extracting LSF vectors more often, every sample for example, high 
frequency variations are present in all LSF parameters spectra. The energy of the spectrum 
above the frequency corresponding to the system’s LSF vector transmission rate results in 
LSF spectral overlapping leading to aliasing. Bit savings are shown to be possible through 
proper accountability of the limits of the stationarity assumption through better bandwidth 
management and the use of a more accurate LSF vector extraction that alleviates the aliasing 
problem.
6.1.1 Sam pling T heory and Sam pling R ate Conversion
Sampling is the conversion of a continuous-time signal into a discrete-time signal obtained 
by taking samples of the continues-time signal at discrete-time instants according to the 
sampling theory [24]. Sampling theory states that;
If a signal Xa{t) has a band limited Fourier transform Xo(f2), such that A'o(n)=0 for Ü > 2irF, 
then Xa{t) can be uniquely reconstructed from equally spaced samples Xa(nT), —oo < n < oo, 
if I /T  > 2F.
Henceforth, we shall abbreviate Xa{nT) by Xa(n) with no loss in generality.
Sampling rate conversion is the process of changing the input sampling rate fs to an output 
sampling rate fs =  Dfg, where Z> > 0. If D is greater than one then the process is referred
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to as interpolation (or upsampling), whilst if D  is less than one then it is referred to as
decimation [24].
• Interpolation:
Interpolation is the process of increasing the input sampling rate of Xa{n) by increasing 
the number of points between the original samples by a factor of D. This can be 
achieved by inserting D  zeros between original samples followed by a low pass filtering 
operation to select the proper spectrum that corresponds to the high sampled output 
signal ^ja(n).
# Decimation:
Decimation is the precess of reducing the input sampling rate of Xa{n) through selecting 
every sample resulting in a down sampled output signal o^(?%). Proper bandwidth
management is essential since by down-sampling there is a risk of introducing aliasing 
through spectral overlapping. Prior to decimation, the signal Xa{n) is low pass filtered 
with a cut-off frequency relative to the new sampling rate so as to alleviate the risk of 
aliasing.
6.1.2 LSF E xtraction  from  a D ecim ation  Perspective
The limits of the speech stationarity assumption over the analysis window with regard to 
LSF vector extraction are investigated by calculating LSF vectors at a higher rate (over- 
sampling), such as every sample (as considered in this section). This is obtained by shifting 
the centre of the analysis window a sample at a time, leading to an LSF vector extraction 
rate of 8 kHz. Evolution of each LSF parameter over time, also referred to as LSF track, is 
then produced from the over-sampled LSF vectors. Decimating the LSF tracks at a given 
LSF vector transmission rate (i.e. 20, 10 or 5 ms) will produce exactly the same LSF vectors 
as the classic methods. It is therefore clear that LSF track variations with a rate higher than 
/c = ^5 where r  is the LSF vector calculation time (not necessarily the same as the system’s 
LSF vector transmission rate), will cause problems during the decimation process. These 
problems are a result of the fact that all frequency spectrum beyond fc will overlap with the 
spectrum below /c causing spectral overlapping and leading to distortion.
In order to measure the amount of aliasing introduced, an experiment was conducted in which 
LSF vectors were extracted every sample. Each LSF vector was then split into the different 
LSF parameters (also referred to as LSF tracks). The experiment set up was as follows:
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1. LPC parameters, 1 =  ^i, Z2, Z3, . . . ,  /p where p  is the LP filter order, were calculated every 
sample for a Hamming windowed speech of length 200 samples. A 15 Hz bandwidth 
expansion was applied to each pole li by replacing each with where 7 =  0.994. 
LSF vector f  = / i ,  / 2j /s» < • • > /p was then extracted from the bandwidth expanded LPC 
vector.
2. The evolution of each LSF parameter (track) /j over time was taken separately and 
FFT was performed for each one of these tracks using a rectangular window. The 
logarithmic magnitude of the FFT spectrum is shown in Figure 6.1.
In our system we use a 10*^  order LPC filter (i.e. p — 10) and therefore we have 10 LSF tracks. 
In Figure 6.1-a, we can see that all LSF tracks spectra have a substantial amount of their 
energy in the low frequency band (below 100 Hz). Figure 6.1-b shows the region of interest, 
from Figure 6.1-a, (in Hz) for 20, 10 and 5 ms LSF vector transmission rates. Depending on 
the LSF vector transmission rate of the current system, the respective bandwidth should be 
dealt with properly so that aliasing is avoided. If the system calculates LSF vectors every 
20 ms, for example, then all the energy in the band greater than 25 Hz will be a source of 
spectral overlapping, producing inaccurate LSF parameter extraction.
6.1.3 Source o f LSF Spectra Variations
The presence of high frequency components in all of the spectra of the LSF tracks may be 
related to the following:
1. Window length:
To explore the effect of window size on the LSF spectra variations, we varied the anal­
ysis Hamming window size in the range between 25 and 40 ms. For each window size, 
LSFs were extracted every sample by shifting the centre of the analysis window by one 
sample. Eight speakers: 4 male and 4 female, each uttering 2 sentences of 4 secs selected 
from the NTT speech database, were used for the experiment. The results obtained 
indicate that as long as the window size is sufficiently large (i.e. > 25 ms) it is not the 
source of the frequency spectra variations shown in Figure 6.1. Henceforth, we fixed 
the Hamming window size to 25 ms corresponding to 200 samples.
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Figure 6.1: The logarithmic magnitude spectrum of LSF tracks
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2. Window position:
To identify whether the window positioning is the source of the high frequency com­
ponents in the LSF tracks, an experiment was conducted for which a synthetic speech 
segment, prepared through repeating a whole pitch cycle from a voiced speech seg­
ment for many periods, was used. LSF vectors were calculated, as before, every sample 
through shifting the window centre by one sample. The same Hamming window of size 
200 samples was used. Since the window centre was shifted every sample the effect of 
all possible window positions on the resulting LSF vectors extracted, were examined. 
The results obtained show a flat LSF track with respect to time for all the LSF tracks. 
Therefore the conclusion was that as long as the window size is of sufficient length, the 
window position will not be the source of the high frequency components evident in the 
spectra of the LSF tracks.
3. The wide sense stationary assumption of the speech signal:
The window position experiment directed om’ attention towards the effect of the Wide 
Sense Stationary (WSS) assumption of speech signals within the analysis window (i.e. 
the 200 sample Hamming window). Since the test speech file, as mentioned, was cre­
ated from many repetitions of one whole pitch cycle from a voiced segment of speech, 
the stationary assumption will be stronger as there is no change in the shape or period 
with time. That was evident as well in the flat LSF tracks resulting from the previous 
experiment.
In general, a signal s(t) is said to be WSS if the expectation, E  {s(t)s(t + r)},  is in­
dependent of time t, and only dependent on the time difference r. Since, in the LSF 
extraction we performed in the experiment related to window position, the LSF tracks 
were flat indicating that for that synthetic speech file, WSS assumption is a valid one. 
In reality speech is not the same pitch or shape along time but in fact it is changing 
slowly both in period and shape with time. Therefore, the stationary assumption of our 
speech segment within the analysis window is unrealistic and it is why high frequency 
variation are evident in the spectra of the LSF tracks.
Table 6.1 shows the percentage of energies for four different bands. Eight speakers selected 
from the NTT speech database were used: 4 male and 4 female, each uttering 2 sentences 
of 4 secs each. The band below 25 Hz corresponds to a 20 ms LSF vector transmission 
rate whereas a band below 50 Hz corresponds to a 10 ms LSF vector transmission rate
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and the band below 100 Hz corresponds to 5 ms. It is well known, and this has been
reflected in implementation in various speech coding systems, that the synthesised speech
for a 10 ms LSF vector transmission rate sounds better than that for a 20 ms LSF vector
transmission rate. This is mainly because the 10 ms LSF vector transmission rate follows the
spectral characteristics better (especially at onsets and offset where changes are big) as we
are extracting at twice the rate as well as due to the reduced amount of overlapped spectrum
that causes aliasing compared to the 20 ms LSF vector transmission rate as is evident in
Thble 6.1.
Even though (with reference to Table 6.1), greater than 92% of the energy is present in the
LSF
parameters
Frequency Band
A B C D
f i 94.52 4.24 1.07 0.17
f2 95.44 3.61 0.83 0.12
h 96.67 2.71 0.54 0.08
h 96.81 2.56 0.54 0.09
h 98.10 1.51 0.33 0.05
h 97.46 1.99 0.45 0.10
h 96.36 2.88 0.64 0.12
h 95.54 3.28 0.71 0.47
h 94.64 4.41 0.98 0.24
ho 92.72 3.97 1.13 2.18
Table 6.1: Energy percentages in different frequency bands: ”A” is the band below 25 Hz, 
”B” is the band between (25-50) Hz, ”C” is the band between (50-100) Hz and ”D” is the 
band above 100 Hz
band below 25 Hz, the remaining less than 8% of the energy (as will be shown in subsections 
that follow) is enough to produce higher LSF parameter variation. Therefore, following from 
the discussion above, a low pass filtering as a pre-processing stage prior to decimation is 
proposed to alleviate the possible spectral overlapping source of distortion.
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6.1.4 Smoothing Spectra Through Window Length Increase
The question that arises now is, why is low pass filtering needed when the same can be 
achieved through increasing the analysis window length? The answer is that, by increasing 
the analysis window length, i.e. to be greater than two and a half the average pitch, we 
are increasing frequency resolution but in time domain the speech signal would have evolved 
considerably during that size of analysis window. Even though a large window results in 
smoothed spectra, it is not a good approximation of the changes occurring in the speech 
signal within that analysis window. Therefore, a compromise between time and frequency 
resolutions is necessary. Having a window length of approximately two and a half times the 
average pitch is found to be a good compromise [2].
In addition to the above arguments, there is no guarantee that the high frequency components 
of the spectra of the LSF tracks will not be present when the window length is increased in 
size (as was shown in the experiment related to window size). The proposal of the use of a low 
pass filter with a cut off frequency that is dependent on the system's LSF vector transmission 
rate, is therefore justifiable.
The novelty of the proposed low pass filter as a pre-processing stage prior to decimation 
comes from the way this filtering is used. The aim when using the pre-processor is to remove 
the irrelevant signal without affecting the important information and quality of the signal. 
This will be shown to be true in the following subsections.
6.1.5 Low pass filtering
Prom the above discussion, a low pass filtering operation is introduced as a pre-processing 
stage prior to decimation in order to overcome the problems of spectral aliasing present in 
the LSF calculation of the classic systems.
A low pass filtering experiment was performed to show the effect such an operation has on 
the resultant smoothed LSF vectors. The setup of which is as follows:
1. First, LSF f  vectors were extracted from 15 Hz bandwidth expanded LPC parameters 
I calculated every sample for Hamming windowed speech data of size 200 samples.
2. LSF tracks fi  were then produced from the LSF vectors f .
3. Finally, filtering was performed in the frequency domain for each LSF f i  track separately 
with a cut off frequency that is dependent on the system's LSF vector transmission rate
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according to sampling and decimation theories. This generated a second LSF vector
set g =
Each LSF track was generated from a speech file (for either a male or a female speaker, 
uttering two sentences of 4 secs each taken from the NTT speech database). The FFT size, 
for each LSF paramter track, used was so large (=65536) that the effect of the big side lobes 
of the rectangular window were of no effect on the results obtained. A selection of another 
window type (such as Hamming or Hanning) did not change the results.
Figures 6.2-6.5, show a section of the variations of certain LSF tracks for both classic f i  and 
low pass filtered gi methods. It is evident in the figures that significant variations exist in the 
LSF tracks produced by the classic method due to the weak stationarity assumption within 
the analysis window especially at transitions from voiced speech segment to unvoiced speech 
segment (offset) and vice versa (onset). The low pass filtered method, on the other hand, 
produces smoother and slowly evolving LSF tracks. These variations in the LSF tracks are 
more evident in the higher LSF parameter (/y and /lo) as shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5, 
respectively.
In [60] it is shown that using a perceptually smoothed speech power spectral envelope leads 
to a significant increase in subjective performance. Additionally, [61] shows that low rate 
quantisation is possible through smoothing the LSF parameter evolution. Therefore, higher 
quality and bit savings are expected through the proposed method. Expectation is that 
the proposed method will produce lower LSF variance leading to easier quantisation and 
an advantage through bit savings and speech quality. This is due to the fact that each gi 
produces smoother and slower varying tracks. An informal listening test for synthesized 
speech of both male and female speakers generated from both the classic, f , and low pass 
filtered, g, LSF vectors was therefore conducted. LSF vectors were reconstructed from the 
low pass filtered tracks gi, decimated to the required LSF vector transmission rate (in our 
SB-LPC vocoder the LSF vector rate is 20 ms for the 1.2/2.4 kbps version [45]). In this test, 
no quality difference was noticed between the speech as synthesized by the two different LSF 
sets. This confirms that by selecting the cut off frequency of the low pass filter according 
the final LSF vector transmission rate removes the non important information while keeping 
the quality and important information in tact. As no quality difference was present in the 
low pass filtered LSF vector and, since they produce smoother and slower varying tracks, 
an advantage is therefore expected with regard to easier quantisation and, as a result, gain 
through bit saving.
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Figure 6.2: LSF track f i  and gi variations over time
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Figure 6.3: LSF track and variations over time
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Figure 6.5: LSF track /lo and qiq variations over time
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6.1.6 A dvantages and D isadvantages o f th e  Proposed Technique
6.1.6.1 Advantages of the Proposed Technique
The advantages of the introduction of the proposed low pass filtering prior to decimation and 
quantisation will be shown through Inter-Frame (IF) prediction gains and VQ codebook [62] 
bit saving.
• Inter-Frame Predictor:
A popular approach to exploiting the inter-frame correlations is the use of a predictor. 
Instead of quantising a vector directly, the difference between a predicted vector and 
the actual one is transmitted. If the predictor is good, then this residual signal should 
be easier to quantise than the original vector.
The smooth nature of the low pass filtered LSF tracks gi compared to the tracks pro­
duced by the classic method /^, as is evident from Figures 6.2-6.5, leads us to expect 
that the low pass filtered reconstructed LSF vectors will possess higher correlation be­
tween successive vectors as well as lower variance. This will lead in turn to easier 
quantisation. An IF predictor, is used for investigating and highlighting the advantage 
offered by the proposed pre-processing system as compared to the classic system. The 
IF predictor is given by:
r f  = x f  a x  p f)  (6.1)
and
Where
P? =  (6.2)
x f  : LSF parameter at frame n  (i.e. /^’s or g>i’s).
r f  : LSF prediction residual at frame n.
Xi : LSF parameter mean calculated over a large LSF database.
a  : Prediction parameter.
p f : The feedback LSF prediction residual at frame n. This feedback part of the 
equation is updated with the quantised residual LSF prediction of the previous 
frame (as given by Equation 6.2).
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In this subsection, results of various experiments are presented. In these experiments,
the value of the prediction parameter, a, was changed and at the end of the simulation,
the variance of p f  for LSFs generated by both classic and low pass filtered methods were
calculated. For these experiments, the feedback part was updated with the unquantised
LSF prediction residual of the previous frame. The set up of the experiments was as
follows:
1. First, LSF vectors, f, were extracted from 15 Hz bandwidth expanded LPC, 1, 
parameters calculated every sample for Hamming windowed speech data of size 
200 samples.
2. Next, low pass filtering was performed on each LSF fi  track, using a cut off fre­
quency that is dependent on the system’s LSF vector transmission rate according 
to sampling and decimation theories, producing gi tracks.
3. We then reconstructed the LSF vectors, and then decimated to the required rate, 
generating two sets of LSF vectors f  and g.
4. Finally, the variance for each set of LSF vectors was found after using IF prediction.
Low passed filtered LSF vectors should result in a higher optimal, a, due to its smoother 
evolution and therefore higher correlation between successive sets. They should also 
possess a lower variance compared to the LSF vectors extracted through the classic 
method.
In Figure 6.6, the variance of the residual LSF prediction (for the 20 ms LSF vector 
transmission rate) is seen to be lower for the low pass filtered method compared to the 
classic extraction method, confirming our expectation. The minimum variance occurs 
at a higher value of a  for the low pass system compared to the classic system. The 
higher a  value indicates that the proposed method produces LSF vectors that are more 
correlated. High correlation and lower variance leads to easier quantisation, as will be 
the subject of study in the following part, and therefore expectation is that bit reduction 
will be achievable with the proposed method.
Experiments for different LSF vector rates of 5 ms (one vector per 40 samples), 
10 ms (one vector per 80 samples), 30 ms (one vector per 240 samples) and 40 ms 
(one vector per 320 samples) were also performed and results are shown in Figures 
6.7-6.10, respectively. It is evident that the higher the LSF vector transmission rate,
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Figure 6.6: Variance of residual of 20 ms LSF vector rate for the range of IF prediction 
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Figure 6.7: Variance of residual of 5 ms LSF vector rate for the range of IF prediction
parameters
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Figure 6.8: Variance of residual of 10 ms LSF vector rate for the range of IF prediction 
parameters
the higher the correlation between successive LSF vectors, which in turn results in a 
higher optimal prediction parameter. It can also be seen that the variance of the LSF 
prediction residual is always less in the low pass filtered method, regardless of the LSF 
vector rate.
The prediction gain, Pg, is given by:
Î 2— Ï 2ÏÏ1 X 100%XQ (6.3)
where
— xo : Variance of residual LSF when prediction factor is zero.
-  Xmin : Minimum variance of residual LSF (i.e. at optimum a).
This measure indicates the advantage gained from the use of the IF predictor. The 
higher Pg is, the more advantage can be achieved through IF prediction quantisation 
techniques. Table 6.2 shows the value of prediction gains at diflferent LSF vector trans­
mission rates for both LSF vector sets. As also evident from Figures 6.6-6.10, the higher 
the LSF vector rate, the greater the correlation between successive LSF vectors leading 
to an increase in prediction gain. The low pass filtered method always has a higher
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Figure 6.10: Variance of residual of 40 ms LSF vector rate for the range of IF prediction
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prediction gain compared to the classic extraction method as can be seen in the Table 
6 .2 .
LSF vector transmission rate
40 ms 30 ms 20 ms 10 ms 5 ms
Prediction gain Pg% for g 29.55 33.82 36.53 43.34 49.57
Prediction gain Pg% for f 12.50 16.60 29.60 37.60 42.60
Table 6.2: Prediction gain percentage for different low pass filtered and classic LSF extraction 
methods at various vector rates
• Codebook training:
Codebook training is used to generate optimised vector quantisation (VQ) codebooks. 
Average Spectral Distortion (ASD), 2dB outlier percentage and 4dB outlier percent­
age are widely accepted performance measures in LSF quantisation and are therefore 
used for comparisons in addition to Weighted Mean Square Error (WMSE). A Multi 
Stage Vector Quantiser (MSVQ) with IF prediction and M-Best [45] [51] [50] [62] (where 
M=8) tree search is used as the codebook training strategy. MSVQ-IF was chosen as 
it produces good results with regard to the distortion measures mentioned above. In 
the above discussion, the advantages of the IF predictor were given (broadly: produc­
ing lower variance LSF prediction residual, leading to easier quantisation). For these 
reasons it is included as part of the VQ codebook training algorithm.
In all experiments performed in this section, the focus will be on the LSF vector trans­
mission rate of 20 ms so as to be able to use the trained codebooks in the SB-LPC 
vocoder at 2.4 kbps [45] (as it calculates the LSF vectors every 20 ms). Advantages for 
other vector transmission rates (such as 10 and 5 ms) will follow a performance trend 
similar to the ones presented here.
— Optimum IF prediction parameter:
In the IF predictor of the previous section, the feedback part, was updated 
with the unquantised LSF prediction residual rather than the quantised so as to 
show the possible advantages our proposed method has. Whereas when the IF 
predictor is part of the MSVQ-IF algorithm, p f  is the quantised LSF prediction 
residual. Therefore, the optimal prediction parameter found for the LSF vector
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Prediction
parameter
Average
SD
2 dB outlier 
percentage
4 dB outlier 
percentage
WMSE
g 0.5 0.926 0.036 0 7.85E-05
f 0.4 1.031 0.23 0 9.66E-05
Table 6.3: Details of the optimum parameters
rate of 20 ms in the previous section (i.e. a  % 0.8 for low pass filtered LSF vectors 
and o: «  0.7 for the classic method) differ from the optimal prediction parameter 
for the codebook training purposes.
Prior to training VQ codebooks and since the IP prediction is used as part of 
the codebook training algorithm, it is important to find the optimum prediction 
parameter a  in the case of a quantised feedback part rather than using the optimum 
prediction parameter a  resultant from unquantised feedback. To find the optimum 
a  for both low pass filtered and original LSF vectors, the training algorithm was 
run (for both cases separately) with a different o: value in the range of 0.35 to 0.75. 
The experiment set up was as follows:
1. An MSVQ-IF quantiser with 3 stages of 7 bits each was trained using 30000 
LSF vectors f  prepared from 96, 8 sec long speech files of the NTT speech 
database (48 male and 48 female).
2. Low pass filtering was performed followed by decimation to generate the sec­
ond set of LSF vectors g.
3. The prediction parameter were changed in steps of 0.05 and MSVQ-IF code­
books were generated at each new o; value.
The number of LSF vectors (i.e. 30000) is small for optimal codebook training. 
It was used for speed of vector codebook generation and to have a general idea of 
the advantages our proposed system has over the classic method.
Figures 6.11-6.13 confirm the expectation with regard to the optimal a. It can 
be seen that the optimal value for the ASD, 2dB outlier percentage, 4dB outlier 
percentage (which was zero for this case) and WMSE is a  % 0.5 for the low pass 
filtered method and a  % 0.4 for the classic method. Vocoders that include IF 
prediction as part of quantisation generally use a prediction value between 0.6 and
0.7 as the optimum value, whereas this experiment shows that a lower value for 
ASD and for the 2dB outlier percentage are obtained at a  0.4. These differ as
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Figure 6.11: WMSE performance curves for the range of IF prediction parameters considered
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Figure 6.12: ASD performance curves for the range of IF prediction parameters considered
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Figure 6.13: 2dB outlier percentage performance curves for the range of IF prediction pa­
rameters considered
well from the optimum a  for the low pass filtered method, as is evident in Table 
6.3. In order to obtain transparent LSF quantisation, which is the subject of the 
next part, the ASD should be less or equal to 1 dB, less than 2 % 2 dB outliers 
and no 4 dB outlier are required [33]. It is quite evident from Table 6.3 that 
for these requirements, the proposed method provides a clear advantage over the 
classic method, as will be apparent in the codebook training study that follows.
It is also evident in Figures 6.11-6.13 that the WMSE, ASD and 2dB outlier 
percentage for the low pass filtered LSF offer an advantage over the classic LSF 
extraction method. This indicates that VQ codebook bits could be saved whilst 
still maintaining the same distortion measures as the classic LSF VQ at higher 
bit allocation. The 4dB outlier percentage is not shown since its value was zero 
for the number of iterations performed and VQ codebook bits allocated for the 
MSVQ-IF algorithm.
MSVQ-IF bit allocation:
The objective of this part is to investigate the possible bit reduction the proposed 
method offers compared to the classic method of LSF vector extraction, using 
the optimal prediction parameter for both LSF methods, as given in the previous
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discussion.
For the experiments conducted in this part, all the setup is the same as in the
Total bit allocation Bits allocated per codebook stage
15 5,5,5
16 6,5,5
17 6,6,5
18 6,6,6
19 7,6,6
20 7,7,6
21 7,7,7
22 8,7,7
23 8,8,7
24 8,8,8
Table 6.4: Bit allocation for MSVQ-IF codebooks
previous part with the exception of changing the number of bit allocation of the 
MSVQ-IF 3 stage VQ codebook rather than changing the value of a  which is 
set to its optimum value. Table 6.4 shows the bit allocation for the experiments 
conducted. Figures 6.14-6.16 present the results obtained for WMSE, ASD and 
2dB outlier percentage respectively. The 4dB outlier percentage is shown in Table 
6.5. For VQ bit allocation greater than 18 bits the value of 4dB outlier percentage 
is zero, as is evident in Table 6.5.
It is evident from Figures 6.14-6.16, that bit reduction is possible with the
VQ bit allocation 15 bits 16 bits 17 bits 18 bits
g 0.0059 0.0059 0.0 0.0
f 0.0415 0.0119 0.0059 0.0
Table 6.5: 4dB outlier percentage
proposed method. It can be seen that for a given set of distortion measures in the 
classic method, the same can be achieved in the proposed method at a lower bit 
requirement leading to a saving of about 1.5 to 2 bits (% 10% bit saving).
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Figure 6.14: WMSE performance curves for the range of codebook bit allocation considered
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Figure 6.15: ASD performance curves for the range of codebook bit allocation considered
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Figure 6.16: 2dB outlier percentage performance curves for the range of codebook bit allo­
cation considered
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6.1.6.2 Disadvantages of the Proposed Technique
The disadvantage of the proposed technique is simply the computational load that will be 
added to an existing vocoder system if this method were to replace the classic technique. 
This is because the proposed technique requires several additional operations namely:
• The calculation of the LPC, and therefore LSF, more frequent than the desired final 
LSF vector transmission rate. In all experiments conducted in this section LPC and 
LSF were calculated every sample.
• Performing a low pass filtering operation on each LSF track resultant from the higher 
LSF vector rate calculation.
• Decimating the low pass filtered LSF tracks to the required LSF vector transmission 
rate.
LSF
parameters
Frequency Band
A B C
h 94.52 5.31 0.17
/2 95.44 4.44 0.12
h 96.67 3.25 0.08
h 96.81 3.10 0.09
h 98.10 1.85 0.05
h 97.46 2.44 0.10
h 96.36 3.52 0.12
h 95.54 3.99 0.47
h 94.64 5.12 0.24
ho 92.72 5.10 2.18
Table 6.6: Energy percentages in three different frequency bands: ” A” is the band below 25 Hz, ”B” 
is the band between (25-100) Hz and ” C” is the band above 100 Hz
Since the complexity and delay of the proposed method is proportional to how often LSF 
vectors are calculated and the type of low pass filter used (i.e. the number of filter coefficients), 
it seems reasonable to calculate the LSF vector less often than every sample, whilst still often 
enough to gain most of the benefits listed above, and to use a low pass filter with a small
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number of taps. Extracting LSF vectors every 5 ms is a good compromise as this adds a
relatively small computational load on the existing vocoder system and, as evident in Table
6.6 (with reference to Table 6.1) , cover most of the energy percentage of each LSF track.
Table 6.6 (calculated energy percentage from 8 speakers, 4 male and 4 female, each uttering
two sentences of 4 secs each taken from the NTT speech database) shows that most of the
energy is present in the band below 100 Hz. For all the h  tracks (excluding the perceptually
less important /lo), more than 90% of the spectral overlapping energy (i.e. the energy outside
the 25 Hz band) is in the band between 25 and 100 Hz. Therefore, extracting LSF vectors
every 5 ms should give most of the advantages of the proposed system with a relatively low
complexity overhead.
6.1.7 Inform al L istening Test
An informal listening test with expert listeners was performed for eight speakers (4 male and 
4 female) each uttering two sentences of 4 secs each taken from the NTT speech database. 
The classic method used a VQ codebook of 24 bits whereas the novel proposed method used 
a VQ of 22 bits. All the other vocoder paramters were the same for both cases. The results 
of this test are in line with our expectation that the low pass filtered method produces the 
same quality synthesized speech as the classic method with a lower total number of bits.
6.1.8 C onclusions
This section investigated the limitation of the stationary assumption of the speech model 
when extracting LSF parameters. Subsection 2 showed how the LSF extraction in the classic 
systems, as seen from a decimation perspective, introduce aliasing. The possible sources of 
the high frequency variations in all LSF spectra were examined in subsection 3. In subsection 
5, we propose the use of low pass filtering as a pre-processing stage prior to decimation and 
quantisation of LSF vectors in speech coders. The novelty of the proposed pre-processing 
stage stems from the fact that we are smoothing the LSF parameters whilst keeping all the 
important information. This differs from that of [61] in that we are removing the unwanted 
information only and not simply smoothing LSF with objective of simplifying its quantisation. 
In other words, in the novel proposed method all the frequency spectra that will result in 
aliasing is removed whilst not effecting the remaining signal later used for quantisation. 
Informal listening with expert listeners to a number of speech files synthesized from LSF
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vectors generated by both the proposed low pass filtered and the classic methods indicated
that no quality difference could be noticed. This confirms that the proposed novel method
removes the irrelevant information whilst keeping all important features of the signal.
Smoother LSF tracks were an outcome of the proposed method as shown in subsection 5.
Advantages in terms of lower IF prediction residual and easier quantisation of the novel
technique as compared to the classic method were illustrated in subsection 6. It results in
lower ASD and 2 dB and 4 dB outlier percentages which are of great importance for near
transparent quantisation. It was also shown that a VQ bit savings of 10 to 15 % is possible.
6.2 Improved Spectral Amplitude Estimation Through Anti- 
Aliasing Filtering
Following the same step used in the case of LSF extraction and the knowledge that the 
spectral parameters (i.e. spectral amplitudes and LSF) consume up to 60% of the available 
bits in a sinusoidal based vocoder, it seems only reasonable to discuss in this section the 
advantages and disadvantages of using an anti-aliasing filter followed by a decimation process 
in the case of spectral amplitudes.
In a sinusoidal based vocoder, the amplitudes of the sinusoids which are transmitted to the 
decoder are simply the spectral envelope shape (i.e the LPC synthesis filter) sampled at the 
harmonics defined by the pitch period. If the LPC synthesis filter is of infinite order then 
the LPC synthesis filter models the spectral envelope exactly and therefore resulting in a 
residual signal which is simply random in time or of flat spectrum in frequency [58]. For this 
case there is no need to transmit the model residual signal to the decoder. Unfortunately, in 
practical vocoder systems the LPC synthesis filter is of a finite order (typically 10), this leads 
to an approximate spectral envelope shape and results in some relevant information present 
in the residual signal. Therefore, the residual error from the LPC prediction will need to be 
coded and transmitted to the decoder.
Ideally, the spectral amplitudes (FFT of the residual signal) will be the amplitudes of the 
residual spectral envelope sampled at harmonics of the pitch period. A vector of these 
calculated spectral amplitudes would then be coded and transmitted to the decoder.
In the SB-LPC vocoder, the spectral amplitudes and the generation of the spectral amplitude 
vectors are done differently. For spectral amplitude estimation, the pitch period is used to 
find the position of the harmonic peak. A search is then performed to position the centre
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of a variable length window, that depends on the pitch period, exactly on the peak close
to that harmonic. This results in one value per window position that is dependent on the
values within the window itself. More on this can be found in [45]. The spectral amplitude
vector is formed and its length is restricted to a maximum of 80 harmonics corresponding to
a maximum pitch value of 160 samples.
Quantising the resultant spectral amplitude vector of 80 values requires a large number of bits. 
Many techniques have been suggested for the best way of achieving good quality synthesised 
speech using a reasonable number of bits to represent the spectral amplitude vector. In [63], 
the MELP vocoder selects the first 10 harmonics, quantises them and transmit it to the 
decoder. This has shown to give good results. In the SB-LPC 2.4 kbps vocoder [45] [59], on 
the other hand, things are done differently. The final vector to be quantised is of length 7 
which reflect the 7 most perceptually important spectral amplitudes out of the vector of 80. 
More detailed description of how the selection is made can be found in [45].
Introducing an anti-aliasing filter prior to decimation and quantisation proved to provide 
considerable advantages in the case of LSF vector extraction, as can be seen in the previous 
section. This was a result of the slow evolution of the LSF vectors from one frame to another 
as well as the small dynamic range of each parameter of the LSF vectors. Spectral amplitudes, 
however, exhibit a much less smooth evolution as well as exhibiting large dynamic range. This 
is mainly due to the way each one of them is calculated. LSF vectors are extracted from LPCs 
which in turn are calculated from windowed speech data. Whereas spectral amplitudes are, 
generally, the harmonic position of frequency domain representation of the resultant residual 
signal. Even though LSF vectors are evolving smoothly, this does not reflect in a smooth 
evolution of spectral amplitudes since it is very much dependent on how much variation is 
present in the speech segment under analysis and the position of the analysis window centre 
[64].
6.2.1 Low Pass F iltering o f Spectral A m plitudes
Since the main aim is to improve the spectral amplitude estimation within the SB-LPC 
vocoder system, the results given will be limited to a maximum of 80 harmonics. The same 
results, generally, apply even if the number of harmonics is different. The setup of the 
experiment performed was as follows:
1. First, LPC parameters 1 were calculated every sample for Hamming windowed speech
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data of length 200 sample. This was then followed by a 15 Hz bandwidth expansion of 
each LPC parameters li.
2. The resultant bandwidth expanded LPC were then used in calculating the residual 
signal.
3. The residual signal was then transformed into frequency domain (after windowing with 
a Hamming window) through an FFT and spectral amplitudes were calculated.
4. The pitch was then used in calculating the spectral amplitudes at harmonics positions 
and a vector of harmonic spectral amplitudes was then created.
5. The resultant vector was then split into 80 different spectral amplitude harmonics Ai 
(also referred to as spectral tracks) which represent the variation in each spectral har­
monic over time.
6. Each one of these spectral tracks Ai was then low pass filtered in a similar way as was 
done in the previous section (i.e. for LSFs) producing a second set Bi>
Figure 6.17 shows the variation over time of the first spectral track (i.e. the first harmonic) 
generated through the classic A i and low pass filtered B \ methods. It is evident from Figure 
6.17 that the low pass filtered spectral track B i is much smoother as compared to the classic 
counterpart A i which exhibits high variation. These high variations in the classic spectral 
tracks are indirectly related to the stationarity assumption (through its effect on LPC calcu­
lation) and directly related to the window position [64] and the actual speech segment within 
the analysis window.
The frequency domain variation for the the first harmonic spectral track A i is shown in 
Figure 6.18, for the frequency range of interest. It is evident from the figure that consider­
able amounts of high frequency variations are present. This is also the case for the remaining 
spectral tracks A^’s, especially at higher harmonic positions. For these spectral tracks the 
time domain shows very sharp changes resulting in more high frequency spectral content in 
frequency domain. This high frequency variation will be a source of spectral overlapping 
leading to aliasing. Therefore, the proposal of a low pass filter with a cut off relative to the 
final spectral amplitude vector transmission rate should also suffice in alleviating the prob­
lem. It will remove the non important part of the spectra while still maintaining the signal 
quality and important information as was the case in the previous section.
An informal listening test, with expert listners, was conducted for a male and female speech
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synthesized by the classic spectral amplitude method and the ones generated through low 
pass filtering and decimation to the same vector rate of 20 ms. There was no apparent differ­
ences between the speech as synthesized by the two different methods. Expectation is that 
since there was no speech distortions created through the low pass filtering and decimation 
operation and since low pass filtering results in smoother and more correlated spectral tracks 
as compared to the classic counterpart, e.g. is shown in Figure 6.17, this method should 
result in lower variance leading to easier quantisation.
6.2.2 A dvantages and D isadvantages o f th e P roposed Technique
6.2.2.1 Advantages of the Proposed Technique
• Variance Reduction:
The spectral tracks generated by the proposed method are smoother as compared to the 
original spectral tracks, an example of which is shown in Figme 6.17. Smoother tracks 
lead to higher correlation and therefore to lower variances leading to easier quantisation. 
To show this, an experiment was performed and the set up was similar to that of the 
previous subsection with the following variation
1. Each one of these spectral tracks was low pass filtered with different cut-off fre­
quencies that correspond to spectral amplitudes vector transmission rates of 5, 10, 
20, 30 and 40 ms.
2. Variances of each spectral tracks, after decimation, were calculated as follows
^ M  (6-4)
where
Vavj^ fj,j correspond to the variance, data sample % of track j, the mean of 
spectral track j ,  for 1 < j  < 80 in our experiments, respectively, and N  the number 
of samples.
Results of the above experiment are shown in Figures 6.19-6.23 for spectral amplitudes 
vector transmission rates of 40, 30, 20, 10 and 5 ms respectively. Four speakers were 
used: 2 male and 2 female, each uttering two sentences of 4 secs each taken from the 
NTT speech database. It is evident from the figures that regardless of the final spectral
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Figure 6.20: Standard deviation for the range of spectral harmonics considered at 30 msec 
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amplitudes vector transmission rate, the low pass filter method oflfer an advantage in 
terms of producing lower variances as compared to the spectral vector generated by the 
classic method. It can also be noticed that the amount of advantage varies, starting 
with small (for lower spectral harmonic tracks) to large (the spectral harmonics in the 
middle region) and ending with small again (at the higher spectral harmonics).
The reason behind this is best explained by means of an example. If we assume that 
our pitch value is the smallest possible pitch as considered by the system, i.e. 2 ms 
corresponding to 16 sample pitch. This means that the minimum possible number of 
harmonics in the system is 8 in the frequency band between 0 and 4000 Hz. Let us also 
select an arbitrary harmonic, such as the fifth. The fifth harmonic, for the case of 2 ms 
pitch, will correspond to the frequency position fp of 2500 Hz as given by:
Po (6.6)
where fg is the sampling frequency equal to 8000 Hz in our system, po is the pitch in 
samples and i is the harmonic number. If we examine the same harmonic (i.e. the 
fifth) but with the maximum possible pitch considered by the system (i.e. 20 ms, cor­
responding to 160 samples) then fp for this pitch will be 250 Hz.
The example given above illustrates that each harmonic in the spectral amplitudes 
vector spans a different range of frequency with varying spectral envelope modelling
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efficiency. The lower harmonics span a larger frequency range and cover most of the 
frequency spectrum, therefore resulting in a wider dynamic range leading to less corre­
lation and less possible advantage. The harmonics in the middle region span a narrower 
frequency range with generally a similar* spectral envelope modelling efficiency leading 
to more correlated tracks and more possible advantage. As for the higher harmonics, 
despite that the frequency range spanned is small the correlation within each track is 
small not due to the modelling inefficiency but rather due to the infrequent presence of 
the higher harmonics.
• VQ bit reduction:
The spectral amplitude vector is of var iable length, with a pre-defined maximum length 
(80 in our case), as it depends on the pitch value of the current speech frame under 
analysis. Considerable efforts, by many researchers, have been made in order to solve 
the variable length vector problem. These efforts resulted in the proposal of various 
methods to deal with this complex quantisation problem. In [63], a fixed number of 
spectral harmonics samples is selected for quantisation which depends on the minimum 
pitch considered by the system. While other approaches, such as in [65], where a 
Mel-Scale transformation is used to create a fixed length vector which is then vector 
quantised. In the experiments conducted here, however, the spectral amplitude method 
described in [45] will be used. In this method a fixed length vector is created based on 
selecting the most perceptually important spectral amplitude harmonics.
The setup of the experiment was as follows
1. First, LPC parameters 1 were calculated every sample for Hamming windowed 
speech data of length 200 sample. This was then followed by a 15 Hz bandwidth 
expansion of each LPC parameter
2. The resultant bandwidth expanded LPC parameters were then used in calculating 
the residual signal.
3. The residual signal was then transformed into frequency domain (after windowing 
with a Hamming window) through an FFT and spectral amplitudes were calcu­
lated.
4. The pitch is then used in calculating the spectral amplitudes at harmonics positions 
and a vector of harmonic spectral amplitudes was then created.
5. The resultant vector was then split into 80 different tracks Ai.
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Figure 6.24: WMSE for the range of codebook bit allocation for 20 msec spectral vector rate
6. Two different cut-off frequencies were used to low pass filter each spectral track 
namely 25 Hz (for a spectral vector rate of 20 ms) and 50 Hz (for a spectral vector 
rate of 10 ms).
An NTT speech data base consisting of 96 speech files, 48 male and 48 female each 
uttering two sentences of 4 secs each, was used to generate 24000 and 48000 spectral 
amplitude vector data bases corresponding to 20 and 10 ms spectral amplitudes vector 
transmission rates, respectively. A second set of spectral amplitude vectors were also 
generated through the classic method resulting in the same number of vectors. The 
number of vector quantiser bit allocation was varied between 6 and 10. For each bit 
allocation, an initial vector quantiser codebook is generated through the LBG algorithm, 
as described in chapter four. This codebook is then used by the MSVQ (with one 
stage) training algorithm, as described in chapter four, for optimisation. The WMSE 
distortion measure is used for comparisons between the vector quantiser optimised for 
spectral amplitude vectors generated by the classic method and the vector quantiser 
generated by the proposed method.
Figures 6.24 and 6.25 show the results obtained for the case of spectral vector rate of 
20 and 10 ms respectively. It is evident that the proposed method offers an advantage, 
compared to the classic method, in terms of resulting in lower WMSE for the same 
number bits. Careful examination of the curves also show the potential saving of.
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Figure 6.25: WMSE for the range of codebook bit allocation for 10 msec spectral vector rate
approximately, one bit. That is, the same WMSE can be reached with a vector quantiser 
with one bit less in the low pass filtered method as compared to the classic method. 
The advantages are bigger for the 20 ms case than for the 10 ms. This is related to the 
fact that the 10 ms vectors are already higher correlated in the classic method that the 
low pass filter only offers a subtle advantage.
6.2.2.2 Disadvantages of the Proposed Technique
The Disadvantage of the proposed method stems from the complexity and amount of calcu­
lation needed if it were to be implemented in the current embodiment (i.e. calculating LPC 
and residual signal every sample). Both LPC coefficient and LPC residual could be calculated 
less often, and a similar strategy to that used for the LSF could be considered when practical 
implementation issues are to tackles.
6.2.3 Conclusion
The adoption of the low pass filtering technique for removing the aliasing spectrum proves 
to provide some advantages over the classic method. Informal listening tests with expert 
listeners also confirm that the important information in the signal is maintained, as was 
the case in the previous section. These advantages were confirmed through lower variance
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and possible vector quantiser bit savings evident in the results presented in the previous
discussion. It can be noticed, especially for the 20 ms spectral amplitude vector transmission
rate, that apporximately 10 % VQ bit saving is possible.
6.3 Conclusions
In the previous two sections above we thoroughly investigated the problems associated with 
the classic LSF and spectral amplitude extraction methods as seen from an oversampling and 
decimation perspective. These problems were generally related to the stationary assumption 
of speech within the analysis window. A pre-processing method is therefore proposed in 
order to alleviate the aliasing spectra by removing the high frequency variations whilst not 
effecting the quality and important information. This novel method has been shown to result 
in advantages in quantisation due to the smoother nature of both the LSFs and spectral 
amplitudes. In the LSF case, as was shown in section 1, a 10 to 15 % bit saving is possible 
with a small added complexity. Whereas for the spectral amplitude case, as shown in section 
2, a bit saving of approximately 10 % is possible at the expense of slightly higher system 
complexity.
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Chapter 7
Joint LSF and Spectral Amplitudes 
Quantisation
Sinusoidal based speech vocoders need to transmit to the decoder information related to the 
speech spectral envelope shape (generally in the form of LSFs) and LP residual (in the form 
of Spectral Amplitudes (SA)). The two quantisation processes are usually performed in a se­
quential manner. Generally, LSF quantisation is performed first followed by SA quantisation. 
Normally, either quantiser (i.e. LSF or SA) attempts to find the best quantised set closest to 
the unquantised input set. Although, both quantisation processes produce the best possible 
quantised output for the set of parameters at its input, it does not necessarily mean that 
the synthesized speech from this best selection is perceptually the closest to the unquantised 
speech. In other words, another combination of LSF and SA quantisation indices other than 
the one resulting from the classic sequential system may result in perceptually better quality 
synthesized speech. Therefore, in this chapter we propose a novel joint LSF and SA quan­
tisation technique. In the proposed method, LSF and SA quantisation indices are selected 
such that they produce the minimum distance from the unquantised magnitude speech spec­
trum. The results obtained from the listening tests are presented and highlight the possible 
advantages such a joint selection optimisation method has compared to the classical selection 
methods.
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7.1 Introduction
The amplitudes, the phases and the harmonic positions of the sinusoids are the important 
parameters that need to be estimated and transmitted to the decoder for a speech vocoder 
based on the sinusoidal model. The amplitudes of sinusoids are estimated by sampling the 
spectral envelope shape, generally represented through LP prediction, at harmonic positions 
defined by the pitch of the current frame. Due the finite LPC analysis/ synthesis filter order 
(typically of order 10), model inaccuracies will exist. This is reflected in the residual signal 
from the LP analysis filter containing some important information that needs to be transmit­
ted to the decoder for its noticeable influence on speech quality. The magnitude spectrum of 
the LP residual signal is therefore sampled at the same position as the sinusoid amplitudes. 
The resultant SA vector will then have to be quantised and transmitted.
Sinusoidal speech vocoders, normally, quantise the LSF (or any alternate LPC representa-
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Figure 7.1: Block diagram of the general sequential LPC/LSF and spectral amplitude quan­
tisation
tion) and the SA vectors (estimated during the analysis phase) in a sequential manner, as 
shown in Figure 7.1. Usually, LSF parameters are, at first, estimated from LPC parameters 
(commonly bandwidth expanded prior to LSF conversion in order to reduce the effect of 
strong resonant segments of speech). The resultant LSF parameters are either scalar quan­
tised [34] [35] or Vector Quantised (VQ) [66] or quantised through a hybrid quantiser [67].
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The LPCs, from LSF quantisation followed by dequantisation and LSF to LPC conversion, 
are then used in calculating the LP residual. Subsequently, SA are calculated and by using 
the pitch of the current frame are sampled, at the same harmonic position as the spectral 
envelope, producing the SA vector. The variable length SA vector is then quantised through 
either one of the methods described in [45] [63] [65]. We will, throughout this chapter, be 
mainly focusing on LSF and SA estimation and VQ as given by [45].
The objective of the work carried out here is not to find a new LSF or SA estimation or 
quantisation schemes but rather to show that with the existing estimation and quantisa­
tion schemes of the current system [45], better synthesized speech is possible if the classic 
VQ codebook selection process (broadly: optimum LSF and SA quantisation are performed 
sequentially) is replaced by a joint LSF and SA VQ codebook selection. At first, a brief 
description of LSF and SA estimation and quantisation as used in the 4 kbps SB-LPC sys-, 
tem [45] is given. This is followed by an introduction to the proposed joint LSF and SA VQ 
codebook selection along with a listing of the different distance measures used. Results of 
listening tests are then listed followed by our conclusion.
7.2 Spectral Parameters: Estimation and Quantisation
In the encoder part of the 4 kbps SB-LPC vocoder system [45], a speech frame of length 160 
samples at a sampling rate of 8 kHz is collected (corresponding to a frame rate of 20 ms) 
and sinusoidal speech model parameters are then estimated and transmitted to the decoder. 
The decoder uses these parameters for synthesizing speech that is perceptually as close as 
possible to the original speech.
7.2.1 LSF Param eters E stim ation  and Q uantisation
Each 20 ms speech frame is split into two sub-frames of 10 ms each. LPC parameters L 
are estimated once per sub-frame over a Hamming windowed speech of length 200 samples 
(i.e. 25 ms) resulting in L I and L2, each of length 10. This is then followed by bandwidth 
expanding each LPC parameter in L I and L2 prior to their transformation to LSF vectors 
G1 and G 2 respectively.
The resultant LSF vectors (i.e. G1 and G2 of length 10 each) are then concatenated in one 
Gt vector of length 20. This is followed by the quantisation of the concatenated LSF vector 
Gt using a 6-stage (with 6 bits per stage) MSVQ-IF quantiser with M-Best search (where
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M  = 64 for this quantiser) [45]. The quantiser results in the 64 codebook vectors Gt closest 
to the unquantised input Gt set. A Spectral Distortion (SD) measure is then used to select 
the closest one of these 64 to the unquantised set Gt. The indices of the closest codebook 
vector are then sent to the decoder.
7.2.2 Spectral A m plitud e Param eters E stim ation  and Q uantisation
In addition to transmitting to the decoder the indices of the closest codebook vector to 
the unquantised Gt vector (according to the distance measure used), they are also used in 
calculating the dequantised Gt vector in the encoder. The dequantised LSF vector Gt is then 
split into the two sub-frame sets d l  and d 2  respectively. An LSF interpolation method is 
used for calculating the LSF Gi vector (where % =  1,2,...., Z  and Z  being the number of speech 
frame partitions used (Z=8 in our case)) per frame which is then transformed into LPC set 
Li used in calculating the prediction residual of the partition [45]. After calculating the 
LP residual for the whole speech frame, SA vectors are estimated, using the pitch estimate of 
the current frame, once per sub-frame resulting in P ri and P r2 each of length 14. These 14 
SA harmonics are the most perceptually important set from the SA calculated per sub-frame 
[45]. Vectors P ri and P r2 are then concatenated into one vector P r of length 28. A 3-stage 
(with 8 bits per stage) MSVQ quantiser with M-Best search (M = 32 for this quamtiser) [45] 
is used to quantise the resultant vector P^. The list of the 32 closest MSVQ codebook entries 
are organised in ascending order according to their Weighted Mean Square Error (WMSE) 
value. The one with the smallest WMSE (i.e. the one at the top of the list) is selected as 
the best quantisation possibility in the MSVQ codebook. The indices of the best selection 
are determined and transmitted to the decoder.
It is apparent that the effect of LSF quantisation is included in the estimation of the SA 
vector as well as being used in the SA quantisation as part of the best vector selection. 
The WMSE used in the SA quantiser uses a weighting function calculated from the spectral 
envelope shape as defined by the quantised LSF set. No where in the quantisation process 
is the effect of SA quantisation on the LSF quantisation being considered. In the proposed 
joint LSF and SA quantisation technique, the effect of LSF quantisation on SA quantisation 
and the effect of SA quantisation on LSF quantisation are accounted for.
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7.3 Joint LSF and SA Quantisation
The proposed joint LSF and SA quantisation method differs from the selection made by 
the classic method by selecting the LSF and spectral amplitudes VQ indices that result in 
minimum distance from the unquantised speech spectrum S(w) given by
S(w) =  F(w)JI(w} (7.1)
where ff(w) == 1/A(w) and E(w) are the unquantised spectral envelope and the unquantised 
prediction residual spectrums, respectively. Figure 7.2 illustrates the proposed joint LSF and 
SA VQ quantiser index selection. At first, concatenated LSF vector Gt is quantised through 
the 6-stage MSVQ-IF with M-Best search LSF quantiser [45]. Instead of selecting the index 
of the closest, as determined through the SD measure used, VQ codebook entry from the list 
of M-Best, we keep the K i  closest entries. For each closest entry (where 1 < % < K i)  the 
LP residual is calculated followed by SA vector estimation. The resultant SA vector is then 
passed to the 3-stage MSVQ with M-Best search SA quantiser. Rather than selecting the 
VQ codebook entry at the top of the M  best selection, the best K 2 are considered.
For each codebook entry ki, for 1 < î < ATi, of the LSF VQ and kj, for 1 < i  < ^"2? of the 
SA VQ list, S(w) is reconstructed as given
S(w) = Ê(w)Ê(w). (7.2)
where Ê(w) = 1/A(w) and Ê(w) being the quantised versions of the terms of Equation 
7.1. The synthesized magnitude speech spectrum is then compared with the unquantised 
counterpart (using one of the distance measures listed below) and the (i,J) combination 
resulting in the smallest distance is selected and transmitted to the decoder.
Note that, in the residual spectral estimation stage only values at the harmonic location, 
as determined by the pitch of the crurent frame, are considered. A variable length window, 
controlled by the current pitch, is centred at the harmonic peak and a weighted sum is 
estimated as the residual spectral harmonic value [45]. Therefore, E(w) and Ê(w) are only 
defined at the harmonic location and have zero values in between. In order to retain an 
approximate shape of the residual spectral amplitudes they were estimated from, the same 
variable length window applied during analysis is used for reconstruction.
The performance of the proposed joint LSF and SA quantisation depends greatly on the 
Distance Measure (DM) used when comparing the different LSF and spectral amplitude 
VQ index combinations. The unquantised speech magnitude spectrum is selected as the
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Figure 7.2: Block diagram of the optimum joint LPC/LSF and spectral amplitude quantiser 
index selection
reference since it represents the best we can achieve. Three different distance measures were 
experimented and are:
Spectral Distortion (SD) [68] [69]: This distance measure is symmetrical and is given 
by
w=0
Log 3(w)3(w) (7.3)
Itakura Saito (IS) [58] [68] [69] [70]: This distance measure is asymmetric and non-negative 
over the whole range of errors. Positive errors are weighted more than negative errors 
[58] [70] and is given by
jv ^
w=0
Log 5(®)|S(w)
2\ ''
2 - 1
y
(7.4)
Mean Squared Errors (MSE): This distance measure is symmetric and is given by
N  f . „  ^ 2
(7.5)
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The limit N  of Equations 7.3-T.5 is the fast Fourier transform size corresponding to the band 
between 0 and 4000 Hz (i.e. iV=SIZE[FFT]/2).
7.4 Listening Test
In order to show the subjective advantages gained from the proposed joint LSF and SA VQ 
codebook index selection, listening tests were performed. Three different subjective quality 
levels were used namely:
• UnQuantised amplitudes (UQ): These synthesized speech files have all the 4 kbps SB- 
LPC [45] vocoder parameters quantised with the exception of the SA which were passed 
to the decoder unquantised.
• Fully Quantised (Q24): These synthesized speech files have all the 4 kbps SB-LPC 
vocoder parameters quantised using both LSF and SA quantisers (i.e. with the same 
VQ codebook bit allocation as given in [45]).
• Fully Quantised (Q16): These synthesized speech files have all the 4 kbps SB-LPC 
vocoder parameters quantised using the same quantisers given in [45] with the exception 
of the SA quantiser which has been modified. A 2-stage, 8 bits per stage, MSVQ with 
the same M-Best search SA quantiser replaced the 3-stage counterpart usually used in 
the 4 kbps SB-LPC vocoder.
These three levels exhibit distinct subjective quality differences with the UQ being the best 
out of the three. Whereas, Q24 is of less subjective quality than the UQ counterpart but 
better than Q16.
With the purpose of showing the advantages, both subjectively and objectively, gained 
through the use of proposed joint method, the same setup as the Q16 system was used 
with the exception of the joint selection process. The classic VQ codebook index selection, 
for both LSF and SA quantisers, is replaced by the joint VQ codebook index selection. The 
synthesized speech files from the joint variant of Q16 will be referred to as QJ16. Expecta­
tion is that by using the proposed joint VQ codebook index selection to replace the classic 
VQ codebook index selection, gains in subjective quality and VQ codebook bit savings are 
possible.
Speech materials of 6 speech segments (2 female and 4 male representing the speech segments
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with noticeable subjective differences from an initial informal listening test with expert lis­
tener only) each uttering one 4 sec sentence were used. Each one of these speech segments 
was quantised using the methods listed above (i.e. UQ, Q24, Q16 and QJ16). Comparisons 
were made between a pair of synthesized speech leading to 6 possible pairs namely: UQu^Q24, 
UQugQlG, UQîJfiQJie, Q24ugQ16, Q24i;gQJ16 and QlGt;@QJ16. Expert and non-expert lis­
tener participated in the listening tests (4 expert and 6 non-expert listener). An AB test was 
performed in which each subject was played a pair of synthesized speech segments (one pair 
at a time from the possible 36 pairs) and was asked to state his/her preference for each pair. 
” A” shows preference to the first speech segment played, ”B” shows preference to the second 
speech segment played and "No Preference (NP)” refers to both speech segment are of the 
same subjective quality.
For each distance measure listed above, the same setup for the listening test was used with 
the obvious difference in QJ16 synthesized speech files. Surprising results were obtained when 
SD and IS distance measures were used as the matching criteria in the proposed joint LSF 
and SA VQ method. Both SD and IS distance measure showed no noticeable subjective 
advantage when compared to the classic system (i.e. close to 50 % for both). This may be 
related to the fact that both SD and IS were originally proposed as distance measures for 
LP modelling (such as LSF quantisation). When, on the other hand, the ratio of the LP 
models was replaced by the ratio magnitude speech spectrums in the SD and IS equations 
it did not show the good performance expected. On the other hand, results obtained using 
MSE distance measure show performances superior to the classic Q16 method as evident in 
Table 7.1 and Figure 7.3.
Some inconsistencies in the results may be noticed due to the number of subjects that par­
ticipated in the listening tests as well as the small number of speech files used. The intention 
here is to show the advantages, subjectively and objectively, gained from using the proposed 
method as compared to the classic sequential method. With reference to Table 7.1 and Figure
7.3 the following observations are evident:
• The joint LSF and SA quantisation method (i.e. QJ16) shows a subjective performance 
superior to the classic sequential LSF and SA quantisation technique (i.e. Q16). Both 
are of the same quantisation bit allocation.
• A subjective performance close to the classic sequential technique at higher bit alloca­
tion (i.e. Q24) is obtained for the proposed joint method at lower bit allocation (i.e. 
QJ16).
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Preferences (%)
A NP B
UQugQ24 55 39 6
UQugQlG 55 26 19
UQugQJie 47 38 15
Q24ugQ16 39 47 14
Q24vgQJ16 27 51 22
Q16t)gQJ16 19 34 47
Table 7.1: Listening test results for MSE distance measure
• The clear subjective advantage of the classic method at higher bit allocation (i.e. Q24) 
as compared to the classic method at lower bit allocation (i.e. Q16) is evident.
• The superior performance of the classic sequential quantisation method with unquan­
tised SA (i.e. UQ) as compared with the classic sequential quantisation methods (i.e. 
Q16 and Q24) and the joint quantisation method (i.e. QJ16) are quite apparent.
7.5 Conclusions
In this section the joint optimum LSF and SA VQ codebook index selection was introduced. 
Three different distance measures were used in the proposed joint LSF and SA VQ with 
the unquantised speech spectrum being the reference for comparison. Results obtained from 
listening tests showed the superior performance of the proposed optimum joint method as 
compared to the classic VQ codebook index selection method. This is true for the case of 
MSB distance measure. Whereas the SD and IS distance measures showed no noticeable 
subjective improvements as compared to the classic methods. This may be related to SD 
and IS being distance measures formulated for LP modelling related problems (such as LSF 
quantisation). It is also evident from Table 7.1 and Figure 7.3 that the proposed joint method 
with less allocated SA VQ codebook bits is close subjectively to the higher bit allocated SA 
VQ CO debook of the classic sequential method, i.e. QJ16 and Q24 respectively. An indicative 
bit saving of around 33 % in the SA quantiser is possible when using the proposed joint 
method compared to the classic methods.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 7.3: listening test results (a) Q16vgQJ16, (b) Q24vgQ16, (c) Q24vgQJ16, (d) UQvgQ16, 
(e) UQvgQJlG and (f) UQvgQ24
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Chapter 8
A Novel Combined Echo-Canceller 
and Noise Suppressor System
Echo is considered to be one of the most objectionable features of communication systems. 
It can be a result of either a mismatch at the hybrid switch (such as 4 wire to 2 wire conver­
sion and vice versa) as in the network echo case, or the reflections caused by a reverberant 
environment as in acoustic echo. It manifests itself as the originator of a speech signal being 
able to hear his/her own speech after a certain delay. Increases in both echo delay and echo 
amplitude increase the level of annoyance.
Background noise, as well as being subjectively objectionable, can also disrupt the proper 
operation of the various subsystems of the communication system, such as the speedi coder. 
The different kinds of background noise vary widely in their characteristics, and a practical 
noise reduction scheme has to be capable of handling noise with different characteristics.
In this chapter we introduce the noise cancellation concept with special emphasis on the 
Minimum Mean Square Error Log Spectral Amplitudes (MMSE-LSA) noise suppression al­
gorithm. This is then followed by a general description of echo cancellers and our novel 
Adaptive Normalised Least Mean Square (ANLMS) algorithm. This chapter is finalised by 
an integration of the two sub-systems and results obtained from the experiments conducted 
are presented.
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8.1 MMSE-LSA Noise Suppression System
Background acoustic noise represents one of the major impairments in speech communica­
tion system usage and applications, especially in hands-free mobile telephone systems, in 
view of the steady increase in mobile voice communication systems and the introduction of 
new speech applications. There has been a considerable amount of work invested towards 
reducing the bit rate of the speech coders whilst maintaining speech quality and intelligibility. 
As bit rates are driven lower and lower, the speech coders become more and more sensitive 
to stationary and non-stationary background noise. The past two decades have witnessed 
the emergence of many speech enhancement algorithms (such noise suppression and echo 
cancellation).
The common characteristic of most of the developed enhancement techniques is that they 
operate in the frequency domain. In these systems, noise suppression is carried out by first 
decomposing the noisy speech signal into different spectral components, also known as fre­
quency bins. A frequency-dependent gain function is then applied to each bin in an attempt 
to attenuate the noisier bins to a greater degree. This is also referred to as hard decision mod­
ification since only one voicing decision is made for the whole speech segment. Improvements 
to the basic (i.e. hard decision) noise suppression approach may be achieved if a soft-decision 
based modification of the gain function is used [71], which depends on the a priori probability 
of speech absence in each bin.
The performance of any frequency domain enhancement and noise suppression system de­
pends on the accuracy and robustness of the background noise power spectrum estimation. 
An existing common technique is to use a Voice Activity Detector (VAD) and update the 
estimated noise spectrum during non-speech periods of the input signal. However, in very 
noisy environments that exhibit non-stationary character, the VAD approach may suffer se­
rious performance degradation, since noise spectral changes may also occiu during periods 
of speech presence. The noise power estimation and adaptation must therefore also be per­
formed when speech is present in the input signal.
The problem of enhancing speech degraded by uncorrelated additive noise, when the noisy 
speech alone is available, has recently received much attention due to the large number of 
applications such a system has. Many different methods have been developed for solving this 
task. The most attractive ones capitalise on the Short Time Spectral Amplitude (STSA) of 
the speech signal in its perception. This leads to several systems such as spectral subtraction 
and Wiener Filtering. In spectral subtraction, the STSA is estimated as the square root of
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the Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator of each spectral component variance [71] and then 
the estimated noise is subtracted from the speech spectrum. In Wiener filtering, on the other 
hand, the STSA estimator is obtained from the modulus of the optimum Minimum Mean 
Square Error (MMSE) of each signal spectral component (see [71]) and the estimated noise 
is used in defining a gain function so as to suppress the noise in the speech spectrum.
Due to the importance and wide application of the MMSE-STSA noise cancellation systems, 
the noise suppression algorithm used in this chapter is based on such a powerful technique. 
Our method is an adaptation of that developed at the Centre for Communication Systems 
Research (CCSR) which is an improved MMSE Log Spectral Amplitudes (MMSE-LSA) tech­
nique of that first proposed by Ephraim and Malah [72] [73].
Note that the noise suppression part described in this section is similar to that presented in 
[73] and [74]. It is included for completness of the work. The contribution in this chapter is 
the novel echo canceller presented in section two.
The MMSE-LSA system is a member of the class of Short-Time Spectral Amplitude (STSA) 
estimators that modify the'spectral amplitude of the noisy speech and leave the phase un­
touched. The phases from the noisy speech signal are used along with the modified spectral 
amplitudes in reconstructing the noise suppressed speech. The phase information is left with­
out modification due to the high complexity involved for phase enhancement techniques and 
small performance improvement gained. This simplified approach is valid as long as distor­
tions in phase are not too severe since the human perception is insensitive to small phase 
variations.
Ephraim-and-Malah’s MMSE-LSA noise cancellation system [72] [73] is based on a statistical 
model utilising the asymptotic statistical properties of the Fourier coefficients. The assump­
tion in this model is that the Fourier coefficients of each of the speech and noise processes 
can be modelled as statistically independent Gaussian random variables. The mean of each 
coefficient is assumed to be zero. The variance of each speech Fourier coefficient is assumed 
to be time varying due to speech non-stationarity.
Based on the above statistical model and the assumption made with regard to statistical 
independence of the speech and noise processes, we can then proceed to give an insight into 
the amplitude estimator of the model.
Let x{t) and d{t) represent the speech and noise processes respectively. The observed noisy 
speech signal y{t) is therefore given by
y{t) = x{t) -f d{t), 0 < t  < T . (8.1)
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Let Xfs = Akexp(jaft), and Yfo =  R k^w U ^k)  denote the spectral component of the 
signal x{t), the noise d(t) and the noisy observation y{t) respectively, in the analysis interval 
[0,T]. Yfc (the same for Xk  and Dk) is given by
T
= fc =  0, ± l ,± 2 .......  (8.2)
0
An estimate of the clean speech magnitude is derived, in [74], from the MMSE estimator of 
the log-function of the STSA Ak of the clean speech as
=  (8.3)
where Hi denotes speech presence in the bin and P{Hi\Yk) is the ’soft-decision’ modifi­
cation under the speech signal presence hypothesis.
The enhancement is realised as a gain given as
■Ajb =  G m { k ) G i s a { k ) R k  (8.4)
where Gm{k) is the soft-decision gain modification, Gisa{k) is the log-spectral amplitude gain
function and R k  is the noisy input speech. The output spectrum of the MMSE-LSA function
contains the estimate Ak of the clean speech.
8.1.1 Soft-D ecision Gain
The idea of the soft-decision gain is based on the uncertainty of signal presence in the noisy 
spectral components. Applying Bayes’ rule to Equation (8.3), the modification gain Gm{k) 
becomes [74]
G„{k) =  P(JTf% ) =  (8.5)
where A{k) is a likelihood ratio based on the a priori probability of speech absence in the 
k^^ bin, and is given by
where
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8.1.2 Log-Spectral Amplitude (LSA) Gain
The log-spectral amplitude gain function, Gisa{k)y can be derived from the estimation function 
in (8.3) to be [73][74]
Gka(^&,7&) =  (8.8)
Vk
The exponential integration in Equation (8.8) is based on the estimation of the a posteriori 
signal to noise ratios (SNRs) for the current frame, 7/5, and the a priori SNRs for the past 
frames, %. The estimated noise spectrum and the squared input amplitude provide an 
estimate for the a posteriori SNR:
% =  where =  (8.9)
on the other hand the estimate of the a priori SNR is given by:
m Xx{k) , where A...(k) (8.10)Ai(fc)
which is then made further dependent on the prior probability of speech absence in each bin 
k resulting in
(8 .11)
Vk, that controls the limits of the exponential integration, is found to be [72] [73]
(8.12)
it is also used to control the calculation of the soft-decision gain, as the likelihood ratio in 
Equation (8.6) Jvk)A(fe) = (8.13)
It can be seen from all the above gain derivations that the MMSE-LSA estimator primarily 
depends on the direct observation of the input amplitudes, the estimation of the prior prob­
ability of speech absence, qk, and on the estimation and accurate adaptation of the noise 
power spectrum, Xd{k).
8.1.3 Estimation of Prior Probability
The accurate estimation of prior probabilities is one of the key issues in the setup of this 
enhancement model, as it takes part both in the calculation of the gains and in the adaptation 
of the background noise power spectrum. Typically, a fixed probability is assumed for all
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frequency components of the input speech frame. However, this assumption becomes invalid 
as voiced speech can be considered quasi-harmonic and hence speech energy may not be 
present in every spectral component. Instead, one should allow for a different probability 
value in each frequency bin and track it in time using a smoothing estimator [74]
Qk{l) =  OiqQkil -  1) 4- (1 -  aq)Ik{l) (8.14)
where I and I — 1 are the current and previous frames respectively, aq is a tuning factor and 
Ik(l) is an index function that denotes the result of the simple VAD test for each individual 
frequency bin using the a posteriori SNR
4 = 1 ^  (8.16)11 Ik < Jth
where jth is & pre-defined threshold.
8.1.4 N oise Spectrum  A daptation
A critical component in any frequency domain enhancement algorithm is the estimation of 
the noise power spectrum, as it controls the level of signal suppression. The traditional 
noise power spectrum estimation is performed during periods of speech absence as determined 
by a VAD. In order to account for the non-stationarity of the noise, the recursive adaptation 
of the estimated noise spectrum adopted here includes a dynamic smoothing factor [74]
Xdikjl) =  oid{l)Xd{k,l — 1) H- (1 — Oid{l))Rk (8.16)
where ad{l) is given by
ad{l) =  1 - 0 . 2  |7 (Z - 1 ) - 1 | ,  0.8 < ad{l) < 0.98 (8.17)
where — 1) is the average a posteriori SNR up to the previous frame [74].
The dynamic smoothing factor depends on — 1) whose function is to indicate how fast 
the noise spectrum is changing with respect to the current adaptation rate. However, the 
non-stationary noise power spectrum can deviate significantly during speech presence which 
is why the noise spectrum is also updated during speech presence in those frequency bins, 
K ,  where the value of current SNR, 7 ,^ is very low. The modified update factor, ad{l), now 
becomes dependent on % [74]
OLd{l) =  1 - 0 . 2  |7 (Z -  1) -  1| 9A, 0.8 < ad{l) < 0.98. (8.18)
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8.1.5 Voice A ctiv ity  D etector  (V A D )
The VAD is a very important part of the MMSE-LSA speech enhancement systems as it 
controls the updating of the different par ameters used in the gain calculations. It also affects 
the various, noise related, tracking functions. For this reason, a reliable VAD is important 
in improving the development of this system, see the work of [75]. A reliable detection of 
speech presence is our paramount concern so that silence segments are used for adapting 
noise related parameters.
8.2 Echo Canceller
Echo in telecommunication systems is the delayed and distorted sound which is reflected back 
to the source. In telecommunications there are two types of echo:
1. Acoustic echo: which results from the reflection of sound waves and acoustic coupling 
between the microphone and loudspeaker.
2. Electrical echo: generated at the two-to-four wire conversion hybrid transformer due to 
imperfect impedance matching.
The echo canceller system described in this section is capable of dealing with either type of 
echo. This is shown in section 8.3, where integration and testing is carried out. Figure 8.1
shows a typical echo canceller configuration. The echo canceller generates the echo replica, 
e(i), by applying the reference signal (i.e. fai' end speech y(z) in our case) to a transversal filter 
(tapped delay line). If the transfer function of the transversal filter is identical to the echo 
path, the echo replica ê(i) will be identical to the echo e(%) thus achieving total cancellation. 
Since the echo path between points A and B is not normally known in advance, the canceller 
adapts the coefficients of the transversal filter. Generally, for error reduction purposes, the 
adaptation algorithm deduces from the cancellation error e(i) (when no near end signal is 
present) the appropriate correction to the transversal filter coefficients.
The number of taps in the transversal filter is determined by the duration of the impulse 
response of the echo path between points A and B. In the circuit implemented in this chapter 
a 128 tap transversal filter is used, as in [76], which corresponds to a delay of up to 16 ms
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Far End y(i)
Echo/
Cançéller e(i) = y a
e(i) = y h
Z ( i ) =  X ( i ) + g ( i )
Near End
X( i )
Figure 8.1: Block diagram of an echo canceller system 
with a 8 kHz sampling.
In practise, it is necessary to cancel the echoes in both directions of a communication system. 
For this purpose, two echo cancellers are deployed, each one cancelling the echo generated by 
the other end. The near end talker for one of the cancellers is the far end for the other, and 
vice versa.
8.2.1 A daptive Transversal F ilter
The reflected echo signal e{i) at time i (as seen in Figure 8.1) can be written as the convolution 
of the far end reference signal y{i) and the discrete representation of the impulse response 
of the echo path between points A and B
N - l
o(%) =  ^  Ukvii -  fc). (8.19)
fc=o
Linearity and finite duration N  of the echo path response have been assumed throughout. 
An echo canceller with N  taps adapts the N  coefficients hit of its transversal filter to produce 
a replica of the echo e{i) deflned as
i V - l
e{i) -  ^  hky{i -  &). 
fc=0
(8.20)
It is quite clear that, if hk =  for A; = 0 ,1 ,....., N  — 1, then e(%) = e(i) for all time i and the
echo is cancelled exactly.
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Since, in general, the echo path impulse response a/g is unknown and may vary with time, a 
closed loop coefficient adaptation algorithm is required to minimise the Mean Squared Error 
(MSE) between the echo and its replica. Rrom Figure 8.1, it can be seen that the near end 
error signal z(i) is comprised of the echo path error ë(i) and the near end speech signal x(i), 
which is uncorrelated with the far end signal y(i) as given by
z(i) = x(i) +  è(i). (8.21)
This results in the following
{z(2)^j =  Æ7 {æ(t)^} +  ^  {ê(%)^} (8.22)
where E  denotes the expectation operator. The echo term E  {e(%)^ } will be minimised when 
E {z(i)^}  is minimised. If we assume that there is no near end speech (i.e. x(i) = 0), the 
minimum is achieved by adjusting the coefficients hfg along the negative gradient of E  {ë{i)^} 
at each step using the equation [76]
+  =  (8.23)
where P is the step size. Substituting (8.19) and (8.20) into (8.22) gives from (8.23) the 
update equation
hk{i +  1) =  hk{i) -  2pE {e{i)y{i -  k ) } . (8.24)
In practise, the expectation operator in the gradient term 2^E  {e{i)y{i — k)} cannot be com­
puted without a prior knowledge of the reference signal probability distribution. Common
practise is to use an instantaneous unbiased estimate of the gradient, thus resulting in [76]
hk{i +  1) =  hk{i) -  2Pe{i)y{i -  k) (8.25)
which is referred to as the Least Mean Square (LMS) adaptation algorithm.
LMS algorithms are widely used for speech echo cancellation. This algorithm is known for 
its low complexity and good numerical properties but the major drawback is that the con­
vergence is slow for highly correlated signals such as speech. To keep complexity low and 
improve the convergence of the filter coefficients, the normalised LMS (NLMS) algorithm has 
been suggested. The dynamic range of the reference signal affects the convergence which is 
the reason behind the NLMS algorithms out-performing the general LMS counterpart. For 
the NLMS algorithm, the filter coefficient adaptation is given by
hk{i +  1) =  /ifc(i) -  (8.26)
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where cr{i)^ is
N - l
cr{if -  ^  %/(% -  k Ÿ  (8.27)
k~0
Echo canceller systems based on the NLMS algorithm (or other variants of the general LMS 
algorithm) show good performances with either of the types of echo, provided that near end 
speech is not present. Their performances, however, degrade rapidly when near end speech 
is present or echo is contaminated by background noise or, especially, if both cases apply. 
As can be seen from Equation (8.21), the error between the original echo and its replica 
has a portion which is not related to the far end speech nor the echo. When this portion 
is not assumed to be zero (as was the case in the above derivation), then the feedback part 
of Equation (8.26) will include the near end signal, thus resulting in divergence of the filter 
coefficients since filter coefficients will be adapted using information not related to the echo 
path.
Echo canceller systems, generally, stop filter coefficient adaptation when near end speech is 
present. An accurate near end speech detector is therefore necessary to avoid divergence of 
the filter coefficients. These systems have two drawbacks. The first being that its performance 
strongly depends on how accurate the near end speech detector is. To our knowledge, there 
does not exist a 100% accurate near end speech detector, so occasional divergence instances 
are inevitable. The second drawback is related to situations where a near end speech segment 
is long, during which the echo characteristics might change considerably over that period. If 
filter coefficients are not continually adapted during those segments, then the filter will lose 
synchronisation with the echo path changes leading to a large change when filter coefficient 
adaptation is resumed. This results in temporary filter divergence which the NLMS algorithm 
will attempt to recover from to reach convergence again.
In our novel Adaptive NLMS (ANLMS) echo canceller system proposed in the next subsection, 
the dependence of the echo canceller performance on the reliability of the near end speech 
detector is removed. It also continues filter coefficient adaptation even during near end speech 
segments so as not to lose synchronisation with echo path changes. These are both achieved 
through using a soft decision method.
8.2.2 A daptive N orm alised Least M ean Squared (A N LM S) A lgorithm
The ANLMS, as the name suggests, is based on the NLMS algorithm (with a 128 tap transver­
sal adaptive filter [76]). The NLMS of [76] differs from the general NLMS in that filter
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coefficients are updated less frequently with a thinning factor M, resulting in
M—1I] e{i -  m)y{i -  m - k )  
hk{i +  1) =  h(S )  +  ^ -------------  (8.28)
where k — h ,h  M ,h  + 2M , and =  0 ,1 , M  — 1.
Note that the effect of the 2 x /3 of Equation (8.26) is included in the P of Equation (8.28). In
[76] the superior performance of this block update method compared to the normal update 
rate with regard to noise and near end speech signal is shown. The ANLMS includes a number 
of enhancements to the system of [76] (broadly: increased robustness to noise contamination, 
continuous filter coefficient adaptation and the removal of any need for detectors), in order 
to deal with the various scenarios of a practical communication system leading to
M - lYj M  -  m)y{i +  M -  m -  fc) 
hk{i + 1) =  hk{i) +  Wk{i)P •0(i)2^(j)2 (8.29)
where and p{i) are given by
= aei>{i -  1) 4- (1 -  0!e) \y{i)\ (8.30)
and
p{i) -  aep{i -  1) +  (1 -  cce) k(OI (8.31)
respectively. The weighting function Wk{i) is
Wkii) =  exp | -  I  (8.32)
where hk{i) is the unweighted estimate of filter coefficient k at time i and hk{i) is the average 
track of filter coefficient k at time i and are respectively given by
Af—1Y  e{i-\- M  ~  m)y{i + M  -  m -  k)
=  / k^(^ ) +
hk{i) ~  anhki'i -  1) +  (1 -  ah)hk{i)‘ (8.34)
Note that, 0 < ccg < 1, 0 < < 1 and 7 > 0 are tuning parameters which need to be
optimised for a given application.
The novelty of the proposed echo-canceller method stems from the soft decision weighting 
function, Wfc(â). This weighting function removes the need for a near end speech detector and 
its associated problems. It also provides a soft decision means for continuous filter coefficient 
adaptation so as not to lose synchronisation with echo path changes. In addition it results
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in increased robustness to background noise contamination.
At time i, the weighting function Wk(i) depends in its calculation on the average track of filter 
coefficient k (as given in Equation (8.34)) and on the unweighted estimate of filter coefficient 
hk{iys at time i (as given in Equation (8.33)). If the difference between the unweighted 
estimated and the related average filter coefficient track is large (which mostly occur due to 
the presence of noise or near end speech or both), then the weighting will be small. On the 
other hand, when the difference is small the Wk{i) will be close to one. The weighting Wk{i) 
along with the step size P determine the adaptive step size. The adaptive step size is close 
to P for changes that follow smoothly the evolution of each filter coefficient track. Whilst 
being much less than p  for changes that are generally not related to the echo path change 
over time. The variance of the weighting function tOfc(i), i.e. how fast the decay from the 
unity value will be, is controlled by the value 7 0^.
Note that the novel ANLMS echo canceller system proposed in this section depends on the 
value of each average filter coefficient track and therefore requires an initialisation period that 
is dependent on the application. This initial period is essential in getting a reliable average 
filter coefficient track and for the overall system convergence.
8.2,3 Echo C anceller Perform ance Requirem ent
Echo cancellers should possess the following fundamental requirements [76]:
1. Low return echo level during single talk scenarios:
The residual echo return level after full echo canceller convergence for a given echo path 
should be less than a given steady state dBmO (Test No. 1 of [77]). For far end input 
signal levels in the range between -30 dBmO to -10 dBmO the residual echo retiun level 
should be in the range at least -48 dBmO to -36 dBmO, respectively [77].
2. Rapid convergence:
It is necessary for the echo canceller to achieve fast convergence for different combina­
tions of far end input signal levels and echo paths. The requirement is that for far end 
input signals ranging between -30 dBraO and 0 dBmO, the total attenuation of the echo 
canceller system should be greater than or equal to 27 dB after 500 ms of adaptation 
(Test No. 2 of [77]).
3. Little divergence during double talk situation:
The residual echo return level, of a fully converged echo canceller for far end input
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signal levels ranging between -30 dBmO and -10 dBmO, should not increase from the 
steady state levels of Test No.l of [77] by more than 10 dB when near end signal is 
present.
4. Slow divergence when there is no signal:
It is necessary to ensure that for a fully converged echo canceller, the divergence is 
slow when there is no echo signal present. This will prevent the filter coefficients from 
reaching zero too fast. The requirement is that for an echo canceller initially in fully 
converged state for far end input levels ranging between -30 dBmO and -10 dBmO, when 
removing the far end signal for two minutes, the increase in residual echo return level 
is not more than 10 dB from the steady state levels of Test No.l of [77] (Test No. 4 of
[77]).
5. Rapid return of the echo level to residual if the echo path is interrupted:
It is important to ensure that for a fully converged echo canceller the residual echo 
return level, 500 ms after an interrupt to the system has occurred, is less than or equal 
to -37 dBmO (Test No. 5 of [77]).
The ITU-T recommendation G.165 defines the echo canceller performance requirements using 
band-limited white noise (300-3400 Hz) test signals for far-end and near-end ports. A test 
is devised for each one of the listed requirements above as in [77]. Prior to including the 
proposed novel ANLMS echo canceller into the combine system presented in the next section, 
it is necessary to satisfy these outlined requirements. Table 8.1 lists the results obtained for 
the different test of ITU-T recommendation G.165.
The requirements for echo canceller performance for double talk situations (i.e. requirement 
3 in the list above) is subdivided into two tests. The first is related to the double talk 
detection part of the echo canceller system. As there is no such double talk detector used 
in the ANLMS system this test is not performed. The second part of the test is aimed at 
ensuring that in double talk situations the divergence is low. The requirement for this part 
is that only a 10 dB increase in residual echo level of the results listed in the steady state 
test are permitted (Test No. 1 of [77]). The ANLMS is well within this requirement.
Note that this does not mean that systems based on either LMS or NLMS do not satisfy the 
ITU-T requirements. On the contrary, they do satisfy the requirements, but the advantages 
our system has are the continued filter coefficient adaptation even during double talk scenarios 
and that there is no need for any switching or VADs.
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ITU-T Recommendation G.165 ANLMS
Tests Input Levels Recommendation Results
Steady state -30 dBmO -48 dBmO -83 dBmO
residual echo -20 dBmO -42 dBmO -72 dBmO
level test -10 dBmO -36 dBmO -60 dBmO
Convergence -30 dBmO attenuation > 27 dB 30 dB
test -20 dBmO attenuation > 27 dB 30 dB
-10 dBmO attenuation > 27 dB 30 dB
Leak Rate test -30 dBmO (For all input levels. (echo level
test (i.e. Slow -20 dBmO residual echo level increase of 6 dB
divergence when -10 dBmO should not increase was evident for
no signal) more than 10 dB) all input levels)
Infinite return 
loss convergence -30 dBmO < -37 dBmO -78 dBmO
test (i.e. rapid (< 500 ms) return -20 dBmO < -37 dBmO -68 dBmO
to convergence -10 dBmO < -37 dBmO -57 dBmO
after an interrupt 
to echo path)
Table 8.1: ITU-T Recommendations and ANLMS systems performance results
8.3 Combined Echo Canceller and Noise Suppressor
Various solutions to the problems associated with practical communication have been pro­
posed over the years, a survey of which is given in [78]. Solutions for the problems of near 
end speech presence include either stopping filter coefficient adaptation or reducing the size 
of step size p  during near end speech segments. Either method depends on a reliable near end 
speech detector. As for the noise contamination case, echo cancellers are generally capable 
of producing relatively good performances when low background noise is present with the 
echo speech. However, their performances degrade rapidly when the noise level is high. To 
improve the overall echo canceller system’s performance, a noise suppressor is included in a 
combined system with the echo canceller. The noise suppressor may be included either prior 
to the echo canceller system or after it. Placing the noise suppressor before the echo canceller 
in order to remove the noise from the near end signal will also distort the echo signal in a
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non-linear manner. Including the noise suppressor after the echo canceller in order to remove 
the residual echo error as well as noise is therefore selected to be the preferred configuration 
as shown in Figure 8.2.
Figure 8.2, is the system configuration adopted in all the experiments conducted. The MMSE- 
LSA noise suppressor is included in order to remove, as much as possible, both the residual 
echo error and the background noise. The ANLMS, on the other hand, is responsible for 
generating the echo replica from the far end signal and continually adapting filter coefficient 
parameters to keep track of echo path changes.
The novel system has been tested both subjectively and objectively. Subjective testing was
y(i)Far End
E c h o /
Cançéller
Noise
Suppressor x(i)+e(i) +n(i)
Near E; x(i)
Figure 8.2: Block Diagram of the Novel Echo Canceller and Noise Suppressor System
carried out through informal listening tests while objective testing was achieved through the 
plots of the various filter coefficient convergence tracks along with the corresponding input 
(i.e. x(i) -f e(i) -H n(i)) and output (i.e. s(z)) of the proposed system. Two different echos 
were generated for this purpose. The first, a simple echo resulting from a single delay and 
attenuation of the far end speech signal and the second, the sum of three different delayed 
and attenuated versions of the far end speech. Each echo has been mixed with the near end 
speech signal along with background noise contamination resulting in SNRs of 0, 5, 10, 15 
and 20 dB.
Results obtained using the simple echo case are shown in Figures 8.3-8.S. The echo was gener­
ated by delaying the fai' end speech (i.e. y(i)) by 40 samples and attenuated through a factor 
of 0.48. Part A of Figures 8.3-8.8 shows the input to the novel system (i.e. æ(%) 4-e(%) 4- n(i))
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and the corresponding output (i.e. 5(i)), whereas part B shows the convergence track of filter 
coefficient /i4o alongside an arbitrary example of another: ho. The robustness of the system 
under noisy conditions as well as the convergence of the filter coefficients (namely h^o and 
/lo), even in the presence of near end speech, are quite evident in Figures 8.3-8.8. Note that, 
as also highlighted above, neither a near end speech detector nor a switch for filter coefficient 
adaptation is needed. All that is needed is an initial training period for which the Wk{iys 
are set to one. In our setup, the initial period is 1 sec for which the near end speech x{i) is 
assumed to be absent. The weighting function is switched on after that and it is responsible 
for convergence of the filter coefficients during near end speech presence and silences in the 
near end signal. Based on the average track of each filter coefficient (i.e. hk{i)) and the 
selection of the value in the Wk{i) definition, only the step changes that follow the average 
track have a considerable effect on the filter coefficient adaptation. Otherwise the overall 
step size (i.e. Wk{i)P), due to Wk{i), will be small therefore not changing the previous filter 
coefficient value by much and thus reducing the likelihood of divergence.
A similar result was obtained in the second experiment when a more complex echo was used. 
The echo used for this setup was generated tlirough the sum of three different delays: 20, 
40 and 60 samples with corresponding attenuation factors of 0.2, 0.48 and 0.35 respectively. 
Figures 8.9-8.14, show the results obtained for the second setup.
8.4 Conclusions
We conclude, as supported by the results displayed in Figures 8.3-8.14, that the novel ANLMS 
echo canceller proposed in this chapter is capable of continually adapting the transversal filter 
coefficients whether or not near speech and/or background noise are/is present. This is always 
the case as long as there is an initial period for adapting Jik of each filter coefficient. Filter 
coefficient convergence time increases as the amount of noise contamination increases but it 
is always reached. Even for the case of 0 dB SNR, the echo canceller manages to converge 
to match the original echo. This was also confirmed by informal listening tests of longer 
sequences for which convergence was always reached regardless of near end speech or noise 
level.
The novel ANLMS was also seen to confirm with ITU-T recommendation G.165 as presented 
in the performance testing above. This was also the case when the proposed echo canceller 
system was integrated with the noise suppressor in one combined model.
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Figure 8.3: Performance of the proposed system for clean speech
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Figure 8.4: Performance of the proposed system for 20 dB SNR
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Figure 8.5: Performance of the proposed system for 15 dB SNR
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Figure 8.6: Performance of the proposed system for 10 dB SNR
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Figure 8.7: Performance of the proposed system for 5 dB SNR
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Figure 8.8: Performance of the proposed system for 0 dB SNR
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Figure 8.9: Performance of the proposed system for clean speech
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Figure 8.10: Performance of the proposed system for 20 dB SNR
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Figure 8.11: Performance of the proposed system for 15 dB SNR
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Figure 8.12: Performance of the proposed system for 10 dB SNR
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Conclusions and Future Work
9.1 Conclusions
This thesis mainly focused on enhancement techniques for speech coding parameters (namely 
LSF, spectral amplitudes and pitch) estimation as well as in practical speech application (i.e. 
echo/noise system). The work carried out is presented in four chapters:
• Chapter five:
The consistency of pitch estimates when operating in noisy background scenarios, for its 
effect on the synthesised speech quality produced, is the subject of study of this chapter. 
Pitch estimators, generally, degrade in performance when used in noise contaminated 
environments. Hence, a novel robust pitch post-processing method was proposed to 
improve the reliability of pitch estimtors when used in such noisy conditions. The novel 
technique was shown to result in lower pitch error rates and smoother pitch contours as 
compared to the existing pitch estimation methods and those incorporating a median 
post-processing technique. Superior performances were produced when uncertainty was 
included in the robust statistics metric, especially at speech onsets and offsets where 
pitch changes abruptly leading to high possibility of pitch errors.
• Chapter six:
In this chapter, a thorough investigation into LSF and spectral amplitudes estimation 
as seen from an over-sampling and decimation perspective is presented. The magni­
tude spectra for both LSFs and spectral amplitudes showed considerable high frequency 
variation. The presence of high frequency variations were related, in the case of LSFs,
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to the weak stationary assumption made for the speech segment within the analysis 
window. Whereas for spectral amplitudes, they were, indirectly, shown to be related 
to the stationary assumptions through its effect on LSFs as well as being related to 
window position, shape and the nature of speech within the analysis window.
In order to alleviate the possible over-lapping spectra (in both LSFs and spectral am­
plitudes), an anti-alisaing low pass filter, with cut off frequency dependent on the (LSF 
or spectral amplitudes) vector transmission rate was proposed. The aim was to remove 
irrelevant information while keeping the quality of the signal the same. This has shown 
to give advantages when using IF prediction VQ techniques. A possible 10-15 % VQ 
bit saving was shown to be possible for the LSF case while, approximately, 10 % VQ 
bit saving was possible in the case of spectral amplitudes.
• Chapter seven:
This chapter focuses on LSF and SA quantisation and studies the joint effect of both 
quantisers, both subjectively and objectively. Generally, in classic vocoder systems, 
LSF and SA quantisation processes are performed sequentially. A novel joint LSF and 
spectral amplitudes VQ technique was proposed, in this chapter, to replace the classic 
sequential LSF and SA VQ methods. Three different distance measures were used along 
with the unquantised speech spectrum as a reference signal in the proposed method. 
The MSE distance measure showed better subjective quality than the classic method 
at the same bit rate while approximately the same subjective quality was noticed when 
compared to the classic method at a higher bit rate. Whereas, when the SD and IS 
distance measures were used, no noticeable subjective advantage was evident when 
compared to the classic system. This may be related to the better suitability of SD 
and IS as being distortion measures for LP modelling problems. These were confirmed 
through the various listening tests performed. Therefore, it was concluded that by using 
a joint LSF and SA VQ selection method a bit saving of approximately 30 % is possible 
as compared to the classic system.
• Chapter eight:
Chapter eight proposes a solution to the ongoing problems associated with practical 
echo-canceller systems. A novel ANLMS echo-canceller was presented which removes 
the need to accurately detect near end speech instances and to stop filter coefficient 
adaptation. The proposed ANLMS deals with these issues using a weighting function 
that adaptively changes the adaptation step size. The ANLMS method proposed was
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comined with an MMSE-LSA based noise suppressor into onem. The combined system 
satisfied the ITU-T recommendations for echo-canceller systems. It was also shown that 
the systems does remove the need for an accurate near end speech detector and that 
it continues to adapt filter coefficients even during double talk scenarios (i.e. near end 
speech and far end speech occurring at the same time). This novel proposed combined 
system has shown excellent performances even under heavy noise condition (i.e. 0 dB 
SNR). As SNRs decrease the convergence time of the combined system increases but 
it is always reached. This has also been confirmed through the informal listening tests 
with longer speech sequences.
9.2 Future Work
Possible future works may stem from the following:
1. The novel method proposed in chapter six showed advantages, as compared to existing 
classic methods, in terms of bit savings yet on the other hand it needs a lot of process­
ing power to achieve these advantages. The reason being that both LSF and spectral 
amplitudes are first estimated every sample (over-sampled) followed by filtering and 
decimation to the required vector transmission rate. All these steps add considerable 
overhead to the existing system and is far from practical. Most of the advantages pre­
sented in chapter six are expected to be possible when estimating LSFs and spectral 
amplitude parameters less often than every sample, such as every 2.5-5 ms. Practical 
system implementation issues have to be addressed before such a method is to be in­
cluded into existing systems. Future work involves finding the best rate that is optimum 
between complexity overhead and maximum advantage as well as the design of a more 
practical low pass filter (i.e. having less taps).
2. The joint LSF and SA VQ codebook quantisation method proposed in chapter seven 
showed excellent VQ codebook bit saving potential while producing synthesized speech 
that is subjectively the same as the classic methods with higher bit allocation. Only 
three distance measures were considered and work needs to done in order to find better 
distance measure for their great influence on resultant subjective quality and possible 
bit reduction.
Different LSF and spectral amplitude quantiser combination may be also explored since
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the potential bit saving might be even greater if different quantisers were to be used 
other than those presented. MSVQ-IF LSF vector quantisation seems to be the best 
selection whereas there is room for improvement in the spectral amplitude VQ quantiser. 
A better harmonic selection process that provides a better fit to the original spectral 
amplitudes might provide even more subjective and objective advantages. Further 
effort in finding better distortion measures that better fits human perception during 
VQ codebook training for either (LSF or spectral amplitude) quantiser may prove to 
be fruitful in terms of producing better subjective quality than the current system. It 
is also worth investigating the possible joint LSF and SA VQ codebooks training rather 
than each one of them optimised separately.
3. In SB-LPC vocoder system, the spectral amplitudes, the pitch, the voicing and the en­
ergy of the speech segment are used for reproducing the glottal excitation, later shaped 
by the LP synthesis filter (in the form of LSFs) to generate synthesized speech. The 
LP filter better models the speech spectral envelope during unvoiced speech segments, 
since the assumptions made for the LP residual is that it is of a random Gaussian 
character. In the voiced speech segments, the modelling is affected by the presence of 
the glottal pulses generated from the vibrating vocal chords. If the effect of the glottal 
pulses during voiced speech is taken into account while estimating the LPC parame­
ters, a possible subjective and objective advantages may result. This maybe achieved 
through synthesizing the glottal pulses, using the information available at both the en­
coder and decoder, and removing the effect of each glottal pulse from the speech prior 
to calculating the LPC parameters. It is also worth investigating the effect of removing 
the synthesised excitation from the original excitation in terms of spectral amplitudes 
quantisation gains.
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K. Al-Naimij S. Villette and A. Kondoz, ’’Improved LSF Estimation Through Anti-Aliasing 
Filtering,” Proc, Speech Coding Worhshopy Japan 2002.
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Japan 2002.
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Nokia Mobile Phones.
” Combined Echo Canceller and Noise Suppressor System” will be sent for patenting.
Y. D. Cho, K. Al-Naimi and A. Kondoz, ’’Pitch post-processing technique based robust 
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Y. D. Cho, K. Al-Naimi and A. Kondoz, ’’Mixed decision-based Noise Adaptation for Speech 
Enhancement,” lE E  Electronic Letters, vol. 37, no. 8, pp. 540-542, April 2001.
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